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Archaeological Record   
Chairperson:  Dr. Kelly J. Dixon 
 
Abstract Content: 
This thesis puts the Prohibition years in Anaconda and Butte, Montana, into historical, 
and sociocultural context to discover an engendered narrative of liquor law violators 
between the years 1923 and 1926 and to investigate the scope of the local informal, 
illegal, illicit economic systems dictating the distribution of illegal liquor during that era. 
The transference of the means and modes of production, as envisioned by Karl Marx, and 
collective social resistance serve as the theoretical frameworks for analysis and 
examination of three case studies. The first, Poacher Gulch is a remote mining site in 
western Montana, was the subject of archaeological excavation in 2006 and 2007, and a 
pollen analysis of soil samples collected in 2006 indicated someone grew corn near the 
upper rugged reaches of the gulch. A reanalysis of the site revealed that the features 
present, combined with a feasibility assessment of the garden, showed signatures of an 
economically viable alcohol distillation operation; engendered personal items in the 
artifact assemblage suggested the archaeological signature of a woman’s presence at the 
site. In two of the three the case studies of Anaconda and Butte, Montana, I compiled 
separate lists of each town’s offenders were using local primary sources such as 
newspaper accounts, and court records. Comparison of fines, jail terms, and property 
seizures of male and female home brewers and business owners indicated a systematic 
leniency towards women offenders. Significant differences in the socioeconomic status of 
women offenders was present and indicated that the distinct societal environments in 
which women navigated dictated how liquor laws were violated. Unequal applications of 
the law on the part of city officials indicated a tolerance of illegal activity for the 
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financial exploitation of residents in both towns. An archaeological excavation of the 
“Cabbage Patch” (a working class neighborhood in Butte) was used to establish a 
theoretical methodology to quantify participation in the informal, illegal, illicit 
economies. The methodology could not be tested as few diagnostic cultural materials 
were found. The findings although general in nature, can be used as a starting point for a 
more realistic discourse about the nature of resistance.    
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Chapter 1:   
Introduction 
 The 1920s were a time of rapid social and cultural change, a topic of great interest to 
anthropologists and archaeologists. Yet little anthropological research, excepting historical 
inquiry, exists of the Prohibition years (1920-1933) in the United States. The era does not seem 
to be “ancient” enough for archaeological work nor exotic enough for cultural anthropological 
study. Historically, the era is overshadowed by the First World War that came before it and the 
Great Depression that came after. As a result, the 1920s have been largely mythologized in the 
American collective consciousness through the images of Al Capone, organized crime, grand 
speakeasies, flapper girls, enormous wealth, and a general time of reckless abandon. These are 
not necessarily false images. However, they are centered mostly on the experiences of the 
Eastern part of the nation. Left unheard are the narratives of the southern, northern, and western 
regions of the U.S.; the experiences of the working and lower classes and the immigrant 
populations, all of which were targets of Prohibition laws; and for the purposes of this research, 
women. The following thesis focuses on the experiences of women liquor law violators in 
western Montana, highlighting an all-together different story of the Prohibition Era.   
 Resistance to prohibitive laws took many forms across the nation and the manufacture 
and sale of illegal alcohol was the largest. Women’s involvement in illegal moonshining has 
been overshadowed by the endeavors of their male counterparts. One remote archaeological site, 
located in the Plains area of northwestern Montana and two communities (Anaconda and Butte) 
in western Montana are presented as case studies and offer a unique opportunity for historical, 
anthropological, and archaeological investigations of women’s resistance activities. To 
understand the role women played in such resistance, research into the era of alcohol prohibition 
in Montana started in 2012 (Casias 2013) and continues as described herein. 
 Spanning four years, this thesis has become more complex than a simple inquiry into 
women’s illegal activities during the Prohibition Era, although the female narrative remains the 
focus-- and follows a linear progression of thought following the historical clues of the three case 
studies. The studies touch upon the cultural significance of alcohol to multi-ethnic communities, 
social organization, cooperative social resistance, exploitation, and the strength of the informal 
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economy, including alcohol, to inform agency and resistance, and to be the engine of social 
change. This investigation required primary historical source analysis as no central database of 
women’s illegal activities in the 1920s exist; so I created one  by compiling oral histories, over 
3,000 newspapers entries, federal and state court documents, U.S. census information, and local 
Polk City Directories.  
 Chapters 2 and 3 outline the historical and theoretical frameworks used in this research to 
analyze three case studies. Chapter 2 focuses on women’s participation in the manufacturing of 
alcohol throughout time and the world, and outlines Karl Marx’s concept of the means and 
modes of production and its ties to the loss or gain of socioeconomic status and the foundations 
of collective social resistance. Chapter 3 illustrates the historical use of alcohol as an important 
commodity in United States history and alcohol’s prohibition by the government and state to 
control and to regulate individual, private behavior. Included in this chapter is a discussion of the 
strength of the informal economy as a mechanism for rapid social change.  
 Chapters 4 through 6 include the three case studies noted above. Chapter 4 is a reanalysis 
of Poacher Gulch, a remote hard-rock and placer mining site in Montana, and its potential reuse 
as a moonshine manufacturing base in the 1920s with archaeological signatures of a female 
presence. Chapter 5 focuses on the more urban setting of Anaconda, Montana. The case outlines 
men and women’s illegal liquor activities within the town and investigates local businesses, and 
the tolerance of town officials to the breaking of Prohibition laws. Chapter 6 focuses on Butte, 
Montana, and mirrors the investigation in Anaconda (Butte’s sister city). A comparative analysis 
highlights the different experiences of male and female offenders, businesses, and tolerance of 
law breakers by town officials in the two municipalities. Added to this case study is the use of 
experimental archaeology and a theoretical methodological model to quantify participation of 
Butte citizens in the informal/illegal/illicit economy of alcohol during the Prohibition Era. 
Chapter 7 discusses the implications of this thesis and future archaeological and historical 
research directions dedicated to identifying evidence of collective social resistance and the power 
of the lower classes to alter the historical trajectory of a nation.         
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Chapter 2: 
Laying the Foundations of Drink: 
Alcohol Production, Women, and Status in History 
 
 A power relationship can only be articulated on the basis of two elements which are 
 indispensable if it is really to be a power relationship: that ‘the other’ (the one over 
 whom  power is exercised) be thoroughly recognized and maintained to the very end as 
 a person who acts; and that, faced with a relationship of power, a whole field of 
 responses, reactions, results, and possible inventions may open up (Foucault 1982:782). 
 
 In 1952 Robert Braidwood’s archaeological excavation of a Neolithic site in Iraq focused 
on the domestication of grain and the flour that could be produced from it. The archaeological 
evidence piqued the interest of one of Braidwood’s colleagues who asked: “Was the subsequent 
impetus to the domestication (of grains) bread or beer?” (Braidwood et al.1953:1). The 
production and use of alcohol has been a universal component of the human condition for at least 
10,000 years and has been researched extensively by anthropologists and sociologists 
(Haggblade 1992; Hames 2012; Holtzman 2001; Hornsey 2003; Kuumba 2006; McCoy et.al. 
2013; Meacham 2003; Smith 2008). The question of beer being the reason humans domesticated 
grain has yet to be definitively answered. Research thus far indicates alcohol consumption and 
production have heavily influenced the economic, political, social, and cultural development of 
an array of ancient and modern societies across the globe (Hames 2012:10; Hornsey 2003:37). 
The production of alcohol has sparked national growth and trade, and impacted the formation of 
gender ideologies (Gibb and King 1991:111; Hames 2012:11; Kuumba 2006:115). Consumption 
of alcohol has influenced nutritional regiments, medical practices, and religious rituals, while use 
by some and not by others has defined and solidified social hierarchies (Hames 2012:10-13; 
Morris 1979:23). Governmental regulations and taxation surrounding alcohol has swayed 
political organization and secured the economic power and growth of nations (Hames 2012:7).  
The significance of alcohol as a component in structural and social organization does not explain 
any given civilization as a whole. However, focus on changes in alcohol production and 
consumption provides opportunities to examine and understand the more nuanced shifts in social 
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values, ideologies, and power struggles within complex societies over time, which can be used to 
mirror our own modern world’s intricate network of social, political, economic and cultural 
issues.  
 Much research has focused attention on consumption patterns and the wide variety of 
uses for alcohol to explain cultural and societal shifts, rather than production. Common sense 
would seem to dictate that the production of such a culturally, socially, and economically 
important substance would not be left up the dregs of society; instead producer’s status and 
economic power would be equivalent to, and reflect the importance of the product they were 
manufacturing. Alcohol production and use, with few exceptions, is universal, and among the 
more ancient civilizations with evidence of “manufacturing” alcohol, women had the traditional 
knowledge and technology to brew—which suggests that they had the means to facilitate the 
widespread use of alcohol. However, through time, a transfer in the means and modes of 
production caused the industry to become increasingly masculinized, coinciding with a loss of 
social, political, and economic status for women in those civilizations. The process of 
masculinization in alcohol production over time, the transfer of the means and modes of 
production in the Marxian sense, and the power relations envisioned by Michel Foucault can be 
used to understand not only societal and ideological changes, but also women’s declining 
economic and social significance in past and present societies throughout the world.   
 
Theoretical Framework  
  
 In Marxian economic thought the means and modes of production are tied to social and 
economic change generated by the advancement of technology. As technology improves, the 
relations of production become strained igniting class conflict, revolution, and ultimately a 
rearranging of the economic structure and social relations (Marx 1867; Ruyle 1975). 
Technological advances increase production rates and profit for those who own the means and 
modes of production, as less man hours are needed to produce surplus goods. The worker is 
limited to selling labor for a wage—at a price that the owners dictate—to sustain themselves. 
The further from the means and modes one is, the further they are from participating in the 
formal economy that the process creates. Wealth becomes concentrated, polarizing class 
distinctions and changes how a society relates. This plays out in the social arena through sub-
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standard living conditions, unequal opportunities for education, and lack of political, social and 
economic opportunities. This gives rise to a class consciousness and revolution, leading to a shift 
in the ownership of production that is renegotiated towards a more equitable redistribution—
Communism. The underlying social structure is reordered, resulting in the negation of class 
distinctions where power and wealth are equalized (Lukacs 1920; Marx 1867). This particular 
discourse critiques capitalism and where power is being exerted from the top-down. The transfer 
of the means and modes of production from one group with the means to the ones without is the 
theoretical frame of this thesis. Explanations of historical and archaeological findings are thus 
based on the assumption that the transfer of the means and modes of alcohol production from 
women to men represents a loss of status for the original owners of alcohol production during the 
early twentieth-century era of alcohol prohibition and that the power of resistance can be exerted 
from the bottom-up. 
 Power, as an oppressive force, is a central component in understanding Marx’s arguments 
(i.e., ownership of the means and modes of production is used to oppress lower classes), yet such 
a limited definition confines power to a static position in a fluid reality. Michel Foucault 
diverged from Marx in pointing out that power is not something possessed by those at the top, 
forcing their will on society at large; rather, power is a strategy exercised by all individuals in a 
productive negotiation between individuals and institutions within the constant push-pull 
relationship of power exertion and resistance. “Power must be analyzed as something which 
circulates, or as something which only functions in the form of a chain . . . Power is employed 
and exercised through a netlike organization . . . Individuals are the vehicles of power, not its 
points of application” (Foucault 1980: 98). In this sense, power is about relations, “rooted in a 
system of social networks” and can always be contested (Foucault 1983: 222). This is an 
important concept to understand when considering a transfer of the means and modes of 
production to a different class, as it is likely that the exchange will be contested. The theoretical 
framework that seemed most suitable for this thesis integrates Marxian concepts of a change in 
social relations via transference of the means and modes of production with Foucault’s 
understanding of dynamic power relations.    
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A History of Alcohol Production and Use 
  
 Note: This survey of relevant literature could encompass nations past and present from all 
over the world, as well as distillation of hard liquors. However, for brevity’s sake, limits must be 
placed on discussions and so this overview examines the alcohol histories of the Near East, Sub-
Saharan Africa, England, and the Americas—and, only on the brewing of simple wines, ciders, 
and beers.  
  
 Alcohol in Prehistory 
  
 The first appearance in the archaeological and written record of the production of 
fermented beverages was found in Mesopotamia on a cuneiform tablet dating to 4000 BC 
(Oppenheim 1964:73). Alcohol use before this time remains a mystery. Two theories have 
emerged to explain how earlier humans came to use alcohol: one is based on physiology and a 
genetic predisposition to consume alcohol and on pre-human behavioral tendencies; the second 
assumes conscious production and use by groups and is based on pictographs and pollen analysis 
of a Paleolithic site.  
 First, biologist Robert Dudley’s “Drunken Monkey theory” posits that human ancestors 
living tens of millions of years ago in the tropics and subsisting largely on fruit, likely 
experienced overripe fruit that had begun the natural fermentation process, producing low levels 
of ethanol. The primates sought out the over-ripened fruit, through sense of smell, and over 
indulged to the point of drunkenness; thus Dudley argues a diet with a heavy dependence on fruit 
resulted in a genetic behavioral adaptation that helped them to find and consume over-ripened 
fruit to fulfill their caloric needs (Dudley 2004:318). Physiologically, the human liver functions 
to detoxify chemicals and metabolize drugs. In short, the evolution of genetically infused 
behaviors and biology may underlie many modern humans’ continued and increasingly complex 
consumption of alcohol. Genetic predispositions aside, alcohol, and other mind-altering drugs, 
have a social aspect to their continued use. For a knowledge or behavior to be passed down 
through tens of millions of years, it must be an advantageous one. Primates today continue to 
seek out over-ripened fruit, but somewhere along the way, anatomically modern Homo sapiens 
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harnessed the knowledge of fermentation. The alcohol that was produced, besides having 
nutritional value, also functioned as a socializing agent.      
The second theory builds upon the first using evidence from the Paleolithic: “Early in 
pre-human history a creature not unlike ourselves with an eye for fruit and a taste for alcohol… 
moved from eating fermenting fruit to producing a fermented drink” (McGovern 2009:11). 
McGovern takes a common sense approach by postulating that early human ancestors through 
observation of natural processes harnessed the power of fermentation (McGovern 2009:12).  
McGovern uses circumstantial evidence provided by Paleolithic cave art in France and pollen 
analysis at the Monte Verde site in Chile to bolster the plausibility of his argument. 
 A 20,000 BC Venus figure chiseled into a cliff at a Paleolithic site in France depicts a 
woman holding up an animal horn. Many archaeologist believe this horn to be a musical 
instrument or a symbol of hunting magic. However, the horn is positioned in a way that suggests 
she is about to take a drink (Figure 2.1).  Deep within the Lascaux Cave near where this figure 
was chiseled, are pictographs deemed by most archaeologist as shamanistic in design (McGovern 
2009:16). Shamans are known throughout time and the world to have connections to the spiritual 
world, connections usually made through the use of some form of intoxicant. In other words if 
the figurine is a form of shamanistic magic, then the likelihood of the horn holding some form of 
intoxicant is high. Interpreting the meaning behind such ancient cave art is open to debate, but 
the Monte Verde site holds less subjective evidence.  
     
       Figure 2.1: A 20,000 BC Venus carving: France. 
  The artifact assemblage collected at the 11,480 B.P. Monte Verde site in Chile includes 
thousands of pollen samples and a wooden grinder with embedded plant remnants. The presence 
of a plant grinder indicates that the residents had extensive knowledge of plant qualities and 
knew how to process them for their medicinal, ritual, or nutritional needs (McGovern 2009:198-
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203). Also found at the site were large quantities of bulrush; an item that is chewed in modern 
Chile, Peru, and Guatemala to start the fermentation process to produce alcohol (McGovern 
2009:204). The pollen found at Monte Verde is not definitive proof of alcohol production. 
However, the fact that medicinal and hallucinogenic plants were found indicates that, at the very 
least, the inhabitants were experimenting with mind altering substances in the Americas at the 
end of the last ice age. Regardless of how or why alcohol was used in the prehistoric world, 
humans thought the substance important enough to pass the knowledge of its production down 
though tens, if not hundreds of thousands of years.  
  
Alcohol Production and the Ancient World: Southwest Asia/Near East/South America 
  
 Sumer  
 The first evidence of brewing beer is found on a Sumerian cuneiform tablet dating to 
4,000 BC that depict men and women drinking a fermented beverage through straws. In Ancient 
Mesopotamia: Portrait of a Dead Civilization, Leo Oppenheim (1964:73) identified 160 
Sumerian words for beer and three deities that guarded the production and enjoyment of beer, the 
only craft to have such divine protection. Beer was integral to Sumerians’ political, economic, 
ritual, social, and daily lives. Kings and queens hosted frequent and elaborate feasts with copious 
amounts of alcohol and food to thank their gods for divine grace and to demonstrate their wealth 
and dominance over other countries. Feasts also functioned as a social cohesion mechanism, as 
individuals were pressured and expected to produce more food and alcohol than what was 
needed for their personal survival. Surpluses were handed over in tribute and stored for later 
redistribution to the masses, cementing within the collective consciousness the ideas of a just and 
kind political order, and the individual’s social, state, and religious obligations (Hayden 2014:9). 
Taverns were numerous and there were few restrictions placed on who could partake in the 
consumption of alcohol. Laws guided how beer was bought and sold, yet there is no known 
evidence of laws curtailing or stigmatizing drunken behavior. Frequent overindulgence was a 
sign of civilized behavior and conveyed wealth and status. If one was not falling down drunk 
upon leaving a social function, it was considered rude, as it implied the drinker did not have a 
good time (Hornsey 2003:88). Fermented beverages were not just a substance employed in 
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socio-political or religious context; people in the ancient near east believed that beer had 
medicinal and nutritional qualities and it became a part of daily meals (Hornsey 2003:77).  
 Sumerian society was hierarchical and patriarchal. Women, while not having complete 
autonomy from their husbands, had many freedoms. Archaeological evidence has shown that 
women could buy and sell commodities, sign contracts, own property, initiate divorce, and 
ascend to the throne (Minnick 2013:7). How evenly this was applied throughout Sumerian 
society remains unknown.  For the most part, women held lower class jobs; textual evidence on 
clay tablets indicates that women were the first dentists and doctors of ancient Mesopotamia and 
were also charged with the brewing of alcohol and the ownership of taverns (Minnick 2013:5). 
The evidence supporting women’s significant role in brewing is overwhelming, as manufacturing 
was a job attached to their household duties. 
  Ninkasi, brewer of the gods, and a popular deity worshipped by ordinary citizens, was 
female. Ninkasi and her sister Siduri were two of the deities that watched over the production 
and enjoyment of beer. The Hymn of Ninkasi, a poem describing the step-by-step process of 
brewing beer, is suspected of being a way to pass production knowledge onto other women 
through matrilineal lines. Women produced beer within their homes and for the taverns they 
owned (Hames 2012: 27; Hornsey 2003:35; Minnick 2013:10). The word “brewster” is a 
feminized pronoun in the Sumerian language (Hartman and Oppenheim 1950:12; Minnick 
2013:7).  
 Sumer eventually fell prey to the conquest of the Babylonians. Hammurabi, the first king 
of Babylon, imposed his will on Sumerians in 1792 BC, through the introduction and precursor 
of monotheistic religions and implementation of the Code of Hammurabi, the oldest known book 
of law listing 282 laws that changed the social organization of Sumerian life (Hames 2012: 35; 
Hornsey 2003:28). These laws dealt with everything from property rights to dictating inheritance 
lines. In essence, men were given the rights and women were to become the property of, and 
subordinate to, men. The sentences of infractions of the law by women were usually death.  
 While these laws were seen as just, and accounted for the health and well-being of all, 
they changed the underlying social functioning and organization of Sumerian culture and placed 
restrictive laws on behavior. Laws dedicated to the selling and purchasing of beer in taverns, 
were directed solely toward women. The Code of Hammurabi reads: “If a beer seller do not 
receive barley as the price of beer, but if she receive money...or make the beer measure smaller 
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than the barley measure received, they (the judges) shall throw her (the brewster) into the water” 
(Horne 2007: 17; Hames 2012:11, Hartman and Oppenheim 1950:12). The feminization of 
brewing allowed women to become somewhat autonomous from their husbands because they 
could sell the surplus of home brewed beer and/or profit from the ownership of taverns that also 
served as eating houses and brothels (Hames 2012: 34). This in turn elevated their status and 
facilitated their access to power and wealth through rising economic status and education.  
 The largest problem facing women brewers was that of production capacity. Before the 
flight of Sumerians into other regions due to conquest, demand for alcohol had exploded. 
Women simply did not have the production capacity to keep up with demand and ensure their 
domestic duties were fulfilled. The means and modes of production of alcohol, and the profits 
and status that came with it shifted to men as beer became commercialized. 
 Egypt 
 The Egyptians were not far behind the Sumerians in their love and glorification of 
alcohol, specifically beer. Alcohol was intertwined with political organization, economics, social 
control, religion, status and the daily lives of Egyptian societies. Grain production for beer and 
bread underpinned the Egyptian economy, as extensive alcohol trade networks reaching as far 
away as Rome and Palestine exported locally produced Egyptian beer (Hames 2012:10). State-
laborers’ wages were paid in bread and beer, while slaves working on the Great Pyramids were 
allotted three cups of beer a day. Taxation of alcohol was first employed by Cleopatra VII to 
both pay for war and to curtail the drunken behavior of the lower classes (Hornsey 2003:35). The 
tombs of Pharaohs included vessels full of beer and complete miniature models of breweries that 
assured alcohol was available both during the trip to the afterlife and to enjoy at the final 
destination (Hornsey 2003:40). Hathor, an important deity in Egyptian mythology, welcomed 
people into the afterlife with a drink, and provided protection to brewers in the living world. The 
ability to overindulge in drinking to the point of passing out was more important in defining 
social status than gender among the elite, while the temperance of the lower classes was seen as a 
duty (Hames 2012:10). 
 Women’s status within Egyptian society was dependent upon class. Elite women were 
equal to men, enjoying all the legal, economic, and political rights that their male counterparts 
did. “Common” women were frozen out of the political spheres, unless their class status 
increased at which point they were allowed ownership of land, inheritance rights, access to the 
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legal system, and the potential to ascend to the throne (Robins 1993:72). Legal equality was 
present, although it may not have always played out in the social arena, as women often needed 
the protection and help of males in legal and monetary matters, especially where it concerned 
women’s well-being in the afterlife (Robins 1993:127-141). Hathor, the female Egyptian deity 
who escorted the dead into the afterlife, was considered the “inventress of brewing” and presided 
over all that was feminine including, joy, fertility, love, music, and inebriety (Lutz 1992:9; 
Hornsey 2003:35). The earliest known beer in Egypt was produced by women as an extension of 
their domestic responsibility; the craft was thus entirely feminized, and in essence defined 
femininity (Hames 2012:10). When larger production was needed for export and local 
consumption, women became the overseers of commercial brewing, and had the option of selling 
the surplus made in their homes in the marketplace (Hornsey 2003:64). The status and economic 
advantages afforded to female brewers may have provided enough autonomy for divorced or 
widowed women to not only support themselves and increase their upward mobility in the 
present life, but in the afterlife as well.   
 In Egypt, the population explosion that came with expansion and slave ownership also 
increased demand for alcohol, which in turn, meant a reorganization of gender roles and a switch 
in ownership of the means and modes of production. While women still had some influence and 
did participate, the social status and income that had come from brewing were severely 
diminished (Robins 1993:42). Much like what happened to female brewers elsewhere across 
space and time, the process of masculinization of a historically feminized duty has played out 
time and again throughout regions in South America, Sub-Saharan Africa, Europe and North 
America the only difference is that the process is compartmentalized in colonialism.    
 Peru  
 The pre-Incan site of Cerro Baul (600-110 AD) sat atop a Peruvian mountain, inhabited 
by the Wari; here archaeological teams unearthed a large chicha (corn/maize beer) brewery near 
the palace building. The research suggests that the city was ritualistically burned to the ground, 
with the brewery being the last building destroyed. Chicha was needed for the feasting that 
preceded the burning and for the destruction of the area itself, so the brewery appears to have 
been the last to go (Moseley et al.2005:67). Dozens of shawl pins were uncovered in the burned 
remnants of the brewery. These pins were identified as the property of the elite women in the 
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community, providing evidence that for at least this one point in time, elite Wari women were 
involved in the production of ceremonial beverages. 
 For the Inca, chicha was considered a nutritional supplement and a tool connecting the 
everyday life with the sacred. Chicha was so important to ritual and daily life that it was 
produced in every Inca settlement within the empire and under management of the state 
(Jennings et.al. 2005:244). Archaeological evidence indicates that feasting ceremonies were held 
throughout the year where excessive amounts of food and beer were supplied to the people in 
exchange for labor services.   
 In the ancient Inca world, only women made chicha; again it was seen as an extension of 
their domestic and social duties (Hames 2012:131). In the state run breweries of Incan towns, 
aqllas (chosen women) were employed to produce all ceremonial, ritual, and daily use beer 
(Morris 1979; Valdez 2006:58). By the sixteenth century, when chicha was commodified in 
Peru,  married, widowed, and single women in need were allowed to take the chicha they made 
to the market to sell, thus giving them economic freedom and elevated status (Eber 2000:59). 
The ultimate demise of the Incan Empire was due to internal strife, disease, and Spanish 
conquest. However, small pockets of Inca settled into other areas and where their indigenous 
culture persisted. Ultimately, the enslavement of Inca women and men and forced conversion to 
Christianity decimated many aspects of Incan culture (Eber 2000:62).   
  
 Alcohol Production in the 14th – 19th Centuries 
  
  Sub-Saharan Africa  
 The continent of Africa is diverse with significant differences in social, cultural, and 
economic makeups between countries. The discussion that follows refers to the countries of 
Botswana, Zambia, Burkina Faso, Tanzania, and Kenya. Even within these countries, regional 
differences are present. 
 Like the other regions presented above, in Sub-Saharan Africa, sorghum beer was seen as 
a nutritional supplement, had religious uses, defined gender roles and had economic value. The 
mindset and inebriating effects of alcohol were an integral part of local religious and ritual 
traditions with the steady supply of beer coming from local producers (Suggs 1996:599). 
Drinking defined masculinity, and in some respects was a male activity with elders of privileged 
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status using beer as a way to “distribute life’s blessings” to the rest of the community (Holtzman 
2001:1041). While not having a global economic effect, the brewing of sorghum beer was an 
intricate part of local economies, where it provided an incentive for kin to engage in labor 
parties, helped cement trade networks and was used as in kind trade for goods (Suggs 1996:598). 
In post-colonial parts of South Africa, such as Tanzania, Burkina Faso, and Zambia gold-mine 
laborers were paid in domestically produced beer, a cheap substitute for gold in colonizers eyes, 
which just happened to coincide with the traditional economic role that beer played in African 
communities (Luning 2002:237; McCoy et.al. 2013; Suggs 1996: 590). 
 In many parts of pre-colonial Sub-Saharan Africa the division of labor within the 
household was strictly gendered, with women caring for the home, children and gathering of 
food and with men tending the fields or herds. This is common in patriarchal societies; however, 
the difference in some households is that men did not support the home—rather, women were 
responsible for the procurement of food to feed the entire family (usually secured from the 
husband’s fields or herds), and for all financial responsibilities, particularly those relative to the 
children (Holtzman 2001:1042). Women had few if any political or legal rights associated with 
inheritance. This is not to say that women did not have power or were put in a subordinate or 
submissive position to men. In fact, women held influence in all aspects of social and political 
life, although this power was exercised from within the household. Food procurement and 
distribution were the domestic duties of women. This included the production and dissemination 
of sorghum beer (Holtzman 2001:1041; Lunning 2002:236). The knowledge of producing 
sorghum beer was handed down matrilineally and used to establish home and cottage production 
as a major source of employment and income for women and in the process defined brewing as a 
feminine duty (Kuumba 2006:118).  
 In post-colonial parts of Sub-Saharan Africa, women produced and supplied the domestic 
beer that paid mine employees (Hames 2012:84). Women “double dipped” into exploiting 
miners and opened their homes (sheebans) to sell tired men, on their way home from work, more 
beer. Husbands were not in a special position to receive free beer because of their wives 
production, receiving only one free glass from each new batch of sorghum and paying for any 
additional glasses (Haggblade 1992:401, Holtzman 2001:1046). In addition, women were 
commissioned by native community authorities to produce the massive amounts of liquor needed 
for community-wide mourning and other ceremonial practices. Like elsewhere in the world and 
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in neighboring African nations such as Egypt, is that the manufacture and sale of sorghum beer 
allowed women to become autonomous as profit and power from their work remained solely in 
female hands (Hames 2012:102). 
 The consequences of colonialism faced by communities in Botswana, Zambia, Burkina 
Faso, Tanzania, and Kenya vary widely; however, the overriding factor facing women was a 
shift in gender roles that subjugated women in European fashion and drastically changed their 
traditional duties as guardians of men’s consumption (Hames 2012:84). Europeans colonized 
regions and changed the social fabric of African communities through Christianity and the mass 
production of a “superior” beer. Clear beer, as it is known, was heavily produced by the Dutch 
and considered superior to traditional home-made sorghum beer. This undercut the economic 
potential of selling sorghum, while the introduction of Christianity dictated that monies that 
women made were the possession of men (Luning 2002:235; McCoy et al. 2013). Again, women 
lost the means and modes of production, along with the economic power to negotiate their 
worlds.  
 
 Alcohol Production in the 13th-17th Centuries 
  
 England 
 England’s use of alcoholic beverages during the past several centuries was geared 
towards religious and medical use, as a pragmatic response to the lack of potable water, and 
economic growth. Monks were the primary producers of wine in the fourteenth century for use in 
religious ceremonies, with the surplus wine sold to the public (Hames 2012:84). In the mid-
1300s people in England faced the black plague and the medical use of alcohol was at an all-time 
high. People believed drinking wine promoted good health, as did bathing in alcohol (Meacham 
2003:121). The lack of potable water ensured that ale and beer were part of the daily nutritional 
regiment. There were few, if any, restrictions placed on who could consume alcohol until the 
sixteenth century. A change in production capacity for locally distilled alcohol began during that 
time, and with it came restrictions and laws governing drinking behaviors. The social climate had 
also changed as coffee and tea introduced new alternatives to alcohol beverages, which in turn 
came to define temperance as the more civilized behavior. Consumption was segregated along 
gendered lines, changing social patterns and interactions in public spaces (Cowan 2008: 44-45). 
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When the British expanded their colonial territories across the globe they used alcohol to trade 
with and to motivate labor production in native populations (Jankowiak and Bradburd 2003:143), 
thus giving alcohol a large global economic factor.   
 Women in fourteenth century English society had “rough economic equality with men” 
and were free to participate in the market system, although gender did play a role in access to the 
credit market of the day; as the black plague had left many job opportunities open, which has led 
some scholars to proclaim that is was a “golden age” for women in the workplace (McIntosh 
2005:31). Females were preferred for tavern ownership from the fourteenth to the seventeenth 
centuries, as their virtue and cultural values of temperance were seen as having a civilizing effect 
on men (Bennett 1996:97; Clark 1983:99). In the home, husbandry guides and cookbooks of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries note that alcohol production was considered women's work: 
"what works a wife should do in general...to order corn and malt to the mill, to bake and brew" 
(Baron 1962:14). The Good Housewife suggested to women that at "dawn" they should "set some 
[female servants] to grind malt"(Bradley 1727:51). A popular English cookbook included 137 
recipes dedicated to the making of alcohol (Meacham 2003:120, 2009:64). Alcohol was not 
brewed or distilled simply for drinking; it had utilitarian purposes as well, being used to bathe 
children, apply make-up, repair broken china, and clean the home (Meacham 2003:122).  
 According to historian Judith Bennett (1996), the tide turned for women brewers in the 
mid-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as production became increasingly masculinized. The 
four major reasons for women’s decline in the trade included: 1) In 1522 the king decreed that 
alcohol could only be sold from licensed ale houses; 2) the brewer’s guild imposed a seven year 
apprenticeship for brewers; 3) the introduction of Dutch brewed hops beer; 4) and urbanization 
(Bennett 1996:37). Women were forced out of the market because they could neither afford the 
licenses required for distribution or dedicate seven years to an apprenticeship and maintain their 
household duties. Nor could their home-brew compete with hops beer that had a longer shelf life. 
Moreover, women did not have access to the technology that allowed for higher production rates. 
By the mid-sixteenth century, the social consensus surrounding women brewers became 
negative, with “the public transferring anxieties about the drink trade, its resistance to effective 
regulation, its encouragement of vice, and its manipulation of the public” onto women alone 
(Meacham 2003:135). The means and modes of production had been transferred to males 
through the commercialization of beer, making new technology inaccessible to women, 
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mandating expensive and time consuming training, and the social demonizing of women’s 
actions. Women’s diminished roles in alcohol production coincided with narrowing economic 
opportunities and a devaluation of their work in the home and their loss of status and autonomy 
in the social arena.        
  
 Alcohol Production in the 15th-19th Centuries 
  
 North America 
 The first American colonists who sailed from England to settle in North America 
imported a British ideology surrounding liquor that emphasized women’s contributions to 
alcohol production. The new colonists also had less restrictive social controls, as the population 
was much smaller and far removed from authority figures. Fermented beverages were seen as a 
safe, daily nutritional supplement, used in religious and medicinal practices and in trade. As in 
England, women were the first brewer’s in North America, as colonist were dependent upon the 
cider provided by women to meet their household needs (Meacham 2003:115). The middle 
colonies and New England followed the sixteenth century patterns established in England 
cementing brewing as a male domain soon after settlement and as the population grew and social 
restraints on drinking behavior were needed. Yet this did not hold true of more rural settlements 
such as Chesapeake, Virginia, whose residents continued to rely on women for their alcohol 
needs. Men in Chesapeake considered themselves "a colony by water drinkers", in large part 
because there were so few women in the region (Meacham 2009:135). When they did arrive, 
women could not make ale and cider fast enough. John Hammond publically chastised 
Chesapeake wives in 1659 stating:  
  Beare is indeed in some place constantly drunken, in other some, nothing but  
  Water or Milk and Water or Beverage; and that is where the goodwives (if I may  
  so call them) are negligent and idle; for it is not for want of Corn to make Malt  
  with (for the Country affords enough) but because they are sloathful and   
  careless: but I hope this Item will shame them out of those humors, that they will  
             be adjudged by their drink, what kinde of Housewives they are (Meacham   
  2003:118). 
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 Chesapeake cookbooks, written by women, stressed alcohol production as women’s 
work, with alcohol recipes appearing at the front of the cookbooks—a position denoting their 
importance (Meacham 2009:99). Historical inventories of Williamsburg residences between 
1646 to 1824 revealed that cidering equipment was housed in kitchens or dairies, the main areas 
where women’s work was performed (Meacham 2003:138; Smith 2006:74). The wills of 
deceased husbands left all cidering equipment to their wives. Tavern licenses were given to men, 
but run by women; that is, until 1720 when widowed women were given licenses to sustain 
themselves and their children (Meacham 2009: 64). Taverns were run by women well into the 
eighteenth century and were handed down matrilineally, as was the knowledge of production 
(Meacham 2009:65). Unlike their English counterparts, American women did not gain status or 
autonomy by producing alcohol; it was simply an added chore in an unfamiliar landscape, and 
one that housewives were happy to leave to men when higher production was necessary (Bennett 
1996:187). In the North American colonies, the transfer of alcohol production into male hands 
started with the Revolutionary War. 
 In April of 1778 George Washington decreed daily rations of beer for his troops and 
awarded the contracts for that production to men (Meacham 2009:113). It was at this time that 
liquor became economically significant and the morality issues surrounding the consumption of 
intoxicating liquors started to be discussed at the national level. By the mid-1800s, the money 
generated by alcohol taxes accounted for 75% of all federal revenue in the U.S. (Blocker et al. 
2003:609). Whether by coincidence or by design, most feminist scholars believe that the 
masculinization and commercialization of alcohol production and the finances that could be 
generated from it signaled the beginning of women’s diminished power over economic activities, 
a surge in inequality denying women access to political and legal arenas, and the devaluation of 
women’s household labor (Meacham 2003:144).   
 
Resistance, Power, and Alcohol Production: Discussion 
 
 Women’s alcohol production was an instrumental component in the political, economic, 
social, and cultural development of ancient and present civilizations. Alcohol fueled political 
organization and economic growth and structured nutrition, medicine, religious rituals, and social 
organization. Consumption and use studies are good sources of information to understand 
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cultural and societal shifts related to the history of alcohol; however, an anthropological focus on 
gender and production may add another dimension to the complex global narrative. The use of 
Marx’s conceptual framework of the means and modes of production, its transfer, and the 
societal change it produces, along with Foucault’s concept of power relations, provides a 
framework for interpreting and understanding of women’s changing status through time, along 
with the strategies employed in and the power of lower class resistance. 
 Resistance in Sumer and Egypt is unknown. Sumer residents dispersed and the culture 
disappeared. In regards to Egypt the process of masculinization of alcohol lead to a diminished 
status for women in a somewhat equal society. Women were still allowed to participate, but just 
did not hold the dominion they once did. The arrival of Alexander the Great and the later 
appearance of Islam may have had more of an impact on women’s roles than alcohol ever did, 
yet archaeological and/or historical evidence of resistance has yet to be discovered. 
 The Spanish conquest and disease dispersed the Incan community, yet traditional chicha 
production survived. In areas where indigenous culture was retained, production stayed with 
women (Hames 2012:131). Women still fulfilled traditional roles of procuring for households by 
selling illegally produced chicha on the streets, which provided an open avenue to economic 
freedom (Eber 2000:59; Spier 1995:112). While illegality did present some problems, women 
were formidable and were often left to continue their business unhindered (Spier 1996:137). The 
Spanish colonizers, in some sense, understood the importance, both cultural and economic, of 
continued chicha production by women and their efforts at resistance met with little to no 
consequences. They retained their traditional roles, but compromised on the status that the role 
had once garnered.      
 In Zambia, women fought back against a colonial law that prohibited the sale of domestic 
beer within town limits. The beer riots of 1954, instigated by and with the participation of 
women, reinstated sorghum beer sales in town. While women won the battle, they lost the war, 
as men seeing the profit that could be made from the sale of beer set up tea shops and undercut 
women’s economic profit potential (Hames 2012:90). 
 In Tanzania and Kenya women retained their power over the household and food 
distribution, which suggests that women's control of food conferred them considerable influence 
not only within the home but also in broader "political realms," such as feuding and warfare, 
although they lost ground on decision making (Holtzman 2001:1045). As agriculture and 
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ranching declined, food needed to be bought from stores with money that women did not have, 
as men still retained their wages and did not share. As such, the production of beer as an 
economic strategy survived. This is shown even in contemporary areas of Burkina Faso, 
Botswana, and Kenya where the brewing of beer has become a central activity, with 64.2 of 
poorer women producing within their homes, a number that the researcher of the study suspects 
is much higher (Holtzman 2001:1040; Kuumba 2006: 119). Whereas colonialism forced women 
to hand over their profits to men, now profits stay within the control of women giving them 
access to an international market place (Haggblade 1992: 412; Hames 2012:102). The profit 
made is rarely for indulgences; rather money is funneled directly to the well-being of the 
children. For example sorghum beer sales allow mothers to send their daughters to school which 
has resulted in higher literacy rates (Holtzman 2001:1047). While women rarely gain 
economically for themselves, their continued traditions allow their children to prosper (McCoy et 
al, 2013). Resistance in sub-Saharan Africa is strong and unyielding. While women have lost 
some economic resources, the transfer of the means and modes of production and the diminished 
status that came with it has somewhat rebounded.  
 In North America, Chesapeake was seen as a unique circumstance in the prolonging of 
the feminization of alcohol production when compared to the middle colonies and New England. 
In the grander scheme of westward expansion, continued feminization would seem to be the rule. 
Alcohol was produced by females in the American West well in the 1800s. Women on the whole 
had been devalued, but resistance to the transfer of alcohol production into male hands did not go 
down quietly in all areas of North America. Late in the 1800s the temperance movement was 
formed, of which women played an instrumental part. By 1920 the 18th Amendment which 
prohibited the sale, transport, and manufacture of alcohol was enacted.  
 The means and modes of production of alcohol had been almost entirely abolished in the 
1920s, leaving it up for grabs. The widespread manufacturing, transportation, and sale of illegal 
liquor during the Prohibition era culminated in an unorganized collective social resistance to 
prohibitive laws and grounded in individual civil disobedience. Women who still retained their 
cultural knowledge of alcohol production stood up, side by side with men, took control and 
regained some of the economic footing and status they had lost (e.g., Casias 2014). In turn, the 
sale and production of illegal alcohol, in addition to the newly gained right to vote, expanded 
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women’s economic and social opportunities and helped to fuel a sexual revolution that changed 
the social fabric of America (Casias 2014).  
 The evidence of alcohol’s importance to the economic, political, and social organization 
in ancient and modern civilizations is overwhelming. The substance is enmeshed in nutrition, 
medicine, and cultural tradition. Consumption of alcohol exemplifies religiosity and morality, 
and serves to solidify power structures and labor relations. The production of alcohol has the 
power to define gender roles and socioeconomic status in any given society. The all-purpose 
nature of alcohol and its widespread use ensured its place as an economic power house funding 
the expansion of empires. A focus on the means and modes production and its transfer from one 
gender to another highlights alcohol’s significance in the negotiation of economic, political, and 
social power. Time and again, women who lost the means and modes of production faced a 
diminished status as their labor was devalued, resulting in the loss of economic autonomy and 
eventually women’s political voice. However, the transfer of the means and modes of production 
into male hands did not go uncontested as women brewers retained the cultural knowledge of 
brewing and successfully used home production of alcohol to regain some social, economic, and 
political standing. As will be seen, women struggling to support families during the era of 
alcohol prohibition in mining communities in Montana used their cultural knowledge of alcohol 
production to take economic advantage of another transfer of the means and modes of 
production.   
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     Chapter 3:   
 The Nation that Alcohol Built: Taxes, Resistance, and Prohibition 
 
 Whether or not the world would be vastly benefited by a total banishment from it of all 
 intoxicating drinks seems not now an open question. Three fourths of mankind confess 
 the affirmative with their tongues, and I believe all the rest acknowledge it in their 
 hearts. (Abraham Lincoln 1842). 
 
 In 1620 the Mayflower set sail for the New World carrying 102 English passengers 
seeking business opportunities, religious freedom, and autonomy. Stored in the hull of the ship 
were the tools and supplies needed to carve out a community in an unfamiliar land. Alongside 
the hammer and nails were provisions of dried meat and fish, and enough beer to provide for the 
crew and passengers liquid needs during the long journey across the Atlantic (Johnson 2006:25). 
Treacherous ocean conditions caused the Mayflower to land short of her intended destination, 
and historians believe that the dangerous sailing conditions prevented any further attempts at 
reaching Virginia (Cheney 2007:23). However, a theory emerged in 1930 that the weather may 
have not been the only reason colonists established settlements at Cape Cod. Beer was an 
essential part of life at sea. The two month journey had dangerously reduced many of the 
nutritional resources, including the beer held in the ship’s belly. Landfall in the middle of winter 
with colonists more inclined to business dealings rather than agriculture meant that no new 
alcohol could be produced to replenish the diminishing supplies (Daytona Beach Morning 
Journal 1939:10). The Mayflower’s captain and crew’s journey was only half completed; they 
still had to make the trip home and needed the passengers out of the galley and off the ship 
thereby preserving the little ration of beer that was left onboard for the crew’s journey home.  
 The impetus for permanent settlement is moot as the Mayflower was forced to provide 
shelter to the colonists through a deadly winter that resulted in almost half of the ship’s original 
passengers dying of disease. One of the historical lessons that can be learned from this is the 
importance of alcohol—and the fact that alcohol may have driven or heavily influenced 
decisions to land farther north to ensure enough supplies of alcohol to get home. The Pilgrims 
were first and foremost English, and brought with them European attitudes and ideologies 
surrounding alcohol to the New World. The functions that alcohol served in nutrition, religion, 
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medicine, and economics were engrained in the consciousness of the new arrivals (Cowan 2008: 
44-45; Jankowiak and Bradburd 2003:143; Meacham 2003:121).  Alcohol supported life and was 
seen as a utilitarian need as opposed to a hedonistic want. The influence of English ideology and 
intoxicating beverages laid the foundation of understanding alcohol’s central role in the identity 
formation of an emerging nation well into the 1800s. However, specific social, political, and 
environmental conditions created by the emerging nation demanded ideological and practical 
adaptation. The path that alcohol forged through the North American continent is punctuated by 
periods of conflict, taxation, and rebellion that made production, sale, and use of alcohol become 
an essential component in economics, politics, and social organization; it defined what it meant 
to be an American. Alcohol also became a financial cornerstone that helped fund a revolution 
and establish a strong federal government.    
 Despite the lackluster performance of the first colonists, the newly established 
communities eventually thrived, producing profit through export and expanding British 
territories. Fermented drinks had become a staple in the diets of colonial men, women, and 
children, being served at breakfast, lunch, dinner and breaks during the workday, although its 
form would change (Crews 2007:4). European stout beer was not replicated in the colonies, as 
barley and hops were scarce and very expensive to import. Colonials’ attempt at beer produced 
with corn was considered inferior to English ale and not well received (Lender and Martin 
1982:30). Hard cider was a more pragmatic and flavorful choice as sources of fruit were local 
and plentiful. The higher alcohol content of ciders did not alter consumption patterns, and liquor 
remained part of the daily nutritional regimen (Meacham 2009:130).  
 The thriving British import/export trade supplied the colonies with practical and luxury 
goods from Spain and France—and transported slaves from the Caribbean to work the land. 
Diversified trade routes ensured the cultural exchange of ideas about alcohol and helped 
Caribbean rum find its way into the drinking habits of the North American population in the 
sixteenth century (Lender and Martin 1982:30). So popular was the drink that rum became the 
number one export of some New England colonies and was the basis of local economic systems 
(Crews 2007:7). In an attempt to monopolize the molasses trade in 1733, England set high, 
prohibitive taxes on cheaper non-European imported molasses products shipped into the 
colonies, artificially inflating prices, forcing residents to buy the normally more expensive 
European molasses types. Resistance to the new “Molasses Act” was immediate, with a black 
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market emerging, complete with smuggling rings and corruptible officials. Collective social 
resistance rooted in individual civil disobedience nullified the new tax and Great Britain 
collected only a small percentage of the tax monies owed to them (Miller 1943:96-99). Alcohol 
had taken on new social and economic significance in the hundred years since the Pilgrims set 
foot on the continent. Consumption patterns, driven by local environmental factors allowed new 
types of higher proof alcohol to be produced from local vegetation which diversified alcohol 
culture in North America (Lender 1982:33). The taxes imposed by the English upon the products 
needed to manufacture spirits were among the many events that sparked the American 
Revolution.      
 
 Liquor and War 
  
    Regardless of what one’s attitude towards prohibition may be, temperance is 
 something against which, at a time of war, no reasonable protest can be made  
 (King 1942).  
  
The rationing of grain during a time of war is often necessary to feed fighting men and made 
prohibitive laws necessary providing a justifiable arena to establish civil restrictions. Rarely were 
these measures contested by the masses as distressed populations readily yield personal rights to 
increase national and government power (Wickersham Commission, Enforcement of Prohibition 
Laws of U.S. Report [WC, EPLR] 1930:45).  The restrictions placed on grains limited individual 
distillation rather than large producers, as large distillation manufacturer’s services were needed 
to supply the troops with daily alcohol rations. At no time was there a limitation on beer 
production, which became a very important distinction 145 years later during the Prohibition 
Era.  
 Nativism was a by-product of the Revolutionary War and American Indians were the first 
prohibition casualty. In 1777 laws restricted sale of alcohol to American Indians; although this 
was rarely enforced and American Indians were commonly plied with liquor before negotiations 
were held to force them off their lands (WC, EPLR 1930:4). The ideologies, legislation, and 
social mores that governed individual and social drinking behavior started to be defined during 
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the Revolutionary War. The war’s end in 1783 signaled a turning point not only in American 
political history but the drinking culture of its people. 
 Prohibitive laws are justified during times of war, however, enforcement of those laws is 
almost impossible (WC, EPLR 1930:45). Manufacture did not cease; production was simply 
diminished for the time being and populations still had beers and ciders to ease their pains. 
Alcohol had steadily increased in potency over the last one hundred years while the consumption 
of everyday, all day use had altered little. The rationing of grains during the war had an 
unintended cultural effect, switching citizen’s taste for rum to a thirst for a more potent and 
locally produced American corn whisky (Lender and Martin 2014:32). Per-capita alcohol 
consumption in 1790 for every man woman and child over fifteen amounted to thirty-four 
gallons of beer and cider, five gallons of distilled spirits, and one gallon of wine, three times that 
of modern consumption (Burns 2011). Excessive drinking was becoming a social issue and law 
makers took notice:  
 That it be recommended to the several legislatures of the United States immediately to 
 pass laws the most effectual for putting an immediate stop to the pernicious practice of 
 distilling grain, by which the most extensive evils are likely to be derived, if not quickly 
 prevented. (WC, EPLR 1930:4).    
  
 Small temperance movements appeared, and its proponents preached about the values 
and morality of moderation. Alcohol was still considered a necessity and abstinence was not an 
option.  The call to legislate moderation fell on deaf ears for close to one hundred years. There 
was a bigger problem facing the new nation: the bill for the Revolutionary War was coming due. 
Excessive drinking was considered a problem and legal restraints were needed to reestablish 
norms of drinking behavior; yet the estimated $74-114 million dollars of national debt trumped 
social control (Jensen 2004:379). Revenue was needed not only to repay these debts but to set up 
and fund the federal government. U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, 
introduced the idea of taxing imported alcohol, setting the stage for liquor to function as a 
commodity in the United States that created the foundation of the nation’s economic system and 
financed its government. 
 The single article of ardent spirits, under Federal regulation, might be made to furnish a 
 considerable revenue. Upon a ratio to the importation into this State [i.e., New York], 
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 the whole quantity imported into the United States may be estimated at four millions of 
 Gallons; which at a shilling per gallon would produce two hundred thousand pounds. 
 That article would well bear this rate of duty; and if it should tend to diminish the 
 consumption of it, such an effect would be equally favorable to the agriculture, to the 
 economy, to the morals and to the health of the society. There is perhaps nothing so 
 much a subject of national extravagance, as these spirits (Hamilton 1787:213). 
 
 Duty taxes on imported liquor were instituted in 1789.  Two years later the first 
domestically produced product subject to excise taxes was alcohol. Excise taxes on local 
producers could be paid in two ways: a flat yearly fee and the more expensive option of paying 
nine cents for every gallon manufactured (Hogeland 2006: 67). 
  The new tax laws disproportionately affected the lower classes and rural areas. Large 
distilleries (there were 6,000 in Virginia alone) could afford the cheaper flat tax due to their 
ability to produce mass quantities. The tax could be passed down to customers without 
significantly increasing the price of the product. Smaller producers in more rural locations, 
where liquor was sold at much lower prices and was considered a legitimate monetary source in 
the marketplace, could neither afford the flat tax nor the gallon tax; ironically, many of the small 
outfits were run largely by war veterans who shed blood over heavy taxation. Big business 
benefitted, small business were pushed out of the market place, and prohibitive costs restricted 
consumption. Resistance was immediate with tax evasion by smaller producers becoming wide 
spread.  
 A drawback to prohibitive laws imposed during war time is that of contempt when the 
civil liberties given up so freely by the citizenry are not returned once the crisis has passed (WC, 
EPLR 1930:46). The Whiskey Rebellion (1791-1795) was the first armed social resistance 
against the newly formed United States government. It was a social war over the means and 
modes of alcohol production as much as it was about taxation without representation. For four 
years Westerners (Pennsylvania and Kentucky at the time) escalated the fight as tax collectors 
were beaten and in some locations tarred and feathered. The first social war would also be the 
first show of federal power to suppress domestic dissention. In 1795 a large armed militia force 
was sent to Pennsylvania to quash the uprising, paid for in part by revenue collected through 
liquor taxes (Hogeland 2006:103). The resistance was stopped and the taxes remained. 
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  Whiskey’s earning potential was so lucrative that George Washington opened up the 
largest, year round distillery at Mount Vernon in 1797, producing 11,000 gallons of unaged rye 
whisky a year and generating $7,500 in revenue, approximately $120,000 in today’s market 
(Mount Vernon Ladies Association 2015). The production of alcohol was an essential part of 
nutritional daily life but had evolved to become an economic generator for the new country. High 
excise taxes on alcohol were removed after the Revolutionary war debt had been repaid but were 
reinstated to pay for every major American military conflict until WWI and again dropped when 
the debt had been repaid. Liquor revenue solidified alcohol as a significant component in the 
U.S. economic system at both the local and national levels. Taxes collected funded the 
$4,000,000 dollars a year needed to establish a strong Federal government, cleared the debt of 
the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, the Civil War and helped to fund Reconstruction 
(Blocker et.al. 2006:173; Omarzu 2012). Simply put, the price for the liberties that Americans 
enjoy today were paid for by liquor. The year 1790 also signaled the beginning of government 
regulation of the alcohol industry, and the means and modes of production were relegated into 
fewer hands causing the start of a social war and cultural definitions of alcohol use.   
   The end of the Civil War marked a heavy westward movement of immigrants moving 
into western America seeking free land, rich agricultural fields, and gold. The Irish, Russian, and 
French nationals, among others, brought with them their own cultural and traditional foodways 
associated with alcohol, making the U.S. one of the most culturally diverse drinking nations in 
the world in the nineteenth century (Blocker et.al 2003:43). The Federal government was quick 
to impose laws to profit from and to regulate alcohol, however, they were hesitant to legislate 
morality; that played out in the social arena. By the mid-1830s alcohol consumption had dropped 
from 44 gallons of beer, wine, and spirits a year for each man, woman, and child to 88 pints of 
whiskey a year for every soul. However, alcohol was much more potent, giving rise to new 
discussions surrounding the consequences of excessive drinking. Abandonment and abuse of 
women and children, as well as sickness and poverty were directly linked to over indulgence in 
the collective consciousness. Westward expansion, the influx of new and potent concoctions, 
nativist attitudes, religious ideology, and social ills drove the new temperance movement that 
sought not moderation, but complete prohibition in the early twentieth century.  
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The Prohibition Era 
 
 Our country has deliberately undertaken a great social and economic experiment, 
 noble in motive and far-reaching in purpose (Hoover 1928). 
  
 The twentieth century saw the rise of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union 
(WCTU). The organizations’ ideology was founded in Christian moral purity and grew to 
incorporate women’s suffrage and the eight-hour work day; overall their goal “was to eradicate 
alcohol, as they saw it as both the cause and consequence of larger social problems” (Gusfield 
1986:76). The crusaders were made up of middle class white women who became socially 
powerful, swaying converts to temperance through churches and pray-ins across the country. 
Joining forces with the Anti-Saloon League (ASL) and Wayne Wheeler in 1895 gave the 
movement both the political and economic backing needed to politicize alcohol and women’s 
issues (Rorabaugh 1979:35). The ASL was single minded in its attempts to institute prohibition 
and was comprised of highly religious business-men whose only real interest in alcohol 
prohibition was the higher production that could be obtained from sober employees (Kerr 
1980:42). The WCTU fought the war against alcohol on the moral and equality front and 
appealed to female populations.  Wheeler and the ASL attacked alcohol from a scientific 
perspective, introducing temperance lessons into schools that graphically showed the destruction 
of alcohol on the body and used the patriotism felt by a nation on the brink of war and anti-
German sentiment to advance its cause. Two events allowed social rhetoric to become legislative 
reality: income taxes and World War I. 
 The federal government was hesitant to prohibit a commodity that accounted, at times, 
for two-thirds of its revenue (Blocker et al. 2003:609). Income taxes introduced in 1913 
alleviated some of the economic worry; but the manufacturing, agricultural, and mineral boom 
ushered in by WWI and the yearly income tax collected surpassed that of alcohol revenue 
(Roach 2006). In 1917 Prohibition was put to the vote and passed in every state. This was also 
the year that the U.S. entered the war, sending thousands of people overseas, rendering them 
voiceless on the prohibition issue. Efforts of the WCTU and ASL won over half of the states to 
the temperance cause by 1913, revealing that rural populations, outnumbering urban populations 
at the time, were overwhelmingly pro-prohibition, while urban residents were staunch anti-
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prohibitionist (Blocker et.al.2006:243). The manufacturing boom set off by WWI and the 
streamlining of Henry Ford’s assembly line resulted in a demographic shift. During the 1920s a 
mass exodus from farms to urban centers caused urban populations to exceed those of rural one 
for the first time in U.S. history (Hames and Steckel 2000:684). Prohibition laws, if not passed in 
1917, did not come up for a vote again until after the demographic shift was complete. By 
coincidence or design, the 18th Amendment prohibiting the sale, manufacture, or transportation 
of liquor within U.S. borders became a Constitutional law. However, there was a problem. 
Penned single handedly by Wayne Wheeler, the Volstead Act (the enforcement arm of the 18th 
Amendment), was unlike former laws in the 1700s in that it outlawed anything above .05 alcohol 
content, which included beer, ciders, and wines as well as Great Grandma’s beloved rum cake. 
The Volstead Act was a zero tolerance policy that was unknown to both congressional leaders 
and citizens alike until its implementation. In short, the public had not voted for this. A culture of 
heavy drinkers was expected to quit cold turkey and the repercussions and consequences were 
felt at all levels of society. American culture had legislated morality where sobriety and 
abstinence were the mandated social norm.  
 Alcohol was blamed for the social ills of the country. In general, Prohibition laws took 
direct aim at the declining morals of a nation and were introduced in a period of rapid social and 
cultural transition. WWI had set into motion a U.S. boom in industry, agriculture. When the war 
ended, the manufacturing expansion continued and fueled a culture of mass consumption 
(Lozada 2014). The U.S. also emerged as a military and economic global power. A generational 
change infusing new blood into old ideas was on the horizon. Women came into a new personal 
power, winning the right to vote which culminated in the rise of a sexual revolution. The country 
was set to face the future with a sober population and a clean slate, or so it seemed. The 1920s 
were also a decade of contradictions, advantaging the few while disadvantaging the many.  
 While liquor laws applied to all citizens, in practice, they overwhelmingly targeted and 
were meant to curtail the behavior of the lower, working, immigrant classes (Lerner 2007:17). 
Nativism was at an all-time high. The Emergency Immigration Act of 1921 restricted the 
numbers of foreign born people allowed into the country and favored Northern Europeans.  
Americanization programs to acculturate new-comers into the right way of being “American” 
were in every major city. The peppering of foreign alcohol influencing the diversity of the 
drinking culture enjoyed in the Colonial era was used as evidence of the moral inferiority of non-
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American citizens (Lerner 2009:13).  The whiskey taxes of 1791 alienated rural and lower class 
populations; the 1920 laws were no different. Alcohol was an intricate part of daily and spiritual 
life for many lower class and immigrant populations and its removal from social, cultural, and 
economic realities was devastating. The absence or proliferation of alcohol during Prohibition 
changed from community to community and was dependent upon a town’s ideological and 
economic background, as well its locations in the U.S.    
 The East prospered in manufacturing and developed an economic infrastructure that 
allowed for diversity in occupations and adaptability in a fluctuating global market place 
(Lozado 2014). The West was restricted in economic infrastructure development and economic 
adaptability due to specialization in agriculture and extractive industries--and the commodities--
they produced were devalued in the face of global competition (Malone 1976; Morris 2010). The 
first public buildings to appear in communities in the East were churches, while the West opted 
for saloons for the most part. The East, founded in religious ideology, fostered the emergence of 
women’s power, heavily restricted immigrant involvement in the social and economic spheres, 
and presented alcohol as a morality issue (Gusfield 1955:223; Lerner 2007). Westward 
expansion was founded in greed and relied heavily upon women and immigrant involvement in 
all spheres; U.S. western states allowed women the right to vote at the state level years before 
National suffrage was established, and continued to see alcohol as a social and cultural binding 
agent (Murphy 1997:44; Morris 2010:37). In other words the prohibition of alcohol attacked the 
partying habits of the East, and the cultural foundations of the West. These differences dictated 
how Prohibition laws were resisted and played out in the transformation of the U.S. in the 1920s. 
 On the national economic front, the income taxes introduced in 1913 and the conspicuous 
consumption that followed mass production generated equitable sums of money from alcohol 
revenue. However after Prohibition, for the first time the government could not depend on the 
taxes generated by liquor to pay its war debt, an estimated 30 billion dollars (Lozada 2014). The 
means and modes of drinkable alcohol production had been relinquished by the government, 
leaving the liquor trade “in the hands of low class foreigners” (Rorabaugh 1979:178).  
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The Rise of the Informal Economy and Resistance    
 
  On the night of January 16, 1920, the country had gone to bed fairly sober; next  
  morning it awoke, grabbed a red tin New Year’s Eve horn and blew it without  
  interruption for the next fourteen years, or until President Roosevelt picked up a  
  pen and revoked the holy crusade (Lender and Martin 1982:137). 
  
 Alcohol is intricately bound to every aspect of American culture and was not easily 
extracted from people’s daily lives without resistance, especially when those laws took 
precedence over civil liberties. The “noble experiment” overrode all state laws, including safety 
protocols and regulations concerning alcohol production and who or who could not be sold to; it 
made legal businesses illegal ones and did away with a major industry that cast thousands into 
unemployment. By default it relegated the production, sale, and transportation of alcohol into the 
informal economy. Overriding state law, measures which were voted on by a state’s populace 
left many feeling they had no voice and bred contempt. With no regulations in place, dangerous 
alcohol flooded the market, causing health issues to rise nationwide (Blum 2010:41). No 
regulations on who could be sold to enflamed the sexual revolution, allowing women 
unprecedented access to pushing social and cultural boundaries. The downfall of an industry, the 
subsequent unemployment of thousands, and absorption of alcohol into the informal economy 
left the means of production of a very lucrative product in the hands of the marginalized and 
disenfranchised, the original targets of Prohibition laws;  in turn the marginalized and 
disenfranchised “quenched the thirst” of a nation via the informal economy. 
 The imbibing habits of America during Prohibition are well known--production and 
availability of alcohol were at an all-time high. Regional, national, and international illegal trade 
in alcohol were common. The Wickersham Commission, a panel of experts instructed by Herbert 
Hoover to report on the state of enforcement of prohibition laws, estimated that Americans had 
consumed 111 million gallons of wine, 640-910 million gallons of beer, and one million gallons 
of internationally smuggled spirits from 1920 to 1930 (Wickersham Commission Official 
Records of the National Commission of Law Observance and Enforcement [WC, ORNCLOE] 
1930:25). Estimates were based on confiscated liquor and the tallying of production hikes in the 
products needed to manufacture alcohol. By 1928 production of corn sugar, the favored sugar in 
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illegal alcohol, had risen seven times that of prewar production (WC, ORNCLOE 1930:121). 
Ninety percent of denatured alcohol, stored in locked and guarded warehouses for legal 
manufacturing of lacquer thinner and other products, had been “redirected” for sale in the illegal 
market (WC, ORNCLOE 1930:27). The Commission noted: 
  
 Illicit manufacture has had the effect of stimulating production of materials which are 
 beyond the reach of regulation….malt syrup, wort, corn sugar, corn products, grapes 
 and grape products. This growth in production of materials which may be used for 
 unlawful making of liquor has had the effect of giving large numbers of influential and 
 otherwise law-abiding citizens a strong pecuniary interest adverse to effectual 
 enforcement of the National Prohibition Act (WC, EPLR 1930:46).  
    
 Alcohol, although illegal, remained the third leading industry throughout the era. An 
estimated five billion tax-free dollars were brought in each year by the illicit alcohol trade with 
none of the profit making it into the federal government’s coffers (Welskopp 2007:3). However 
the monetary total may be severely underestimated. By the time of Al Capone’s imprisonment in 
1931, his reported earnings from bootlegging alone was $60 million dollars (Pasley 1930:2005). 
He was only reaping the benefits of organized crime for a little over six years and his profits 
were only representative of the illegal liquor trade in the East. The Commission report also took 
a strong Eastern perspective leaving out production in western and southern states.  
 The scope and power of the illicit alcohol economy, and those who participated within it 
have yet to be accurately determined due in large part to the difficulties in measuring informal 
economic activity that resides in an unmonitored and undocumented financial gray area. The 
widespread use and manufacture of alcohol during the Prohibition Era may be well known. 
However, participation in or reliance on clandestine activities for financial security has yet to be 
conclusively measured. Individual agency and resistance are seen in anthropological and 
sociological literature as a reaction, and always in relation to the restrictions placed on them by 
formal systems (Felbab-Brown 1973; Ferman and Ferman 1973; Hoyman 1987; Ruggerio and 
Vass 1992; Smith 2008; Weiss 1987). Formal economic systems are also given credit for an 
individuals’ increase of wealth, power, and human capital when playing by the rules. However, 
the Prohibition Era may have given rise to the opportunity for the informal system to become 
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equally powerful, thus giving marginalized and disenfranchised population’s equal 
socioeconomic footing. When alcohol was prohibited, the product was absorbed into the 
informal economy and its subsets (illegal, illicit)--and among marginalized populations to whom 
the laws were intended to control, were in the position to profit and improve their station in life 
on a very large scale. Given the egalitarian nature of informal/illicit economies, in that anyone 
can participate regardless of age, gender, or ethnicity, and the tax-free profit two questions must 
be asked, 1) how many participants dissented from the formal economic system to take their 
chances in the informal, and 2) how influential and powerful was this economic system in co-
opting or changing the formal structures in place to expanded the power of marginalized and 
disenfranchised peoples to affect social formation, cultural norms, and value systems?  
 Identifying which economic system is more heavily influencing agency and resistance in 
times of rapid transformation places equal importance on both the formal and informal systems 
to be the engine of change. Lost in the moral debate of mind-altering substances is the harsh 
impact that complete drug prohibition has on a variety of sociocultural traditions, rituals, and 
norms. Resistance to prohibitive laws was immediate and created an illicit market because 
sociocultural factors were slow to change, which in turn increased resistance and criminality. 
Understanding this process and the economic perspective of the majority was essential in 
analyzing a community’s response to prohibitive laws.     
 Prohibition activists worked for 48 years to put anti-liquor laws onto the books and into 
the U.S. Constitution, but resistance took only 14 years to have those laws completely repealed; 
this was the only time in U.S. history that complete repeal of a Constitutional law has happened. 
This fact speaks to the power of marginalized classes to affect political change through 
subversion of the formal economic system--which has been severely underestimated by scholars 
due in part to the difficulty of quantifying participation in the informal, illegal, and illicit 
economic systems(Felbab-Brown 1973; Ferman and Ferman 1973; Hoyman 1987; Ruggerio and 
Vass 1992; Smith 2008; Weiss 1987). Also providing a barrier to a broader understanding of this 
process is how anthropologists and sociologists inquire into the cultural and social use of 
intoxicating liquor (Chagnon 1968; Labarre 1975; Smith 2008). The latter will be addressed first.  
 Alcohol is culturally embedded in almost every culture worldwide through economics, 
traditions, religious rites, foodways, and socio-recreational bonding. Many studies exist of 
isolated communities and their ties with liquor or other mind altering substances. Weston 
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LaBarre’s groundbreaking work The Peyote Cult explored the religious and cosmological links 
to the use of peyote in Native American ideology (1975). Fredrick Smith explored the links of 
alcohol and slave revolt in Barbados (2008). Hallucinogenic use by the Yanomamo is discussed 
in Yanomamo: The Fierce People (Chagnon 1968). A common theme in these studies is that they 
are all culturally relativistic seeking to understand one community’s drug or alcohol use isolated 
from the cultural influences of those societies around them. This of course does not downplay the 
importance of their collective works, but does underscore the paucity of research dealing with an 
enmeshed set of adopted traditions and rituals surrounding alcohol or drug use in a multi-ethnic 
society.   
 The difficulty in measuring participation in informal systems is perhaps the greatest 
barrier to overcome as the data to make adequate generalizations are hard to come by and 
historical documentation rarely exist, and assumptions of involvement are limited to 
mathematical and economic equations or self-report studies (Weiss 1987:230). There is a great 
amount of interest and literature created by researchers about the informal economy. The 
questions asked and subjects inquired into are varied, such as how informal systems are created 
as a by-product of formal economic systems, who uses the system, or the exploring the financial 
gray areas that exist between overlapping systems. What all agree on is that the scope and 
extensive use of informal systems is almost impossible to accurately depict.  
 The creation of informal systems and its subsets are seen as a by-product of the formal 
system. Sociologist Linda Weiss states “the underground economy appears less a phenomenon of 
crisis than a political creation in so far as it is rooted in features of social structure which has 
been shaped and sustained by the state” (1987:230).  Vanda Felbab-Brown (2009) argues that 
illicit economic structures are produced by governments that prohibit actions or commodities. 
Economist Chris Gerry argues that informal economic activities are “both product and sustainer 
of large-scale capitalism, and are elevated to the status of a practical alternative and a panacea 
for modern ills” (1987:783). In examining advanced capitalist society, Ferman and Ferman 
(1973) argue that the very origins of informal economies lie in the structural conditions and 
processes of the larger society, and that modern industrial society encourages informal 
economies by creating low-income categories and ethnic and cultural segregation. In short, 
informal economic systems are created by the formal, in that the informal supplies in finance and 
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jobs what the formal does not, and each system is bolstered and supported by the other creating 
overlapping financial gray areas. 
 The majority of citizens, in any given community, are tied in some way to informal 
economies. The use of informal systems, as stated earlier, is open to any who want to participate. 
Michele Hoyman argues, “women's contribution to the informal economy is so dramatic, that if 
ever recorded, it would usher in a new chapter in the book of women in the work force” 
(1987:80). Males are shown to be the more heavily dominant participants in the Italian heroin 
drug trade (Ruggerio and Vass 1992:277), while women are shown to be more highly respected 
and feared in the Australian drug trade (Denton and O’Malley 1999:521). S.M. Miller points out 
that who uses informal, illegal, or illicit economic systems is not dependent upon gender or race 
rather socioeconomic status and the current state of the formal economic system are the 
overriding factors, although women do show a higher proportion of participation (1987:31). This 
may be in part to single, or divorced women supplementing meager earnings to support their 
children.  
 All the researchers cited here use the same definitions of informal, illegal, and illicit 
economies. The informal is defined as reciprocal exchange between kin and social groups that 
use no monetary source. The illegal system is defined as tax evasion or hiring employees off of 
the books. The illicit system is defined as illegal endeavors of drug and human trafficking, or 
organized crime. These definitions are unproblematic when dealing with the present world, 
which many if not all studies are geared towards, and all see the informal economic system as an 
integral part of the whole. However, the Prohibition Era is somewhat unique in that the informal 
economy and its subsets were a financial powerhouse in many areas of the U.S.  Research into 
Butte and Anaconda, Montana indicates that alcohol was first used as in-kind trade, soft drink 
parlors (covers for saloons) were opened as legitimate business’, where alcohol was sold and 
taxes evaded, and bootlegging and manufacture of alcohol was commonplace, landing illegal 
liquor in every economic system available including the formal (Casias 2014). This in turn leads 
to another question: does economic dissention from the formal economic system to the informal 
indicate an emerging competitive economic system which becomes the informing system to 
agency and resistance?  
  In a Marxian sense, illegalized alcohol between 1920 and 1933 gave rise to a class 
consciousness, while simultaneously and inadvertently allowing control over the means and 
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modes of production of a culturally and socially embedded product as well as a financially 
lucrative one to fall into the hands of the working and lower classes with the production, and 
distribution of illicit alcohol being dictated by the rules of the informal, illegal, and illicit 
economies. Illicit economies have the potential to generate large sums of revenue, develop 
employment and business opportunities, and have been responsible for governments acquiescing 
to the demands of marginalized and disenfranchised populations (Harnett and Dawdy 2013; 
Ruggerio and Vass 1992). The power of these types of economies to inform the actions and 
behaviors of individuals, and the sympathies, curiosity, appeal, and allegiances illegal activities 
create in the larger population that subvert formal systems; which in turn, influenced social, 
political, and economic change has been underdeveloped in the social sciences. Quantifying 
participation in the informal, illicit, and illegal economy of bootleg liquor is a major concern in 
the latter part of this thesis.  
 
Prohibition in Montana 
 
 To say that the state of Montana resisted encroaching alcohol prohibition laws in the 
early 1900s is a gross understatement. In 1910 the first aggressive act of the Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union (WCTU) occurred in Butte, Montana in the form of the hatchet-wielding 
Carrie Nation. Her arrival in Butte saw her beaten and sent on her way without trashing one 
saloon; she failed to see a single convert to the cause (Anaconda Standard 1910). The picture for 
dry advocates did not look much brighter when the Anti-Saloon League published their 1915 
yearbook describing the ongoing fight for prohibition state by state; in regards to Montana: 
“There is practically no efficient anti liquor law on the statutes books of Montana. There is a 
provision for county local options but the measure is so defective that the temperance forces 
have been unable to use it to any advantage” (Cherrington 1915:168-169). One year later, in 
1916, the mostly rural population of Montana, bent to the will of WCTU and voted to 
compromise on strict dry laws by prohibiting the sale of liquor on Sundays and mandating early 
closure of saloons in Montana communities, which went into effect in 1918 (Cherrington 
1923:148-149). Federal Prohibition laws went into effect in 1920. Montana repealed part of 
those Prohibition Laws in 1921, enacting the Sigfried Act, permitting physicians to prescribe 
spirits for medicinal purposes “which has led to widespread abuse and demonstrates that among 
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the physicians and druggist...numbers are found who have no respect for either the spirit or the 
purpose of the law” (Cherrington 1924:116).  
 Western mining towns were hesitant to restrict alcohol use, as the saloon was one of the 
core establishments in any mining town. Saloons were places to buy and imbibe in spirits; they 
were community hubs that served as post offices, newsstands, job services, dining halls, 
boarding houses, and entertainment venues (Murphy 1994:178). Alcohol was embedded into the 
very fabric of the community, through ritualized traditions, cultural foodways, and social 
communion. Ridding a town of alcohol was not among the preferred ways of ensuring morality 
in the sister cities of Anaconda and Butte, Montana. The two towns multi-ethnic populations also 
contributed to a drinking culture second only to New Orleans famed Corduroy Row (Emmons 
1989:22). Alcohol was an integral part of life, one the townspeople were hesitant to part with, 
and the reason why, throughout Prohibition, these two towns never relinquished their beloved 
saloons or drink. In 1926 Montana repealed all state laws concerning alcohol and left 
enforcement in the hands of and at the expense to the Federal government, leaving little doubt 
about where Montana stood on the question of alcohol.   
 Anaconda and Butte, Montana sit 26 miles apart and are inextricably linked economically 
by the feast or famine nature of mineral extraction. Anaconda provided the smelting operations 
for a large part of Butte’s mines. Both towns were economically controlled, sometimes 
ruthlessly, by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company (ACM) whose hold over the communities 
was referred to as the “copper collar.” When Butte mines closed due to low mineral prices or 
union strikes, Anaconda smelting operations also ceased. Mining operations closed for months at 
a time in the 1920s leaving each population struggling financially. Anaconda and Butte were 
heavily unionized populations with socialist leanings, and a systematic assault on unions by 
mining capitalists throughout the 1920s altered the political, and economic foundations of both 
towns. Prohibition and illegal alcohol offered an economic avenue to residents that allowed them 
to navigate the new social order. 
 The similarities of Anaconda and Butte suggest that each town responded much the same 
way to liquor laws. However, socially, the towns differed dramatically. Anaconda was founded 
in traditional beliefs with women at home and men in the work place. Butte, on the other hand, 
was open to women’s right to work and solidified this right through unionization for female 
centered jobs. The differences in each community will be discussed in further detail in each 
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respective case study. Whatever the differences were, the resistance to liquor laws by each 
population took diverging roads but led to a similar pattern of tolerance for exploiting prohibition 
laws through the informal economy at the individual, business, and governing body levels of 
both towns.  
 Liquor was embedded into many aspects of American way of life. Socially and culturally 
alcohol consumption was used to delineate civilized and moral behavior and came to define what 
it was to be an American. As a commodity, liquor fueled the expansion of a nation, funded its 
government and paid for its wars. The federal government’s taxation and legislation of alcohol 
over 200 years relegated the means and modes of production of alcohol into fewer hands. This 
meant that the economic, political, and social benefits of alcohol were also in fewer hands. When 
prohibition went into effect in 1920 the federal government relinquished the means and modes of 
production and let alcohol slip into the informal economy. Citizens in the state of Montana, 
along with every other state in the union, took advantage of the governments’ oversight.      
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     Chapter 4: 
    Mining, Gardening and Moonshining:  
          The Mysterious Remains at Poacher Gulch 
 
 
 Jesus turned water into wine, I turned it into liquor (Popcorn Sutton: nd). 
 
 The archeological remnants of site 24SA122 known as Poacher Gulch is situated in the  
 
Rocky mountains and its prominent features include a hand-stacked rock garden terrace  (Figure  
 
4.1). Joint ventures undertaken by the Lolo National Forest and the University of Montana in  
 
2006 and 2007 first surveyed, and then partially excavated the area trying to answer questions  
 
about who constructed the terraces. Local lore suggested they were built by Chinese immigrants  
 
because of the similarity to other structures around the country attributed to the Chinese.  
 
However, the artifacts recovered simply did not support this; moreover, historical records  
 
indicated Euro-American miners had a mining claim at the site. A pollen analysis of soil samples  
 
recovered from the terraces revealed the cultivation of Zea mays(corn) was among the activities  
 
taking place at the site. Why were residents growing corn in a most inhospitable place for plant  
 
cultivation? 
 
      
            Figure 4.1: Poacher Gulch terraces. Photo by Dr. Chris Merritt. 
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  As part of my research associated with Prohibition Era Archaeology in Montana, I  
 
reanalyzed the survey and excavation findings at Poacher Gulch to investigate whether the  
 
remote garden represents traces of a sustained moonshining and bootlegging operation. The  
 
research questions were 1.) Is there evidence that suggests a continuity of occupation rather 
 
than the abandonment/reoccupation concluded in the 2007 Poacher Gulch study?  2.) 
 
Do the artifact assemblage and land modifications indicate the presence of an illegal 
 
alcohol distillation operation? 3.) Would the square footage of the garden produce enough 
 
raw material to provide an economically viable alcohol distillation operation? 4.) Do the 
 
artifacts recovered indicate a feminine presence? Readdressing the abandonment issue 
 
using methods established in Nelson and Hegemon (2001), and identifying indicators of 
 
the industrial use of Poacher Gulch outlined in Douglas (2001) may help to clarify the 
 
site's use(s) over time as well as its historical significance. By using experimental archaeology  
 
along with known gardening techniques, I assessed the feasibility of the garden terraces at  
 
Poacher Gulch to produce enough raw material to sustain an economically viable distillation  
 
operation. Engendering the few personal artifacts recovered with methods used in Spude  
 
(2005) was expected to provide an archaeological signature of women in a location they are  
 
rarely associated with in collective memory. Archaeology has largely ignored the activity of  
 
moonshining, and history has marginalized women's participation in the production and  
 
transportation of illicit liquor (Casias 2013). Poacher Gulch provided a unique opportunity to  
 
explore  this topic by reexamining a site that has confounded archaeologists for decades  
 
 
Historical Overview 
 
  
  The Poacher Gulch site is located in northwest Montana. The site consists 
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of a cabin footprint, a leveled platform terrace with two hand-stacked rock shed footprints, and  
 
hand-stacked rock garden terraces (Figure 4.2). On the bank of the creek is a placer mine, while  
 
100 feet above the terrace feature is a hard rock mining shaft. The historic road ends at the  
 
eastern most edge of the terraced features, and turns into a foot path that leads to a waterfall  
 
and a mining adit (Ryan 2006).   
 
   
       Figure 4.2: Map of Poacher Gulch site. Half-moon indentation is marked unit 2. 
 
 Between 1882 and 1883 the construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad snaked its way 
 
through western Montana, providing prospectors access to the area in which Poacher Gulch is 
 
located. By 1905 the Eddy Creek Mining and Milling Company laid claim to the galena lead  
 
silver ore mine located at the Poacher Gulch site. A mineral survey plat indicated that the claim  
 
was aptly named “Moonlight” by 1908 (Merritt 2007:53). In 1906 a rush of sorts began as rich  
 
finds of tellurium were discovered along Eddy Creek. Between 1906 and 1919, the development  
 
of mines continued in the area with no further mention of the tellurium finds. The area produced  
 
little and was soon deserted by most companies, as the economic viability of such operations was  
 
questionable (Montana Department of Environmental Quality 2009). By the early 1970s the  
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Forest Service closed the historic road to the mining claim up to Poacher Gulch to protect the site  
 
from modern woodcutting activity in the area. A 1979 site form filled out by C. Milo McLeod,  
 
archaeologist for the Lolo National Forest, noted that the terraces were threatened by the natural  
 
vegetation, but the cabin still somewhat intact. 
 
 The construction of the Northern Pacific railroad in 1882-1883 meant that Chinese  
 
workers flooded into the area. Local lore suggested Chinese workers fled harsh overseers,  
 
fueling assumptions that the terraces and the Poacher Gulch site were associated with Chinese  
 
railroad workers who had found a new life gardening (Devlin 2007). The unique architecture of  
 
the terraces in conjunction with the lore, became the driving forces behind the 2006 survey  
 
conducted jointly by the USDA Forest Service, Lolo National Forest, and Passport in Time (PIT)  
 
volunteers, and the University of Montana. The survey crew collected soil samples and cleared  
 
the terraces of invasive and harmful vegetation (Ryan 2006). 
 
 The 2007 final analysis of Poacher Gulch concluded that the site was not necessarily  
 
created by Chinese laborers; rather the study confirmed that it was occupied from 1905 through  
 
1920, suggesting the Eddy Mining Company's discovery of minerals in 1905 sparking the initial  
 
early twentieth century occupation. The artifact assemblage cross dating and ranging fixed the  
 
end date at 1920. Two occupations were suspected, with the first being the initial mining activity  
 
from 1905 through 1908, and the second occupation spanning the years 1913 and 1920.  The lack  
 
of faunal remains and personal effects, and the inclement weather facing those living in the area,  
 
suggested a seasonal or temporary occupation (Merritt 2007:4). 
 
 
Methods and Analysis: Abandonment, Reoccupation, and Reuse 
 
 Questions of whether the Poacher Gulch site was abandoned or later reoccupied focused  
 
on the style of architecture, land modification, and building extensions present on the site using 
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methods outlined in Nelson and Hegemon (2001). The reuse and spatial arrangement of the  
 
landscape, indicating a change in industrial use, were investigated through indicators outlined in  
 
Douglas (2001). Methods used for a feasibility assessment of the garden and artifact analysis of  
 
cultural materials will be discussed later.  
 
Abandonment/Reoccupation 
 
 In their article “Abandonment is Not as it Seems” Nelson and Hegemon argue that 
 
just because a regional abandonment is suspected (e.g., the mines in and around Poacher 
 
Gulch), this does not necessarily indicate that local sites (e.g., Poacher Gulch) were also 
 
abandoned. In short, the abandonment model allows for the possibility that an adaptation 
 
and reorganization of land use likely took place due to economic, environmental, and/or 
 
social variables. Modification, or remodeling of land and existing structures constructed 
 
in the same architectural style, could be suggestive of one continuous occupation. The 
 
superimposition of a different architectural design over a deteriorating existing layout 
 
would suggest the occurrence of a second, unrelated occupation at the site (Nelson and 
 
Hegemon 2001). 
 
  This research subsequently sought to address the first research question: that the main  
 
platform, the storage unit, and at least a part of the uppermost terraces construction at Poacher  
 
Gulch were likely associated with the first occupation of miners, whereas the garden terraces  
 
and the cabin represent the second occupation. The main platform was leveled, and the storage 
 
unit was constructed of hand-stacked rock with a wooden roof. The garden terraces were made in  
 
a similar fashion with the ground leveled and hand-stacked rock walls separating each terrace  
 
and outlining the surrounding area (refer to figure 4.1). Deterioration of the existing structures  
 
was probably not an issue, as not enough time had passed between supposed occupations to  
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cause the structures to decay; although a mixture of square and wire nails on the platform, and  
 
within the storage unit, could signal long-term maintenance just as easily as it could an early  
 
twentieth-century occupation (Wells 1998). An argument could be made that the terraces and  
 
walls were built in the same style simply because of the limitations of the land—moreover the  
 
abundance of rock at the site made this a pragmatic construction material.    
 
 There are two additional structures that are not accounted for above: the cabin feature  
 
constructed of sawn and hand cut logs, and an “L” shaped feature made in the same fashion.  
 
Both features are located one quarter mile down the gulch from the terraces, along the historic  
 
wagon road connecting the sites (Ryan 2006). Another component Nelson and Hegemon (2001:  
 
217) observed is that of extension into other areas of the land. In the European sense of land  
 
ownership, modifications must be made to the land if claim is to be laid upon the area, so within  
 
this context extension into other areas within the same occupation is plausible. The cabin  
 
structure was clearly a later construction, owing to only wire nails being found at the collapsed  
 
building's footprint. The construction of the feature with use of logs instead of rock may be a  
 
simple pragmatic choice, as rock is heavy and trees are close at hand. The main platform at the  
 
terraces was littered with roofing debris, milled wood, and a mixture of nails. Whether these  
 
materials can be linked to the lower cabin site is undetermined, but it is not unlikely that the sites  
 
were somehow related. 
 
  Abandonment, as it is looked upon and defined by archaeologists, implies relinquishment  
 
of use (Nelson and Hegemon 2001: 214). At Poacher Gulch what needs be considered is not  
 
necessarily relinquishment, but adaptations in land use and function due to changing  
 
environmental, social, or economic factors implemented by the people familiar with the location.  
 
The cessation of mining operations seems to be the overriding explanation for abandonment of  
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the site in 1908, but the architecture and modifications to the land suggest continuity beyond that  
 
date. As questions remain about the cabin and definitive ties to the terraces cannot be made, the  
 
question of continuous occupation cannot be conclusively answered without additional fieldwork  
 
at Poacher Gulch.      
 
 Site Reuse by Moonshiners 
 
 Spatial arrangements and cultural materials left behind can be “readily 
 
diagnostic” of an illegal distillation operation according to Douglas' (2001) paper, 
 
“Miners and Moonshiners: Historic Industrial Uses of Tennessee Caves.” Such diagnostic 
 
land modifications include graded level platforms, square or half-moon dry stacked or 
 
mortared rock formations, called fireboxes, and two level platforms near the firebox. One 
 
platform would be used to place the thump keg, an optional device to distill the alcohol 
 
twice in one run, and the other platform for the end product collection vessel. Cultural 
 
materials left behind include sheet metal, metal piping (laid or loose), storage vessels 
 
(glass and ceramic), and barrel hoops. Actual stills, according to Douglas (2001:259) are 
 
usually not present at “moonshiner” sites unless the location had been discovered and the 
 
still was destroyed on site.   
 
 The reuse of mines by moonshiners has a long history, as both miners and 
 
distillers happened to need the use of the same land and the same basic equipment 
 
(Douglas 2001). This led to the second research question about Poacher Gulch: Does the second  
 
occupation of the site suggest an adaptive reuse by moonshiners? Mines by necessity are set in  
 
very remote locations, near water easily diverted by the use of pipes, hoses, and water pumps 
 
for use in hydraulic equipment, or to redirect water to limit flooding or standing water in 
 
mine shafts. Miners level and grade the ground for the placement of heavy equipment 
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used for extraction purposes and to stabilize mineral collection vats (Douglas 2001:254 ). 
 
The activity of producing alcohol illegally subsequently requires the same remoteness, land 
 
modifications, and basic equipment to run an operation. Water can be channeled over 200 
 
yards to the still using pipes (steel or wooden constructed) sometimes attached to hoses 
 
and pumps (Carr 1972:120). A constant flow of cold running water is necessary to cool the 
 
condenser that siphons off the end product of a “run,” the name given for a complete 
 
distillation process. Level ground is needed for placement of the still and barrels that 
 
contain mash, a combination of corn (usually), yeast, and water.    
 
 The land modifications denoted by Carr (1972) and Douglas (2001) are present at 
 
Poacher Gulch, including level, graded ground. The construction of the rock wall, 
 
credited to the second occupation, includes a half-moon indentation into the main rock wall 
 
(Figure 4.2). The purpose of this feature was not determined as the location was devoid of 
 
artifacts, although the soil showed signs of burning with no scorch marks on the rocks. 
 
This could have been an area where a boiler was placed where heat was indirectly piped 
 
from the boiler into the main still to steam infuse the mash, a process commonly used to 
 
indirectly heat the mash to limit the burning of product caused by direct heat (Carr 1972:123). 
 
The two level platforms normally required for placement of the thump keg and the end 
 
product collection vessel are not present, but if the half-moon rock feature was used for 
 
steam infusion and the thump keg was not employed, the graded ground would not be 
 
necessary.  
  
 Associated water piping was found but not noted in either the 2006 or 2007 
 
findings; the students present at the 2007 excavation noted, and sketched, a pipe protruding  
 
horizontally out of the ground at the site of a trash dump along the bank of the creek. Artifacts  
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discovered and left in situ fall in line with the Douglas (2001) outline. Dr. Kelly Dixon, a team  
 
member of the 2007 excavation project, photographed a barrel ring and a large piece of sheet  
 
metal at the site prior to the 2007 excavations (Merritt 2007). A blown out hydraulic hose  
 
discarded into a trash pit was noted, sketched, and left in situ. Three lengths of galvanized steel  
 
pipe found by C. Milo McLeod at the cabin structure were noted in the 2006 summary report on  
 
Poacher Gulch (Ryan 2006). Artifacts collected seem to reflect alcohol production, including 
 
fragmented bottles, bottle necks, mason jars and, a partial base and side of stoneware 
 
container.   
 
 The total artifact assemblage recovered from the 2006-2007 fieldwork at Poacher Gulch  
 
included 1,740 items weighing 8752.01 grams. Bottles and storage vessels (n=36) account for  
 
2.068% of the total Assemblage, weighing 2585.9 grams. Three bottles were found to have  
 
mendable parts and counted as one item when calculating MNI.  All bottles and storage vessels  
 
were separated in functional categories as seen in Table 4.1. Given that bottle reuse was  
 
prevalent in the American West, unless a specific use was attributed, all bottles were considered  
 
as having a consumption use (Busch 1987). The consumption category held seven identifiable  
 
mason jars, a main staple of moonshining sites, and one identifiable liquor bottle which results in  
 
32% of the 25 bottles in that category.     
      
     TABLE 4.1:  Breakdown of artifacts into functional categories 
Functional 
category 
# of 
bottles 
% of n=36 
Consumption 25 69.44% 
Medicinal 5 13.88% 
Condiment 3 8.33% 
Hygiene 2 5.55% 
Storage 1 2.77% 
Total 36 100.00% 
  
  The 2007 Poacher Gulch excavation identified two intact ketchup bottles. The lack of 
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faunal remains at the site made this discovery puzzling. Further research into the use of ketchup  
 
revealed the re-purposing of the condiment as a still cleaning agent. Cooked mash leaves behind  
 
sediments and the natural acidity of tomatoes when spread liberally within the still and boiled  
 
with water, loosens the build-up allowing easy cleanup after distillation (Clawhammer Supply  
 
2011).      
 
 The artifact assemblage is dominated by construction material and hardware, accounting  
 
for 1,239 (mostly nails) of the 1,740 artifacts collected. The 2007 study considers that these  
 
materials were most likely from deteriorating structures. At the same time, the analysis attributes  
 
an industrial use to them, noting their association with mining, which ended in 1908. These  
 
artifacts seem to be more construction-related than linked with mining or distillation. Moreover,  
 
several if not most of the glass vessels were manufactured well beyond the 1920 end date  
 
assigned to the site. 
 
   The land modifications and artifacts found pertaining to illicit alcohol production 
 
are problematic when adopting a stance of two separate occupations. Who built what, and 
 
who left what behind becomes hard to distinguish. With a reconsideration of an ongoing, 
 
continuous, seasonal occupation changing the industrial use of the land, a clearer picture  
 
emerged. Whether that picture is correct depends on which line of evidence is followed. The  
 
basic set up of the land and materials from the mining operation could easily be adapted to a  
 
change in industrial activity at the site. The bottle assemblage, combined with features on site  
 
and material left in situ, answers the research question affirmatively about an extended reuse of  
 
the site by moonshiners but this does not prove industrial land reuse beyond all doubt.  
 
Nevertheless, an artifact chronology that extends bottle dates beyond 1920, along with the other  
 
evidence, renders Poacher Gulch a strong candidate for adaptive reuse by a bootlegging  
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operation during the Prohibition Era.    
 
 
Feasibility Assessment: Using Pollen Analysis to Identify a Distillation Operation    
 
 
 The feasibility of the garden being able to produce enough raw material to sustain a 
 
distillation operation was assessed using known gardening techniques to answer the 
 
bootlegging/moonshining question (Bartholomew 2006). The 2007 study of Poacher Gulch left  
 
unclear what crops were planted in which terraces. Zea mays would require the most square- 
 
footage for growth. As a logical placement for cultivation, the two larger, lower terraces were  
 
assessed for the growing of corn. Square footage was calculated for the two lower garden  
 
features at Poacher Gulch labeled respectively Feature 1 and Feature 2 in Ryan (2007).  Separate  
 
tables (Tables 2-5) for each terrace show high and low yields of open pollinated Zea mays  
 
represented in both one-eared stalk and two-eared stalk varieties. An assumption is being made  
 
here that the corn was not being grown for use in a diet; rather, I assume that the plants’ sole  
 
purpose was for the production of whiskey and therefore a much lower quality crop was needed  
 
at Poacher Gulch.     
 
 The planting of crops in remote areas by moonshiners was not out of the ordinary. 
 
Moonshiners in the Southern U.S. were pushed further into remote areas and they  
 
subsequently planted corn to reduce the workload associated with hauling heavy loads of corn  
 
into hard-to-access locations; this also reduced the chances of being “discovered” by purchasing  
 
large amounts of corn, as well as to reduce operating cost (Carr 1972). The placement of the  
 
terraces on a north facing slope is not optimal positioning for a plant that requires full sunlight.  
 
This positioning of the garden at Poacher Gulch was most likely due to available terrain 
 
versus gardener's choice. An ecological report done in 2006 indicated that at the time of 
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the early twentieth-century occupation, the foliage surrounding the site was less dense, and  
 
tree ring dating concluded that trees growing around the garden terraces were most likely new 
 
growth, post-dating that occupation (Merritt 2007:82). This meant more sunlight would have  
 
reached the plants, although this was still far from optimal gardening conditions. Open-pollinated  
 
corn is a hearty plant, resistant to drought, disease, and slight frosts, unlike the hybrids developed  
 
in the 1930s that are used today (Schroeder 1999). If planted in sandy loam soil in intervals of  
 
one square foot for each plant, a stalk will produce one or two ears and will mature in 65 to 95  
 
days depending on variety chosen ( Bartholomew 2006). The varieties available to growers were  
 
area-dependent, in that a slow growing variety would not be sold in an area with a short growing  
 
season.   
 
 Dr. John Jones' pollen analysis of the Poacher Gulch soil samples referred to corn 
 
as an “economic type” (Merritt 2007:71).  How the corn was economic is debatable. 
 
When the price of corn plummeted in the early twentieth century, many farmers turned 
 
their crops into gold mines by switching to the production of corn mash which turned a 
 
profit five to ten times the amount fetched for their legal crops (Carr 1972:135). The profit lay in  
 
corn kernels produced in pounds--not in the ears produced. Each ear of corn has 600 to 800  
 
kernels; 1300 kernels will equate to one pound of dried corn (Iowa Corn Growers Association  
 
2013). Twenty pounds of dried corn could produce fifteen gallons of whiskey.     
 
  The total square footage of Terrace One (274 square feet), and Terrace Two (188 
 
square feet), combine for a total of 462 square feet available for planting. The numbers 
 
that follow highlight low end yields of one and two eared varieties, whereas Tables 
 
4.2-4.5 will represent both high and low yields of both species. At maximum planting 
 
capacity Terrace One likely yielded 274 plants, producing  274-548 ears respectively, with 
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164,400 to 328,800 kernels equaling 126 to 252 pounds which produces 94.5 to 189 
 
gallons of whiskey as shown in Table 4.2.  Terrace Two could have held 188 plants, 
 
producing respectively 188 to 376 ears, with 112,800 to 225,600 kernels equaling 86 to 
 
173 pounds producing 64.5 to 129 gallons of whiskey as shown in Table 4.3. Maximum 
 
capacity planting is unlikely as the soil samples taken in 2006 do not indicate enough soil 
 
depth to support a maximum capacity crop. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show an adjusted planting 
 
capacity of half of the square footage available, allowing other plants indicated in the 
 
pollen analysis room to grow and creating a much more likely scenario. Numbers have been 
 
rounded down when necessary.     
  
    TABLE 4.2: Maximum capacity planting of Terrace 1 
 
# Plants in 
Terrace 1 
 274 sq. ft. 
Yield in Ears Kernels  
Produced 
 
Pounds of 
Kernel   
Whiskey 
Produced 
in Gallons 
One Ear 
Variety 
274 274 
164,400-
219,200 
126- 168 94.5- 126 
Two Ear 
Variety 
274 548 
328,800-
438,400 
252-337 189-252 
    
 
            TABLE 4.3: Maximum capacity planting of Terrace 2 
     
                  
# Plants in 
Terrace 2 
188 sq. ft. 
Yield in Ears Kernels 
Produced 
Pounds of 
Kernel 
Whiskey 
Produced 
in 
Gallons 
One 
Ear 
Variety 
188 188 112,800-150,400 86-115 64.5-86 
Two 
Ear 
Variety 
188 376 225,600-300,800 173-231 129-173 
 
     
        TABLE 4.4: Half-capacity planting of Terrace 1 
 # Plants in 
Terrace 1 
137 sq. ft. 
Yield in 
Ears 
Kernels 
Produced 
Pounds of 
Kernels 
Whiskey 
Produced 
in Gallons 
One Ear Variety 137 137 82,200-109,600 63-84 47-63 
Two ear Variety 137 274 164,400-219,200 126-168 94.5-126 
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        TABLE 4.5: Half capacity planting of Terrace 2 
 # Plants in 
Terrace 2 
94 sq. ft. 
Yield in 
ears 
Kernels 
Produced 
Pounds of 
Kernels 
Whiskey 
Produced 
in Gallons 
One Ear Variety 94 94 56,400-75,200 43-57 32-42.5 
Two Ear Variety 94 188 112,800-150,400 86-115 64.5-86 
 
 The necessary sunlight for the corn to grow is simply too difficult to address as 
 
the variables are too numerous to account for every possible explanation. Even if only 
 
half of the lowest yield is cultivated, 47 to 94 ears, or 16 to 32 gallons of whiskey could still 
 
be produced. If “doubling back” was implemented, then 32 to 64 gallons could be produced;  
 
this demonstrates why “doubling back” was a popular process used during the Prohibition Era  
 
for maximum profit by distilling the same mash twice with just an addition of yeast, water, and  
 
sugar. The going price for moonshine between 1918 and 1925, was $15 to $25 a gallon which  
 
means a distiller could make 480 to 960 dollars for two weeks work (Carr 1972:143). This  
 
equates to roughly half to a full year’s salary at the time. 
 
  The strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries indicated in the pollen analysis 
 
also need to be addressed. The pollen analysis of the Poacher Gulch soil samples could 
 
not discern whether pollen of fruiting plants was present due to native growth or domesticated  
 
growth. Whether these plants were wild or planted suggests that domestic gardening of these  
 
specific plants was possible. Too many variables exist when trying to ascertain even an  
 
approximate yield of one fruiting plant and would be extremely misleading if undertaken.  
 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the addition of fruit to a moonshine or the process of making  
 
brandy would produce three to five times the profit of a regular moonshine (Carr 1972:143).  
 
Corn yields and the presence of fruiting plants suggest that the garden terraces could produce  
 
enough raw material to sustain an economically viable alcohol distillation operation. While  
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difficult to prove, the pollen data from the soil samples strongly suggest the site’s potential to  
 
support a moonshining operation.  
 
 
Artifacts Analysis: Engendered Personal Objects 
 
  
 The gender of Poacher Gulch residents, whether male or female, was not a research  
 
objective of the 2007 excavation, as though investigations were focused on determining whether  
 
the site could be associated with Chinese laborers, given the local lore about Poacher Gulch. A  
 
few pertinent artifacts, however, are suggestive of a female presence, namely the single tooth of a  
 
hair comb, and a cosmetic jar. Archaeological signatures of women are few and far between at  
 
sites such as Poacher Gulch, so the discovery of these two items required further analysis,  
 
despite the potential for their use and/or reuse by men. So I reanalyzed the artifacts using the  
 
typology established by Spude (2005) to determine engendered signatures in the archaeological  
 
record. Materials that are gender neutral were excluded, including cans, construction materials,  
 
and a vinyl record. Medicinal and liquor bottles, as well as personal items, such as tobacco, arms,  
 
cosmetics, adornments, and clothing were re-examined here using Spude's (2005) typology.   
 
 While classifying bottle use according to gender is problematic, in the late nineteenth to  
 
early twentieth centuries, women often purchased more medicinal products than alcohol. As  
 
most medicinal concoctions contained up to 46% alcohol, this was a way to drink alcohol  
 
without the social repercussions attached to women openly drinking at the time (Spude  
 
2005:94). Men, on the other hand, drank openly and their “medicinal” needs were covered.  
 
Working from this assumption in my reanalysis of the Poacher Gulch collection, I considered  
 
medicinal bottles as representative of women and liquor bottles were associated with men.  
 
Many women smoked and fired guns, but at the time these activities were seen as “manly  
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pursuits”, and so the gender assignment for artifacts such as tobacco pipes and firearms is also  
 
male (Spude 2005). 
 
 Personal items such as clothing or cosmetics are readily and easily distinguishable. Rivets  
 
were found on men's clothing, whereas women's would have buttons or clasps, so the rivet has  
 
been identified as belonging to male clothing. The hair comb (discussed below) was identified  
 
not from a whole comb but from the fragment of a single tooth. As it was much wider than that  
 
of a regular pocket comb, it has been identified as a functional hair comb used as adornment, a  
 
definitive female piece. A “Marinello” cosmetic jar (described in more detail below) that once  
 
contained face cream is also indicative of women and assigned as such. 
 
 Of the fifteen artifacts used for this engendered artifact analysis, eight items 
 
were categorized as male (53.3%), and seven (46.6%) were classified as female (Table 4.6).  
 
Spude's (2005) typology, however, is problematic when applied in a moonshining/bootlegging  
 
context. A valid argument could be made that the illegal nature of an illicit distillation operation  
 
negates engendering of items. Bottles could have been carried to the site empty and reused as  
 
containers for alcohol rendering these items gender neutral. To compensate for this argument,  
 
Table 4.7 recalculates the percentages with the removal of all bottles.   
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                         TABLE 4.6: Engendered distribution of artifacts  
Category Item # of Items Gender % of Items 
Arms Bullet Casings 3 Male 20.00% 
Liquor Bottle 1 Male 6.66% 
Adornments Hair comb 1 Female 6.66% 
Cosmetic Jar 1 Female 6.66% 
Clothing Rivet 1 Male 6.66% 
Medicinal Bottles 5 Female 33.33% 
Tobacco Cans 3 Male 20.00% 
Total  15  100.00% 
 
            
   TABLE 4.7: Engendered distribution of artifacts (minus bottles) 
Category Item #of Items Gender % of Items 
Arms Bullet Casings 3 Male 33.33% 
Adornments Hair Comb 1 Female 11.11% 
Cosmetic Jar 1 Female 11.11% 
Clothing Rivet 1 Male 11.11% 
Tobacco Cans 3 Male 33.33% 
Total  9  100.00% 
  
 The removal of bottles changes the percentages, with seven items categorized as male  
 
(77%) and two items categorized as female (22%). Following this line of evidence the question  
 
of a female presence is not strongly supported. On the opposite side of the argument, the  
 
presence of items specifically targeted to and used by women at Poacher Gulch suggests that  
 
either a woman (or women) were acting far outside of the expected gender norms in the early  
 
twentieth century. Women wearing men's clothing for work in Poacher Gulch's rugged  
 
surroundings as well as smoking and firing guns would have been a small step outside of those  
 
norms compared to the one already taken. Table 4.8 reflects the neutrality of bottles, clothing,  
 
arms, and tobacco.   
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     TABLE 4.8: Engendered distribution of artifacts  
          (minus bottles, clothing, arms, and tobacco) 
Category Item # of Items Gender % of Items 
Adornments Hair Comb 1 Female 50.00% 
Cosmetic Jar 1 Female 50.00% 
Total  2  100.00% 
 
This manipulation of engendering the artifacts matters little as a female presence at 
 
Poacher Gulch is suggested in varying degrees in three different categorization scenarios. 
 
The possibility of reuse of the cosmetic jar and the comb by men cannot be ignored as re- 
 
purposing of items was a mainstay in both mining and moonshining/bootlegging 
 
operations. A couple of interesting notes on the hair comb and Marinello jar should be 
 
given to lend support to the potential of a female presence outside of Spude's (2005) 
 
suggested approach. 
 
 The hair comb was tentatively cataloged as having a tortoiseshell design. The 
 
Technology to embed this particular design on objects was not available until after 1927. Given  
 
that it is hard to discern whether the design is tortoiseshell or simply “marbeled” soil stains  
 
suggests the original design was cream-colored, which means the item may have an earlier  
 
date. The milk glass cosmetic jar, complete with metal lid, was embossed on the sides with  
 
“Marinello”, and the letter “M” was pressed into the center of the lid (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The  
 
Marinello Company existed from 1905 to the late 1930s, and had over 6,000 specialty stores  
 
located around the world, including Butte and Helena, Montana. Marinello products were 
 
specifically marketed towards women's beauty needs and sold only through the Marinello 
 
beauty shops and schools. The logo on the lid changed from the full Marinello name painted  
 
across the top, to the single pressed “M” in 1923. The logo disappeared in 1929 in favor of a new  
 
art deco design (Compactstory 2013). The jar can now be firmly dated to between the years of 
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1923 and 1929. While this provides strong evidence for the post- 1920 occupation of the site, the  
 
fact that Marinello marketed products specifically for use by women makes the jar a key artifact   
 
for an engendered analysis of  Poacher Gulch during the Prohibition era.   
 
 
  
  
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 
 Four research questions were posed at the beginning of this case study; each will be 
 
reiterated here and addressed in turn. Is there evidence that suggest a continuity of occupation  
 
rather than the abandonment/reoccupation concluded in the 2007 Poacher Gulch report? The  
 
modification of the land in a similar architectural style to those credited with the first early  
 
twentieth century occupation land use suggests a continuous occupation of Poacher Gulch  
 
between 1905 and 1920. The cabin, of course, cannot be tied conclusively to the terraced site, as  
 
the log construction does not indicate architectural cohesion with the terraces. Thus the  
 
archaeological evidence is inconclusive, leaving this research question without answer until  
 
further research can be carried out at the site itself.   
 
 Do the artifact assemblage and land modifications indicate the presence of an illegal  
 
alcohol distillation operation? The answer is not definitive, but does suggest an industrial  
 
change in land use at Poacher Gulch. All criteria outlined in Douglas (2001) are present,  
 
Figure 4.4: Marinello jar lid. Figure 4.3: Marinello cosmetic jar. 
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suggesting use of Poacher Gulch as a site for the illegal production of alcohol. A semi-circular  
 
rock formation, graded level ground, pipes, sheet metal, barrel hoops, and storage vessels are  
 
either in the collected assemblage, left in situ, or noted in field journals by those present at the  
 
2007 excavation.  
 
 Could the square footage of the garden produce enough raw material to provide an  
 
economically viable alcohol distillation operation?  If just half of the lowest crop possible  
 
succeeded in growing, enough raw materials could be produced on the garden terraces at  
 
Poacher Gulch to sustain a viable alcohol distillation operation. Do the artifacts recovered 
 
indicate a feminine presence? Spude's (2005) statistical typology used for engendering  
 
decorative items proved inconclusive, but artifacts like the hair comb and Marinello jar strongly  
 
suggests a feminine presence at the site while it is impossible to prove a feminine presence at  
 
Poacher Gulch cannot be ruled out.       
 
 One problem that kept appearing was the established beginning and end dates of 
 
1905 and 1920 attributed to the site. Although the assemblage supports a beginning occupation  
 
circa 1905, many of the artifacts suggest the site was used beyond 1920, including Vaseline jars  
 
(1900- 1925), and Mason jar lids (1910-1940). Adding to the conundrum are the items  
 
manufactured after 1920, including a coffee can (1922), the Marinello jar (1923-1929), and the  
 
hair comb if it is found to be tortoiseshell (after 1927). These were not crucial for the analysis of  
 
Poacher Gulch as a mining site, but they become critical for trying to establish the site as a  
 
Prohibition-Era moonshining operation.   
 
 The question of Poacher Gulch being the site of Prohibition-era alcohol production, and  
 
by its remoteness, a bootlegging operation with the involvement of women, is intriguing. The  
 
site's proximity to well established bootlegging routes in Idaho, Washington, Colorado, and  
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Canada, the growing of corn, the economic gain of such an operation, land modifications, and  
 
materials left behind are all circumstantial evidence that paint a compelling picture of clandestine  
 
activity. Future research would do well to nail down occupation dates, excavate the mine,  
 
examine the dump(s) and possible privy near the cabin, as well as try to establish ties to the  
 
terraces through a full excavation of the cabin footprint. As with previous research at Poacher  
 
Gulch, there remain more questions than answers about this enigmatic site. As the site is  
 
protected on USFS land, there is still time to answer continuing questions and put to rest the  
 
lingering mysteries surrounding this unique and significant archaeological site.                 
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Chapter 5:  
Cutting the Smoke: Anaconda, Montana Case Study 
 
Kentucky may be notorious for its illegal stills, but our community would have been 
 recognized as keen competition if judged by revenue stamp gallonage (Deer Lodge            
 Historical Group1975: 35).           
  
In 1876 Marcus Daly stepped onto Butte, Montana soil and laid his claim to one of the 
richest and most profitable copper veins in the world at the time. Through shrewd and sometimes 
corrupt business dealings, Daly amassed a fortune and launched himself into the forefront of the 
battle to control the mineral wealth of the state by creating the smelter town of Anaconda 
(Mercier 2001:13). Daly, along with William A. Clark and F. Augustus Heinze formed the trio 
that made up the powerful Copper Kings (2002), and through corporate maneuverings driven by 
the political aspirations of all parties, they ushered in the industrial age of Montana. The story of 
the Copper Kings is legendary and has been extensively documented in books such The Battle 
for Butte by Michael Malone (1976) and The War of the Copper Kings by C.B. Glasscock (2002) 
among others, and will not be recounted here as a whole. Although not the focus of this research, 
the economic power struggles and infighting associated with the mineral giants shaped the 
political, economic, and social landscapes that dictated citizens’ lives is the focus, at least as it 
pertains to Marcus Daly’s smelter town of Anaconda. Daly’s influence on the societal makeup 
and economic functioning of Anaconda is essential to contextualize any study of this 
community’s history.   
  Anaconda was not “founded” as much as it was “created” as a corporate expansion by 
Daly, whose purpose was to manipulate and eventually monopolize an entire industry. The town 
was run as an extension of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company; a company needs workers 
first and residents second.  Daly hand-picked the first construction crews and recruited men from 
other mining towns, Canada, and from as far away as Wales to build his smelter and eventually 
populate the town (Morris 1997: 32). As most of the world’s mining communities were made up 
of immigrants, the first residents in the town were overwhelmingly northern European men, with 
hard work ethics and traditional values, and they represented the consummate loyal workers for 
the smelter. This set in motion a social trickle-down effect. Immigrant men brought their families 
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and set up lives that reinforced traditional values and gender roles. As more immigrants arrived, 
these roles were solidified, so much so that laws were created that heavily restricted women from 
working outside of the home, which left the majority of breadwinning duties to men, a trend that 
continued well into the 1960s (Jamison and Armitage 1997:317). 
 Daly’s company, the Anaconda Copper Mining Company (ACM), employed many of the 
laborers, and owned most of the major businesses early in the town’s history, leaving workers at 
the mercy of the company for both wage and goods. Smelter shutdowns were frequent and left 
thousands unemployed for months at a time. To compensate for the economic uncertainty faced 
on a regular basis, residents heavily relied upon the informal economies of exchange, credit 
extension, and bartering. The town had adapted fully to a life of reliance upon formal and 
legitimized informal economic strategies upon the death of Daly in 1900.  
 The traditional social environment and the economic systems of Anaconda were 
cemented into functional pattern by 1920 and the dawn of the Prohibition Era. An unprecedented 
eleven-month shutdown of smelter operations in 1921 left some citizens in a financial bind and 
more reliant on informal economies than ever before. The flexible economy that had validated 
informal economies in the past cultivated the setting for a new illegal endeavor--alcohol sale and 
distillation.  
 The research that follows started as an exploration of Anaconda women’s illegal  
activities during the Prohibition years of 1923 to 1926. It readily became apparent that in order  
to comprehend women’s involvement in moonshining, an understanding of how women fit into  
the larger social and economic systems was necessary. As a result, the parameters of this  
research changed to focus on how socioeconomic status and gender, shaped by economic,  
social and political forces, played out in the arena of criminal activity. By contrasting male and  
female offender experiences, I expected to use this research to develop a better understanding  
of the social and economic forces that motivated individuals to participate in sustained  
collective law breaking. 
  I examined primary and secondary sources that had the potential to reveal these  
differences to better understand the nuances of Anaconda residents’ “agency” amid the social  
and political milieu of alcohol Prohibition. Using primary sources such as oral histories, and  
secondary sources of previously written histories of Anaconda, here I summarize the  
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foundations of the economic and sociocultural patterns that persisted in the Prohibition Era. By  
integrating oral histories, newspaper accounts, census information and court records, I outlined  
the relatively underrepresented topic of cooperative illegal moonshining at the individual,  
business, and governing body levels of a company town.  
 This section could be hundreds of pages long based on an integration of court records, 
Polk Directories, and newspaper accounts alone. There is much more to be done on the topic of 
women and clandestine activities during the Prohibition Era. The attempt here merely represents 
an initial broad brush stroke intended to begin the process of addressing the research goals 
outlined on page 70.    
 
Historical Overview 
 
 The town of Anaconda sits in the Deer Lodge Valley in southwest Montana. Spanning 
sixty miles valley was home to abundant wildlife, lush vegetation, and numerous waterways, 
including a natural hot spring. Used first by several Native American tribes as a traditional 
hunting ground, the area was given the place name “Lodge of the White Tailed Deer” due to a 
forty foot high conical shaped mountain spewing steam from its summit and resembling a tee pee 
(Deer Lodge County History Group 1975:1). By the mid-1800s Europeans were traversing the 
landscape, exploiting the wildlife for the fur trade and digging up the land in the search for gold; 
although none would stay long enough to establish residency. Cattle ranchers in 1860 were the 
first to establish permanent settlements in the area (Morris 1997: 19-22). By 1883 another major 
shift in land use transformed the setting into a stark industrial landscape.  
The creation of Anaconda is inextricably bound to the city of Butte. The extraction of 
silver and gold from Butte in 1862 sparked a rush into the area, with immigrant miners seeking 
to make their fortunes. Marcus Daly, an Irish immigrant and founder of Anaconda, was 
established in the mining industries of Nevada and Utah when he arrived in Montana in 1875.  
Scouting mining operations in the area, Daly purchased the Alice Silver Mine for $5,000 and 
within a year sold his interest for $30,000 (Deer Lodge County History Group 1975:2). Butte 
was next, where Daly’s business acumen, along with the financial backing of George Hearst and 
J.B. Haggin, allowed for the purchase of the Anaconda Mine on Butte hill which held the 
“richest deposit of copper the world had ever seen,” a metal that most others saw as a nuisance 
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(Morris 1997:26, Marcosson 1957:49). Lucky for Daly, electricity, still in its infancy, required 
copper, and the demand for this mineral soon exponentially increased. With his financial backers 
and massive profits coming out of the Anaconda Mine, the Anaconda Copper Mining Company 
was established and incorporated in 1881 (Malone and Roeder 1976:158). At the time, ore 
coming out of Butte’s mines was shipped overseas to Wales to be processed at great expense 
(Morris 1997:26-27). Daly, ever on the lookout for new profitable business dealings, saw the 
need for and the profits that could be had from a local smelter. By building his own smelter, not 
only could he process his own ore, but everyone else’s too, creating a monopoly in the area. This 
was the ideal opportunity to expand his growing corporation. By 1883, having bought up many 
of the local land and water rights, the smelter and the town of Anaconda, meant to serve the 
smelter, were established.  
Single men made up the bulk of the first wave of immigrants into the area, establishing 
“ethnic beachheads” and bringing in family members keeping the population on an upward 
swing (Mercier 2001:22). By 1920 Anaconda boasted twenty seven different ethnic groups 
comprised 27.4% of the town’s population (Finnegan 2012:75-76; U.S Census 1920). Ethnic 
enclaves were non-existent as the town’s small size prohibited them; although families did seem 
to buy or rent homes next to their own countrymen and were concentrated in Goosetown on the 
east side of the town (Finnegan 2010:75). Each ethnic group enjoyed their own churches, 
traditions, and fraternal organizations. In a show of community support, all nationalities enjoyed 
the celebrations of the other (Morris 1997:100-102; Mercier 2001:24). Problems did arise across 
ethnic lines when ACM instituted an informal ethnic worker hierarchy (Mercier 2001:23). Irish 
were on the top of the ladder and held the most coveted and best paying jobs, while African 
Americans held the worst. Ethnic tensions were present, but class more than anything else was 
the dividing line for the community (Mercier 2001:31). Whatever conflicts might have arisen, in 
times of economic strife or sickness the community was proud of its ability to support each 
other. The glue for this sense of community was rooted in the traditional values that most 
residents held in common and the fact that all were stuck in the same economic position.  
 The relationship of Daly to Anaconda and its citizenry has often been described as  
paternal (Mercier 2001:14; Morris 1997: 24). Anaconda was Daly’s favorite daughter and as 
such he lavished upon her the best of everything. Early water and sewer systems were installed; a 
hydroelectric plant powered electric lights lining the streets and the street car system; 
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architecturally grand buildings adorned Main Street; and a city park, a zoo, theaters and opera 
houses all served as high end adornments setting this mining town apart from all others in 
Montana (Mercier 2001; Morris 1997:103,193).  Daly had created a metropolis in a remote part 
of Montana, founding a quintessential company town where citizens had a taste for high end 
goods. As one resident who wished to remain anonymous put it, “Anaconda wasn’t a cow poke 
and rambunctious town like Butte. Anaconda was refined and had class” (Anonymous, Personal 
Correspondence, December 18, 2013). Refinement came at a price however, and the economic 
stranglehold that ACM had over the town, referred to as the “copper collar”, shaped the formal 
and informal economies of the town.  
   Anaconda was built by the company, specifically for the company, and run as an 
extension of the company. Economic success or failure for both the company and the 
townspeople was tied to the rise and fall of copper prices. Those employed by the smelter were 
paid on a sliding scale dependent upon copper prices (Mercier 2001:16). Daly also had the 
authority to shut down all production of the smelter, putting thousands of men out of work on a 
whim. In 1891 while renegotiating a contract for lower shipping cost with the railroad, the 
smelter was shut down for five months as a strong arm tactic and left 2500 men unemployed 
(Morris 1997:105). Daly’s death in 1900 and transfer of company power to the East did not 
change the tactics of the company. In one account a man hired by the smelter in 1915 did not 
work a full year until World War II as a result of the frequent shutdowns (Mercier 2001:33). 
When unions intervened, the plant would shut down. If copper prices fell too low, the plants 
were shut down. ACM had incredible economic power, employing three-fourths of the state’s 
wage earners, and that translated into political power (Mercier 2001:16). In 1902 the voting in of 
socialist politicians resulted in hundreds of workers being fired for having suspected socialists 
leanings (Mercier 2001:16). To add insult to injury, the majority of land and water rights of the 
area were owned by ACM, as were the major industries of processing ore, timber, coal, brick 
making, the railroad, and the major boarding houses that rented to the newly arrived laborers. 
The monopoly of the area’s businesses soon expanded to include the electric company, the street 
cars, the general store, and the newspaper (Morris 1997:38; Mercier 2001:10-11). To ensure 
company loyalty, at one point workers were paid partly in scrip usable only at the company store 
(Morris 1997:111). Economic fluctuations and precarious job security was not a deterrent for 
most, as this was par for the course in the feast or famine mining industry. Informal economies, 
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systems of trade, exchange, home-based work, and bartering increased to help the townspeople 
absorb the shock of frequent stints of unemployment (Morris 1997:285).  
 ACM’s economic dominance in Anaconda, though extensive was neither total nor 
complete. By the 1920s the company had outgrown the need to dominate a town, instead ACM 
turned its attention to operations in Chile and Mexico (Morris 1997:286). ACM found the 1920s 
to be a profitable decade, even giving laborers wage increases. But the reality of the situation 
was that many workers still fell far below the poverty line (Morris 2010:6). Men had more 
economic opportunities than did women. Men could open businesses, join any union they 
wished, and work any job offered. Women on the other hand were not quite as fortunate. 
 The social setting in Anaconda included traditional values and gender roles, where men 
worked and women managed the kids, home, and community. So important were traditional 
values that laws were penned reinforcing gender roles and marriage by prohibiting women from 
working anywhere that sold alcohol and placing restrictions on hiring married women (Morris 
1997:47; Mercier 2001:35-36). Women were also forbidden to join or form unions. Fifty-five 
saloons were listed in 1906, the largest majority of businesses at the time other than ACM, 
whose businesses were highly unionized (Polk 1906). This effectively shut women out of the 
formal wage workforce. Wage work, even if it could be found, paid little. The laws did have a 
pragmatic use as well, in that they assured men could find jobs when the smelter shut down. 
Despite these laws, women were still major contributors to household finances mainly through 
the informal economic system (Mercier 2001:35). 
  Working class women supplemented incomes through gardens, raising chickens, selling 
eggs, baking bread, trading services, doing laundry, and taking in borders, the latter being the 
most socially prestigious (Jamison and Armitage 1997:314-317). The higher the number of 
borders taken in equated to a higher social status in the community. Women also fulfilled a 
special economic niche that housed, fed, and entertained smelter workers. Widowed women who 
owned property could enter the formal economy by opening up boarding houses, grocery stores 
run out of the home, or dress shops. Widows without capital on the other hand had to depend on 
whatever they could find. Wage work did not pay enough to support their children, so exchange 
of services, doing laundry, and renting rooms out in their homes was not unusual (Jamison and 
Armitage 1997:316). In the 1920s women, along with their male counterparts, provided another 
product in the well-established informal economy: alcohol.  
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 Anaconda was especially hard pressed to succumb to Federal pressure in abolishing 
liquor. The multi-ethnic community, all with their own cultural ties to alcohol, simply liked to 
drink…a lot. In 1905 Anaconda smelter managers conceded that drinking culture was too 
embedded to forbid, and so made considerations for those that drank on the job (Mercier 
2001:29). In 1918 after state liquor laws had gone into effect, there were still 38 saloons in 
operation (Polk 1918). Anaconda had no intention of giving up booze and frequent shutdowns of 
the smelter between 1921 and 1929 made it almost impossible for struggling workers to ignore 
the profit that could be made from selling illegal hooch. Throughout the Prohibition era, a pattern 
of tolerance for exploiting liquor laws began to emerge at the individual, business, and governing 
body levels of the town.   
 
Methods  
 
 During this phase of research I outline three goals: 1) develop a narrative of women’s 
involvement in illegal alcohol production during the Prohibition Era; 2) highlight the different 
experiences of male and female liquor law offenders; and 3) investigate historical backgrounds 
of the systems in place that seemed to have allowed clandestine activities to take place 
unhindered. Simple lists of violations of the liquor laws were compiled and sorted into categories 
of businesses, home brewing, and gender. Lists were then compared against one another to 
reveal patterns of differing arrests rates, socioeconomic status, and governing body tolerance of 
illegal liquor.  
 To compile lists four primary sources were used: Polk Directories (1918, 1925, 1928). 
1920 U.S. Census, criminal records of a lower court judge, and 1,095 Anaconda Standard 
newspapers. Oral histories were also used to supplement, and on some occasions, to validate 
official documentation. All sources were spotty at best for example, only one Polk Directory 
within the time frame studied was found; the census, according to news reports at the time, was 
deeply flawed and did not account for the full population; criminal records are of lower court 
Judge Jas Pringle that issued warrants for arrests on suspected liquor violations, as the records of 
District Court Judge George Winston, who presided over most state liquor trials, could not be 
located; and newspapers did not report all arrests or follow through with most of the cases. 
Sources were used in combination to establish the lists and will be explained in each section. 
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Interpretations of the lists are given in regards to historical context but are not meant to be 
generalized. The lists are by no means exhaustive, as it is in my opinion that more arrests 
actually occurred than could be found. 
 Informal economies are defined, for the purposes of this research, as economic activities 
that lie outside of taxation and regulation of the city, state, or government, as well as lacking 
formal organization and illegal in nature. At the stroke of midnight on January 16, 1920, 
manufacture, and sale of alcohol became illegal and therefore its continued existence in 
Anaconda meant absorption into the informal economy.  
  Anaconda Standard news accounts, a large portion of the documentation used, 
interchanged use of terms related to alcohol violations, moonshining, transportation, maintaining 
a nuisance, and sale were often mixed or generally captured under the term “bootlegging.”ome 
Court records did not differentiate pleas down to a lesser charges. To compensate for this, all 
violations of the liquor laws (possession, sale, maintaining a nuisance, and manufacture) are 
considered equal and under the umbrella of liquor violations.           
 
Home Brewers 
 
Home brewers, defined as anyone selling, possessing or manufacturing alcohol outside of 
a business setting and confirmed by two sources to have happened out of the home, have always 
been a part of the Anaconda community even before Prohibition. The making of wine was 
extremely popular among Italian citizens, and satisfying demands for ingredients, grocers held 
bulk sales of grapes fresh off the train. According to several oral histories documented by Alice 
Finnegan in her 2010 book Goosetown: In Their Own Words, “Just around where the hospital is 
now–there was a siding, Bolkovatz [a grocer] had a warehouse there ….the people would come 
up and look at them [grapes] and buy twenty five, fifty, or a hundred boxes” (2010:198). Wine 
makers supplied liquor for a good portion of the town. “Over on Commercial…you could go in 
any of them houses and buy it” (Finnegan 2010:201). During Prohibition wine making was 
allowed, to an extent. Two hundred gallons for personal use (not sale), was legal, but anything 
above and beyond that was a violation of Federal law. Cultural traditions die hard, and simple 
economic survival trumps even the most prohibitive law especially in a community that 
experienced frequent layoffs between 1921 and 1929.  As a result, some men and women 
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pumped up production of home brewing far exceeding the 200-gallon limit and took advantage 
of a tax free and stable income.  
Between the years of 1923 and 1926, 60 people were arrested for home brewing or sale 
from the home. Figure 5.1 shows arrests for home brewers broken down by male and female 
offenders. All information was compiled using newspaper accounts, and court records. All 
violations that could not be identified as a home or business operation were excluded and will 
hereafter be classified as “other.”  
 
               
  Figure 5.1: Home brewer arrests broken down by total arrests and gender. 
  
 The number of home brewers in violation of liquor laws remained relatively stable for 
both men and women. The one exception is the 1925 arrest bar for women, a discrepancy that 
will be addressed later. The numbers of violators documented are small, but despite this, a 
curious patterns started to emerge, making it necessary to mention that all home brewers 
accounted for above were located in the commercial district, on the east side of town (Sanborn 
1903-1950).  
 When laying out the town in 1883 Daly divided the town into two sections, with Main 
Street being the dividing line between the west side and the east side. West of Main was 
designated the residential district where middle class and professionals lived in the 1920s. The 
east side was designated as the commercial district and contained the famed “Goosetown” where 
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a high concentration of immigrant smelter workers resided (Finnegan 2010:76). The east was 
designated for businesses, but residential homes were dispersed throughout, sometimes right next 
door to businesses. Large home producers, defined as homes where a still, 50 gallons of mash, or 
50 gallons of liquor was seized, were common and well known. Two large producers, one male 
and one female are recalled in oral histories. 
   August Butzenhart was arrested, and fined $150 several times for manufacturing. 
Twelve hundred gallons of beer was seized from his home in 1923 (Anaconda Standard 
1923a:6). Citizens recalled “he was a colorful bootlegger… all he made was beer. You could 
smell that thing for blocks” (Finnegan 2010: 212-213). Mrs. Steve Gregovich was fined $200 for 
possession of 905 gallons of grappo and resisting arrest (Anaconda Standard 1924a:5). “Mike 
Mahoney [sheriff] went and knocked on her door. She had a pitchfork and said, If you come 
down here I’m gonna stick you with this. Nobody ever bothered her again. They just let her go, 
keep on making her moonshine” (Finnegan 201:211). These histories highlight that not only 
male but females were involved in producing large amounts of liquor and that in some regard 
illegal activity was tolerated by city officials.    
          The large production capacity of home brewers ranged from 50 gallons to 1,200 gallons 
and undoubtedly were the focus of officials as shown in Figure 5.2. This brings up an important 
question. What would a home brewer need with 1,200 gallons of liquor even if it was a hot 
commodity? One answer could be that they were not simply home brewers, but suppliers to the 
numerous Soft Drink Parlors (SDP), which were usually covers for illegal saloons that were also 
concentrated on the east side of town. To determine proximity of home brewers to SDPs, a 1903 
Sanborn Map was used to locate address given in news accounts.  Of the 30 home brewers ten 
were located next door to an SDP, seven were located within a block, four within two blocks, 
four sat well outside a five block radius and five could not be determined (see Appendix A). The 
complete number of SDPs at any given time are unknown, as residents were known to have 
opened up parlors within their own homes. So bigger producers may have been supplying their 
own operation. It is also interesting to note here that the daily wage of men working at the 
smelter, between four and six dollars, was far below that of what is now called the poverty line 
which has been estimated for the time at $2000 for a family of four (Morris 2010:1,6). Although 
no true accounting exists for gender wage gaps before 1950, estimates of wages for working 
women indicated that they made 46 to 56 cents for every dollar made by males in the 1920s 
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(Goldin 1990:62). A gallon of wine or shine ran from two to four dollars a gallon (Morris 1997: 
242). Home brewing for the intention of sale could easily exceed yearly legal earnings.  
 
                 
       Figure 5.2: Home brewing production arrests by production capacity. 
 
The above interpretation of the numbers proves nothing, but may be indicative of an informal 
economy becoming a formalized illegal economy as division of labor and areas of specialization 
were occurring five years into state Prohibition and three years into Federal Prohibition.  
 
Businesses 
 
Liquor laws may have turned millions of law abiding citizens into criminals overnight, 
but it also turned legal businesses into illegal ones. Saloons and boarding houses were mainstays, 
catering to the largely transient bachelor population that shuffled through the town. Saloons had 
three options: close down leaving owners and workers out of a job; switch to selling less 
profitable commodities; or stay open and continue on as usual. Boarding houses on the other 
hand could continue but would no longer have the added incentive of readily available liquor. In 
1918 38 saloons and 61 boarding houses, all of which in some way supplied alcohol, were 
publicly listed (Polk 1918). By 1920 a good portion of these businesses were knowingly and 
openly violating federal law, and by default a part of the system of informal economies.  
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Saloons advertised themselves as Soft Drink Parlors (SDPs) beginning in 1920 and were 
largely owned by men, although there are a two cases of women having co-ownership. 
Occupational choices for women depended not only on what services the smelter city required 
but also on age, ethnicity, and marital status. Laws were still on the books prohibiting married 
women from working, and regardless of occupation (waitress, teacher, etc.), they were asked to 
resign after saying “I do” (Jamison and Armitage 1997:314). While at an economic disadvantage 
in a formal gendered economy and severely limited in options to wage work, women could own 
their own businesses. Of the 61 boarding houses listed in 1918, 35 were owned by women.  
Grocery stores, pool halls, auto shops, and barber shops also sold liquor on a regular 
basis, but SDPs and boarding houses are the focus of this research. Primary sources, including 
oral histories, directory listings, court records, and newspaper accounts have been used in 
combination to identify known SDPs and boarding houses. Businesses which were not confirmed 
by a second source as to their function were listed as “general business.” Male-dominated SDPs 
and female-dominated boarding houses are discussed separately. Additional information from 
the 1920s U.S. census was also used to trace women. The results are not by any means meant to 
be an exhaustive list as all records are incomplete. 
 
 Soft Drink Parlors  
 
 Working in the smelter was a dangerous job and men used the saloon as a traditional 
leisure spot to relax, catch up with each other ,and have a few beers to ”cut the smoke” and 
Prohibition did not change this ritual. To put in perspective how entrenched saloons were within 
the community, in 1902, 61 saloons were established; in 1906 there were 46; and in 1909 there 
were 54 (Polk 1902, 1906, 1908). Anaconda felt no need to close their doors when state or 
federal Prohibition took effect; they simply changed their monikers and store fronts. George 
Barkovich, a long-time resident of Anaconda, rattled off 20 pre-Prohibition saloons in quick 
succession stating, “Most of the people that had bars/saloons before Prohibition continued as 
bootleggers during Prohibition” (Finnegan 2010:194). In 1923 there were 25 SDPs, in 1924 28, 
in 1925 35, in 1926 42 (Polk 1918; Appendix A). George’s statement was not far from the truth, 
as of the 35 SDPs listed in 1925, 11 were established pre-prohibition saloons (Polk 1918, 1925). 
The number of saloons/SDPs had diminished, but the town’s thirst had not regardless of 
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illegality. Yet these shops were indeed illegal and somehow throughout the Prohibition years 
they remained wide open and rarely were forced to cease operations. This is not to say that law 
enforcement failed to do their job enforcing liquor laws; rather it appears they just took a 
selective approach. Raids did take place often, where seizure of liquor and fixtures, and arrests 
were a common occurrence. Closures, although comparatively rare, also took place. Figure 5.3 
indicates number of SDPs, all arrests that took place at SDPs (regardless of charge), and reported 
abatements.  
 
 
        Figure 5.2: Soft drink parlors by year with corresponding arrests and abatements. 
  
 The 1924 bar on the above graph seems to be slightly skewed with more SDPs abated 
than the number that were in business. As noted above the number of SDPs for every year 
between 1923 through 1926, with the exception of 1925, were discovered through the court 
records of Judge Pringle in combination with newspaper accounts which were most likely not 
reporting every arrest. Further muddying the waters, both Anaconda and Butte arrests were 
reported in the Anaconda Standard and sometimes did not differentiate between the two. Local 
residents at the time likely knew the difference but outsiders, including myself, would not. SDPs 
could have been missed and so may not be representative.  
 Of course there may be another explanation for this discrepancy. As noted above, many 
arrests could not be pinned down to either an SDP or boarding house because of missing 
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information or unconfirmed and have been termed either “general business” or “other” which 
could account for many of the missing SDPs. There are also oral history accounts that many 
businesses would partition their buildings into two or three different shops (Finnegan 2010:201). 
So when one of the businesses was raided or shut down, the others could continue operating as 
normal. Abatements lasted from six months to a year, and by partitioning businesses off they 
could rotate accordingly. If the oral histories are accurate this means that the actual number of 
SDPs could be easily double or triple the amount shown.          
 A curious note about SDPs should also be stated. While compiling the list of offenses and 
subsequent seizures of property for SDPs more often than not only a few pints were taken at each 
SDP raid. Raids had come to be expected and fines levied were dictated by how much alcohol 
was found. Therefore SDP owners got into the habit of only having a pitcher full of shine on 
hand at any given time while their stash or still was located in an attached back building with a 
separate address and therefore beyond the arm of the law on any given warrant (Finnegan 
2010:201, 214-215). This lends credence to the issue noted above of large production home 
brewers actually being suppliers for SDPs.    
  
 Boarding Houses 
 
For many marginalized immigrant women the boarding house, or simply taking in 
borders, represented not only an extension of their traditional roles but a way to help their 
families survive the ups and downs of economic uncertainty (Jamison and Armitage 1997:315). 
Boarding houses were an integral part of Anaconda’s community, housing single men and newly 
arrived immigrants, and women dominated in ownership. In 1925 18 of the established 27 
boarding houses were owned by women and would remain that way well into the late 1920’s 
(Polk 1925,1928). Attracting new boarders was highly competitive so rooming houses would 
often advertise lower rates, more high tech amenities such as telephones, and steam heating in 
every room (Jamison and Armitage 1997:317). Boarding houses in Butte often made alcohol 
available as a way to attract and keep more customers (Murphy 1994:181). I am assuming that 
Anaconda boarding houses did not differ from their Butte counterparts and offered alcohol as an 
extra incentive. 
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 Between the years of 1923 and 1926, 50 women were arrested on violations of the liquor 
laws (Appendix A). Of these 50 only 19 could be found and traced through Polk directories, 
census information, and newspapers, while 31 could not be located at all (U.S. Census 1920). 
With such a small sample it was necessary to include all women offenders that could be traced to 
tease out any patterns that could be indicative of a larger trend. Table 5.1 lists women by last 
name, marital status, occupation as reported in 1920 census, husband’s occupation, number of 
children, number of times they were arrested, charges, and fines incurred.  
   Table 5.1: Female Offenders 
Name Marital 
Status 
Business Husband 
Occupation 
Kids Times 
Arrested 
Charge Fine 
 Hotti M Boarding 
house  
SDP owner 1 2 ( 
boarding 
house, 
SDP)  
Sale  
 O’Day W  NA 4 1 Manu $0 charges 
dropped after 
she fled 
 Morden W None NA  1 Sale  
Bollinger W None NA 3 3 Manu. x 3 Nothing found 
Nothing found 
$1000 
bond/Acquitted 
 Duganz M None SDP Owner 1 2  Sale x 2 $0 
$75 
Gust W  NA 0 1 Manu $200 + 60 days 
Martin W Blue Print 
racer 
NA 2 1 MAN $150 bond 
forfeited 
Winisky W None NA 4 2 Sale x 2 $0 
Clark(A.A.) W  NA 4 1 Poss $150 bond 
forfeited 
Ward 
(A.A.) 
S None  NA but 
lived 
behind 
Harris SDP 
 3 Sale 
MAN 
Poss. 
$150 bond 
forfeited 
$150 bond 
forfeited 
$0 
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Meehan W Boarding 
house/Hotel 
NA  1 Sale $300 
Knight W Boarding 
House 
NA 1 3 Poss 
MAN x 2 
$150 x 3 
Harris 
(A.A.) 
M None  SDP 
Owner 
 1 Sale  
Thomas W  NA  2 MAN x 2 $150 x 2 
Whalen W Boarding 
House 
NA 0 1 MAN $150 
Ryan W None NA  1 Sale  
Pozega W  NA 3 1 Sale  
Wonsocket   NA  1 MAN $150 
Moore W  NA  1 Manu. $300 bond 
$150  
 
Of the 19 women, only four listed their occupations in 1920 as boarding house owners; 
four women were either married to SDP owners or had close relations with a parlor owner; so a 
total of eight women arrested for selling alcohol in business establishments. Only four 
abatements were sought in 1924 against boarding houses; oddly enough none were owned by 
women (Anaconda Standard 1924b:8, 1926b:9). This lies in sharp contrast to SDP arrest and 
abatement rates. Does this mean that boarding houses did not serve drinks or is this a systematic 
leniency when dealing with women violators? This question will be discussed in the next section. 
 The more curious pattern that must be addressed is that of the marital status of women. 
Overwhelmingly widowed women made up the majority of offenders. Women were already 
disadvantaged in the work place, but there was one demographic that was even more 
marginalized—widowed women. Opening a business required capital, either monetary or 
landownership, and many widows did not have this option (Jamison and Armitage 1997:316). 
Compensations for widows from ACM ranged from a load of wood every month to a small 
fraction of what their husbands made when they were alive--and to receive that women had to 
fight it out in court with the powerful ACM (Jamison and Armitage 1997:317). Wage work was 
available but, as stated above, paid so little that supporting children was difficult, which is why 
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the selling or manufacturing of illegal alcohol may have become an economic survival strategy 
for many women.   
 Comparisons of arrests at SDPs, boarding houses, home brewers, general businesses,  
rural production and “others” shows the category of “others” having  the most significant arrests 
rates (Figure 5.4). Violations run the full spectrum of charges from manufacturing to simple 
possession. It is likely that many belong in another category. If the “others” category is taken out 
of the picture, arrests at SDPs dominate every year, while boarding house operations barely 
register.   
 
 
 Figure 5.4: Arrest comparisons by year for SDP's, boarding houses, home brewers, 
 general businesses, rural and others. 
 
Laws, Taxes, and Politics 
  
 Prohibition of alcohol was not unheard of here in the U.S. before 1920. Hard liquor 
prohibitions were in effect during both the Revolutionary and Civil Wars. Once those wars 
ended, hard liquor was again allowed but taxed heavily and paid off war debts. As Michael 
Lerner notes in his book Dry Manhattan: Prohibition in New York City, before Prohibition, many 
states relied heavily on excise taxes on liquor sales to fund their budgets (Lerner 2007:15). It is 
reasonable to believe that Montana, with all of the mining towns and accompanying bars, was 
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one of these states. At the national level, Prohibition cost the federal government an estimated 
$5-11 billion in lost tax revenue, while costing over $300 million to enforce (Lerner 2007:217, 
271). Prohibitionists believed that once alcohol was illegal, income from all other sources of 
consumer luxury products would increase and replace the monies lost. This did not materialize; 
in other words the “noble experiment” was an economic nightmare. Income taxes had been 
introduced to offset the taxes lost from liquor but were not enough to recuperate all losses.  
 The passing of the Sigfried Act in 1921 legalizing the sale of prescription alcohol allowed 
Montana to regain a financial fraction of what had been lost in liquor excise taxes. Anaconda 
was already in an economic tight spot as ACM was now focused elsewhere in the world for its 
copper production and the town could not afford to lose any more money. The tolerance that was 
shown towards alcohol violations manifested itself in the fines imposed, unequal application of 
the laws, and political infighting, all geared towards economic gain for the town.     
  Alcohol violations varied, as stated previously, from possession to manufacturing. 
Overwhelmingly maintaining a nuisance was the charge most reported in the documented 
accounts focused on in this thesis. Fines for possession, sale, maintaining a nuisance, and 
maintaining a common nuisance averaged $150. Upon arrests individuals had to put up $150 
bond to assure their appearance in court. These amounts could increase if large amounts of liquor 
were found, if the individual had multiple offenses, or if it was a Federal bust opposed to a State 
bust. Of the 147 bonds that were known to have been paid between the years of 1923 and 1926, 
41% were forfeited due to failure to appear (Appendix A). Forfeited bonds were retained by the 
city in lieu of the fine and no other official actions were taken against offenders. It was a wash—
the city got their money and the individual could continue business as usual. Bonds for 
manufacturing or multiple offenses ranged from $300 to $1000. Individuals, if found guilty, 
faced jail time as well as large fines. All of this was good news for the town because by 1924 
laws had been established that the fines and forfeited bonds collected would go directly into the 
cities funds, with half of all monies going towards schools and the other half used to pay 
enforcement costs which was a win-win situation for the city (Cherrington 1924). Violators not 
only partially paid the salaries of the officials arresting them but also maintained the schools in 
the area.  Within the 1924 laws was also the right of the state to seize the property of offenders. 
 The seizure of property was not confined just to alcohol, the ingredients for alcohol, or 
machinery to distill alcohol. When raids took place at SDPs, normal operating procedure was to 
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take everything that was not nailed down, including display cases, furniture, pianos, lamps, and 
legal inventory (Finnegan 2010:215; Anaconda Standard 1924c:8, 1924d:9; Appendix A). Upon 
a finding of “guilty,” items taken were auctioned off to the public adding more money to the city 
coffers, although probably not as much as city officials would have liked. Anaconda was a small 
town in the respect that who was selling or manufacturing was well known, so buying their items 
in auction was not the norm.  Business owners’, home brewers’, or bootleggers’ property were 
sometimes bid on only by those who lost the items in the first place (Finnegan 2010: 215). The 
monies spent by violators in fines or rebuying their items at auction was just the price of doing 
business as offenders were allowed to continue their operations in the open with few 
complications    
  Jail time also became a convenient way for the city to exploit Prohibition laws for 
economic gain. Jail terms typically ran from 30-90 days. The cost to house prisoners was paid for 
by the department that charged them. If arrested by state officials, the Anaconda jail was paid 
two dollars a day for the prisoner. If caught by Federal forces, the government paid four dollars a 
day for the detainee (Finnegan 2010:216). According to several oral histories the city jail was 
often overcrowded and Federal prisoners were eventually housed in Butte. Regardless of where 
one served their time incarceration was not a deterrent. “The county jail was full of bootleggers, 
and the refrigerators were full of big steaks - They lived like kings” (Finnegan 2012:201). “They 
didn’t have jail food…but they would have a restaurant bring their meals…Most of them had 
their food imported” (Finnegan 2010:216).  Prisoners would bring their own mattresses from 
home for more comfort and booze could be easily smuggled into the jail; more importantly was 
that the person charged could get someone else to take his/her place and do their time (Finnegan 
2010:206, 217; Anaconda Standard 1926a:10).   
 Through fines, seizures, and jail time the town partially replaced income lost on liquor 
taxes. While seemingly trying to do their part in enforcing liquor laws, shutting down individuals 
or business owners was not the end goal because stopping the activities ceased the money flow 
as well. Unequal applications of the law highlights just how particular officials were when 
choosing who to collect this income from.  
 Men were charged more often than women. This is not to say that women were not 
violating the laws just as often; they may very well have been, but information in this area is 
lacking. What can be ascertained through the information gathered is that men’s businesses were 
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raided far more often than women’s and not a single abatement occurred at a business owned by 
a female.  Jail time was given to only one female. In a total of eight documented cases where 
men and women were arrested at the same location at the same time and caught red-handed in 
the act of sale or manufacturing, only three women were charged and fined (one of which was 
jailed), while every single man was charged, and fined (Anaconda Standard 1924e:9, 1924f:11, 
1924g:9, 1924h:8, 1924i:9, 1924j:8, 1925c:6, 1926c:8). A question was asked earlier: was there a 
systematic leniency when it came to women offenders? The answer is a resounding yes. There 
were two major pragmatic reasons why women were not prosecuted and targeted like their male 
counterparts: jail space and children.    
 What was not accounted for at the dawning of Prohibition, probably by most, was the 
influx of female offenders in the courts. Before 1920 there was little need of women’s quarters in 
the local jail house and so no accommodations existed. By January 1926, with cells filled to 
capacity more often than not, the sheriff would ask for an expansion of the jail for the sole 
purpose of housing women (Anaconda Standard 1926d:9).  The less expensive and more 
pragmatic answer was simply not to attach jail terms to women’s offenses.  The decision not to 
jail women solved not only the problem of where to house them but also spared the city the 
expense of taking care of children whose mothers were incarcerated.  
 The upkeep of children was a major concern for the town. Many widowed women, 
staying within the confines of the law and working for wage, could not afford to care for their 
children and would for months at a time send their children to orphanages to be cared for at the 
state’s expense (Mercier 2001:35). One advantage of widowed women staying out of wage work 
and selling or manufacturing alcohol instead was that they could not only stay home, but could 
financially afford their children; therefore they stayed out of the revolving door orphanage 
system. The case of Annie O’Day is a good example of how women were dealt with in the legal 
system.           
   In 1923 Annie O’Day was caught with a still and 250 gallons of mash in her home. She 
was not arrested as she claimed destitution and begged for her children to remain with her. She 
remained free but was ordered to appear before Judge Winston on charges of manufacturing.  
Annie packed up and fled to San Francisco. The case did not end there. Annie had been located 
and plans were set for her extradition back to Montana, but Judge Winston blocked the move by 
dropping all charges against her. He stated “as long as Ms. O’Day stays in San Francisco, 
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Anaconda will not have care for her four children while she is being held until her trial date” 
(Anaconda Standard 1923b:9, 1923c:9, 1923d:11, 1924k:9). Nine of the women that could be 
traced had children (Table 5.1). Allowing women to continue unhindered by repeated heavy 
fines or lengthy jail terms saved the town money and in essence allowed women to support their 
families. 
 Political infighting shines light on how formalized the informal economy of illegal 
alcohol had become and its importance to the local economy. Municipal Court Judge Warner 
was pulling double duty as both a judge and a desk sergeant. When released from his duties from 
the latter by the mayor Judge Warner suddenly questioned his jurisdiction in liquor violations 
and refused to hear cases at all. If anyone was arrested on charges, their bonds were returned and 
they were free to go. Although arrests were made, Warner summarily dismissed the charges and 
refunded bonds for the next four months (Anaconda Standard 1925d:9, 1925e:7, 1925f:2). This 
put a dent into the coffers in a big way. Vagrancy and disturbing the peace charges rose sharply 
during this period but, the $15 fine paled in comparison to what could be collected from liquor 
law violations (Anaconda Standard 1925g:2). Judge Warner was reinstated to his desk sergeant 
duties and within three days 38 arrests were made with $900 in fines, and forfeited bonds being 
deposited the bank account of the city (Anaconda Standard 1925h:9, 1925i:11).    
 Still needing to be addressed is the discrepancy in Figure 5.1 regarding fewer arrests of 
women home brewers in 1925 (one) compared with the six arrests that took place in 1923, 1924, 
and 1926.  Women may have simply been at the right place in the right time. Women’s fines 
were limited to $150. Other than alcohol related items, absolutely no reported seizures took place 
where women were concerned when there was not a man involved. Incarcerating women left the 
city the financial responsibility of caring for orphaned children, besides the fact that there was 
nowhere to house them. There was a greater economic risk with arresting women and the 
political positioning and infighting with Judge Warner created the need to replace large amounts 
of money in the city budget quickly. By concentrating on SDPs and male offenders, the city was 
guaranteed fine collection/bond forfeiture, profitable auctions resulting from property seizures 
and, if really lucky, jail time. The Anaconda Standard reported more jail time in 1925 than any 
other year despite the four month judicial lockout and not one of them was a woman.      
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Conclusion     
  
 Although the intent of this phase of research was to sketch a preliminary historical 
context to identify the distinct experiences men and women had while navigating liquor law 
violations, the research here also provided a platform for observing social, economic, and 
political patterns of gender bias, and pragmatic tolerance towards illegal “bootlegging” activities. 
The creation of Anaconda as a corporate expansion set into motion sociocultural and economic 
realities that persisted well into the 1920s and the Prohibition Era. Traditional values held by the 
immigrant population of breadwinning males and domesticated females dominated the social 
landscape, and these ideals crept into the economic structure through a formalized gendered 
economy, and judicially through laws that heavily restricted women’s ability to work outside of 
the home. Cultural ties to alcohol were cemented into the very foundations of the town that could 
not, and did not disappear simply because a law had been passed. The economic instability felt 
by all fostered an informal economic system that sustained residents and the town through 
financial fluctuations of copper prices and frequent smelter shutdowns. During Prohibition the 
informal economy was, in a sense, formalized as it pertained to alcohol. The social, and 
economic realities combined with cultural mores framed how residents, businesses, and the 
governing bodies of the town dealt with prohibitive laws; of course men and women navigated 
these realities differently. Anaconda’s cohesive sense of community, despite cultural and class 
distinctions, had seen residents through tough times; the illegalization of alcohol was no 
different. The dawning of Prohibition meant that all social, cultural, and economic factions in the 
two generally united and found solidarity in collective, and sustained cooperative law breaking.   
  It is reasonable to assume that male involvement in “bootlegging,” in one form or 
another, far exceeded that of women. As this thesis has shown, it is beyond doubt that women 
took part in clandestine activities, reinforcing women’s roles in the sale and manufacture of 
illegal alcohol during Prohibition. Though both participated, men were held responsible for their 
actions more often than women. Across the board when similar offenses occurred, males faced 
higher arrests rates, increasing fines for repeated offenses, and served more jail time than 
women. Male-owned SDPs faced seizure of property, abatements, repeated heavy fines, and jail 
terms while female-owned boarding houses were left relatively unscathed. Focus of officials on 
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male offenders and the systematic leniency towards women offenders may have had more to do 
with economic pragmatism—and/or charity—than anything else.  
 Traditional values and gender roles were in part dictated by law, in that women were 
frozen out of wage and unionized work; thus, men had financial power and women had to make 
do with the informal economy. This effected how the law dealt with women. Of the 19 women 
offenders that could be traced in this study, 13 were widowed, and seven of those had children. 
This is significant, but not surprising. Widowed women were economically disadvantaged 
already. Wage work, if it could be found, paid little and sometimes resulted in children being put 
into the town’s orphanage system. Alcohol sale or manufacture, in some cases, replaced the need 
for wage work, and ensured competitiveness in female-owned boarding house businesses. 
Unequal application of liquor laws ended up benefitting females and the city; by not arresting or 
repeatedly fining women offenders, the city saved itself money. When allowed to continue their 
activities unhindered, women were able to provide for their children without financial help from 
the city. In essence, this formalized an illegal avenue for financial stability and sets the stage for 
further inquiry relevant to the microhistories of Prohibition. Adding to the argument for the 
illegal informal economy becoming formalized is the fact that specialized areas of labor 
developed to ensure the availability of alcohol. Home brewers, whether supplying and selling for 
themselves or producing for businesses in the area, developed the infrastructure needs of the 
alcohol business. The financial needs of the city were also important in formalization as they 
replaced lost alcohol revenue through fines/forfeited bonds, seizure auctions, incarceration and 
unequal applications of the law focusing on males that had monetary power.     
 During the Prohibition Era in one industrial community in Montana, individuals 
businesses and the governing bodies of Anaconda were hesitant to break with their sociocultural 
ties to alcohol instead opting to formalize in the informal economy an illegal activity. In essence, 
Prohibition changed nothing in the functioning of the town when it came to alcohol except the 
rules that governed its distribution. All in all Prohibition helped to sustain this ethnically diverse 
community in the worst of times, and residents dealt with the era like they had every other social 
force that bore down on the town—they did it together.  
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     Chapter 6: 
  The Liquid Gold Rush:  Butte, Montana Case Study 
  
 As to corruption it is sufficient to refer to the reported decisions of the courts during the 
 past decade in all parts of the country, which reveal a succession of prosecutions of 
 conspiracies, sometimes involving the police, prosecuting and administrative 
 organizations of whole communities (WC, EPLR 1930:44).  
  
 Placer miners seeking their fortunes struck gold at Grasshopper Creek in the 
southwestern region of the Montana territory in 1862, sparking a rush into the area, and 
establishing the mining town of Bannock, Montana. In 1863 gold was discovered seventy miles 
east of Bannock at Alder Gulch. Within a few weeks the second gold strike site at Virginia City 
into caused thousands of prospectors to settle the area and wrest gold, silver, zinc, and copper 
from the clutches of the earth. One year later and 60 miles north, Town Gulch (later to become 
Butte) was established at the headwaters of the Silver Bow Creek following yet another strike of 
gold (Quivick 2009:11). Town Gulch followed a typical scenario of placer mining boom and 
bust with corresponding wild shifts in population.  In 1867 five hundred miners picked at the 
land in and around Butte; by 1869 the number dropped to only 50 (Quivick 2009:15). The riches 
locked inside the hard gravel soil of the Butte hills may have frustrated placer miners but piqued 
the interest of wealthy investors who had access to state-of-the-art mining technology. The draw 
to Butte for many prospectors and investors was the promise of gold, yet silver cemented the 
town’s continued existence, and copper that Butte and her citizens indispensable to an expanding 
and growing nation.    
 Marcus Daly arrived in Butte in 1867. Daly, sent by investors, bought and developed the 
Alice mine and the mill to process the silver and copper ore yanked from the soil. By the 1880s 
Butte mines produced 250 tons of silver ore per day, accounting for one-fourth of the nation’s 
silver, and 200 tons of copper ore (Malone and Roeder 1976:143; Quivik 2009:14). U.S. 
currency at this time was backed by silver; however, that was not to last long. In 1890 the U.S., 
along with other nations, changed to the gold standard. To stem citizens’ concerns over the drop 
in the value of U.S. currency, the Federal government enacted the Sherman Silver Purchase Act, 
guaranteeing that the U.S. would purchase 4.5 million ounces of silver a month from silver 
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producing mines. The act served only as a temporary shelter from economic panic. In 1893 the 
act was repealed, further devaluing the mineral. Butte mines, dependent upon silver, closed one 
after another (Gibson 2009:4; Malone and Roeder 1976:148). 
  Mining operations processing both silver and copper were in a much better position to 
absorb the financial blow as the nation was becoming electrified. Thomas Edison’s invention of 
the incandescent lightbulb and the electric generator to feed the bulb in 1882 began the process 
of wiring the nation for electricity, one copper wire at a time (Gibson 2009:4) . The bowels of the 
“Richest Hill on Earth” contained enough of the red metal to supply one-third of the world’s 
copper needs and Butte became the largest producer of copper in the world (Malone and Roeder 
1976:143). To put it in perspective, between 1880 and 1975 Butte’s mines extracted enough 
copper to pave a 450 mile, four-inch thick interstate highway (Gibson 2009:5).    
 The copious amounts of ore extracted from the mines needed to be processed. Smelters 
dotted the landscape of Butte, the largest having the capacity to treat up to 100 tons of ore a day 
(Quivick 2009:9). However, a large percentage of unprocessed ore was transported out of state 
and overseas for treatment, at great expense to investors and a hindrance to company profit 
(Morris 1997:26-27). Marcus Daly founded the smelter town of Anaconda in 1883 to keep up 
with mining operations output and to increase his and investors’ earnings. Anaconda’s first 
smelter (Upper Works) treated 500 tons of ore daily. The reducing plant’s capacity was soon 
increased to 1,200 tons, barely scratching the surface of mining companies’ needs; more 
reduction plants were required (Quivik 2009:19). The Lower Works and the Washoe Reduction 
Works built in Anaconda in 1889 and 1902 respectively, handled the overflow ore coming out of 
Butte mines. Daly, ever on the lookout to maximize profit and minimize cost built the Butte, 
Anaconda, and Pacific Railroad line in 1893 to haul ore from Butte mines to Anaconda smelters 
cheaply; Daly’s building of the railroad extension and the smelters cemented the two towns 
common historical, industrial, and economic trajectories into the 1920s (Morris 1997:105).  
 Hard-rock mining in Butte was a perilous occupation, more dangerous than any other 
mining district in the world or military combat. Accidents in Anaconda Co. mines took the lives 
of 162 men and injured another 5,200 between the years of 1910 and 1913 (Shovers 2009:26). If 
workers survived underground, they carried within their lungs the toxic dust of the day, resulting 
in a slow death from respiratory disease that had a mortality rate triple that of mining accidents 
(Shovers 2009:27).  In 1900, the demise of Irish miners left 153 widows under 50 and 392 
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orphaned minor children. This number increased to 434 and 1,117 respectively in just 10 short 
years (Finn and Livingston 2006:7).  Underground mining was hazardous, yet the picture for the 
city’s residents working above ground was not much better. Smelter operations poisoned the air 
of Butte with sulfuric and arsenic laden fumes thick enough to block out the mid-day sun, an 
ecological fate shared by Anaconda (Quivik 2009:19). The ground and local water supply was 
poisoned by careless mining practices. No shrub was left standing. Cattle grazed on 
contaminated vegetation, drank from tainted water sources, and died in droves, while drinking 
water for residents had to be piped in from neighboring counties (Quivick 2009: 18). The 
environmental concerns of citizens in the early 1880s was an impetus for the building of smelters 
in Anaconda and Great Falls (Quivick 2009:18).   
 Mining was the backbone of Butte’s economy; however the urban, and most ethnically 
diverse, population in the Intermountain West, needed services and amusement (Murphy 
1997:10, 2009:50). Population turnover was high in Butte due in part to the dangers of mining 
and unhealthy living conditions. However, the stability of the riches coming out of the ground 
ensured a steady influx of immigrant workers making their homes in and around the city, even if 
only for a short time. Irish, Cornish, Serbian, Finnish, Croatian and Italian miners kept the city’s 
population increasing into the twentieth century with population numbers peaking in 1917 at an 
estimated 100,000 residents (Gibson 2009:4). 
  Street cars whisked passengers to destinations throughout the city. Gambling halls, 
billiard parlors, saloons and the largest red-light district, second only to New Orleans’ Corduroy 
Row, served miners 24 hours a day (Malone 1981:22; Murphy 1997:5). A bustling business 
district served the needs of bankers, mercantile owners, real estate agents and brokers (Murphy 
1997:6). Butte families enjoyed the Columbia Gardens amusement park, bought treats at the 
numerous ice cream parlors, and experienced vaudeville and Shakespearian Theater and 
Hollywood motion pictures in fourteen different theaters.  For those residents whose tastes ran 
more towards the expensive or exotic, furriers, French wine sellers, cigar stores, confectioners 
shops, and China Town noodle parlors offered an array of options (Murphy 2009:50). However, 
Butte was also a very rowdy place, harboring 212 saloons where stabbings or brawls were a 
common occurrence. So unsanitary were the living conditions in the city that entire communities 
were condemned. Silver Bow County, in which Butte sat, provided more than half of the inmates 
to the state penitentiary and half of the inmates at the state hospital (Malone 1987:72-73) Butte 
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was essentially an amalgamation of a high-end urban metropolis and a no-holds-barred frontier 
mining town. 
 The men and women living in Butte during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries were predominantly foreign born or second generation immigrant working class 
(Malone 1987:64). The demarcation of ethnic lines played itself out in the layout of the town, 
with each nationality carving out a chunk of the city for its own saloons, fraternal clubs, 
churches, and homes. The Irish and Cornish had Dublin Gulch and Centerville; the Finns lived in 
Finntown; the Italians, Meaderville; the Germans, Williamsburg. Central Butte was home to 
diverse ethnic groups, including Danes, Welsh, Greeks, Swedes, Jews, and Mexicans (Gibson 
2008). Heritage and ethnicity were points of pride, as well points of contention among Butte 
citizens. Mining companies, in the early 1900s, were on the search for low-paid novice workers 
to labor underground and sparked a new influx of Southern European immigration into the city. 
Tension and prejudice ran high among laborers as inexperience on the part of new arrivals 
usually meant deadlier working conditions for all (Murphy 1997:14).  
 The hazardous work faced by miners and toxic fumes breathed by all meant Butte 
residents faced death on a daily basis, and sustained social mourning within any community 
fosters solidarity despite any existing ethnic contentions. Butte miners had a deep understanding 
of the value of their labor and a willingness to fight for a fair wage and safer working conditions; 
those breathing the toxic by-product of smelting 24 hours a day had a willingness to fight for 
better quality of life in the town. The common fight of all residents for improved living and 
working conditions fostered further social cohesion and set the foundations for strong socio-
economic organization in the form of unions.   
 Butte is often called the “Gibralter of Unionism” and not without reason (Malone 1987: 
163). Unions were so central to social and economic organization in Butte that at the turn-of-the-
century most working people in the city (men, women and children) held union cards (Shovers 
2009:26). In 1878, workers organized the first strike against mine owners to resist a cut in pay. 
From that point forward hundreds of men joined unions to represent their interests when dealing 
with managers and companies wanting more output for less money under horrendous working 
conditions. By the early 1900s Butte miners enjoyed an eight-hour workday, twice the daily 
wage of other miners, steelworkers, or railroad workers in the nation, and safer working 
conditions thanks to the work of those unions (Shovers 2009:26). The organization of the 
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workforce and the high wages paid to miners set the example for unions across the country and 
had Butte residents receiving the highest living wage in the country in 1900 (Malone 1987:367). 
Labor actions in Butte were rare pre-1900 as Daly, Augustus Heinze,  and W.A. Clark took pride 
in treating their workers fairly. Daly was especially popular with the Irish miners, who at this 
time made up 26% of Butte’s population, represented 90% of mine labor and held 76% of the 
elected official titles in Unions (Malone 1987:13). Daly died in 1900 and the transfer of his mine 
holdings to outside interest changed forever how unions and management dealt with their 
differences leading up to the 1920s (Shovers 2009:26; Malone 1987:13).  
 Men were responsible for building the foundations of the economic and social systems 
present in the town, however, they were not alone in doing so. Women played an instrumental 
part in shaping Butte’s social, economic, and political realities. Labor for women, between 1900 
and 1920, fell within the normative female gender roles of Butte’s traditional ideology. 
Prostitution, running, or owning a boarding house, teaching, domestic and laundry services and 
dressmaking were the most prominent vocations available to women during this time (Finn and 
Crain 2006:6). Women workers, like their male counterparts, unionized in 1890 under the 
Women’s Protective Union (WPU). Along with fighting for fair wages for women, the WPU 
fought for the eight-hour work day, unemployment benefits, national insurance and retirement, 
as well as aiming to “elevate the sex intellectually, morally and socially and to bring the 
members into closer relations with one another” (Ross and Finn 2009:34). To this end the WPU 
provided lodging for women laborers, medical and legal advice, housing assistance, and 
childcare advocacy. Classes were held weekly, educating women in politics, economics, public 
speaking and citizenship (Ross and Finn 2006:34).  
 Women were very community-driven, spending their free time volunteering their labor to 
projects that helped feed the hungry, care for the recently widowed, and ensure that every child 
in the school system was given his or her daily requirement of milk (Finn and Crain 2006:6; 
Murphy 1997:26-28). The women of Butte were strong-willed, outspoken, and politically active.  
The unionization of an entire town suggests a predisposition of the residents towards economic 
equality, despite the capitalist motivations that created the town in the first place. Substandard 
living conditions and hazardous working environments polarized the community on the side of 
solidarity. Societal cohesion became political reality in 1911 when Socialist politicians were 
elected to Butte’s municipal government (Calvert 2009:35). 
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 Support for the Socialist Party was widespread by 1910 with representatives elected to 
office in 57 communities in 24 states (Calvert 2009:35). Socialism’s rise was due in part to 
working class disgust with corporate and government corruption and the consolidation of wealth 
by a few resulting in the poverty of many (Calvert 2009:36). Butte Socialist politicians ran on a 
platform of equality advocating for public hospitals that offered care to all, expansion of public 
education, women’s suffrage and abolishment of laws denying women politico-economic 
equality, and insisting that “every worker receive the full social value of wealth his labor creates” 
(Calvert 2009:37). The Socialist platform resonated with citizens, but their reign lasted only four 
short years. The party fractured into radicalized groups in 1913 due, in part, to constant assault 
by Democrats, Republicans, ACM owners, and dissatisfied party members. Members of a 
radicalized socialists’ union group, the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), favored more 
immediate action, calling “for a seizure of the means of production through a revolutionary 
general strike” and felt that the party was not living up to their campaign promises (Calvert 
2009:40).  
 Under a socialist government Butte living conditions improved dramatically; as 
enforcement of health codes became more stringent, disease declined, working class 
neighborhoods were paved, municipal corruption ceased, and women won the right to vote 
(Calvert 2009:38). The party’s popularity declined when elected officials did not fulfill their 
campaign promises due to a downturn of the copper industry and the splintering of Butte’s 
Unions (Calvert 2009:40; Shovers 2009:28). Republicans, Democrats, and the ACM capitalized 
on the social, political, and economic turmoil and launched a venomous campaign against the 
Socialists, effectively shifting the public’s support to a more traditional two-party political and 
capitalist contest.  Women played a pivotal role in ousting Butte’s socialist government in Butte, 
as their newly acquired right to vote happened to be the swing vote in the 1915 elections (Calvert 
2009:42). 
 The defeat of socialism in the community was a symptom of a much larger issue facing 
Butte residents. When Daly died and his share of mine holdings were transferred out of state, a 
new business plan by ACM, (which people referred to as “The Company”) was instituted that 
purchased most of the mining property in Butte and consolidated them under the umbrella of the 
mining giant. This systematically dismantled and disempowered the union system. ACM’s first 
grab at power was to shut down mining throughout Montana in 1903, laying off 20,000 workers 
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in a strong arm tactic to wrestle the judiciary system from F. Augustus Heinze, the last remaining 
mine owner who saw good labor relations as an essential business practice (Shovers 2009:27). 
ACM’s victory paved the way for the purchase of the majority of Butte mining properties 
between 1906 and 1914. In turn, the political and economic power that ACM acquired along the 
way to influence Montana legislature, municipalities, and local governments led to the crushing 
of Butte’s unions (Calvert 2009:40).  The venomous attack by ACM on the socialist party to shift 
the loyalties of Butte citizens did not take place just in print or from a political platform. In 1912 
ACM fired over 500 employees for having socialist ties and instituted the “rustling card” system 
that screened out suspected agitators. In other words, the political shift of Butte from socialism to 
capitalism was coerced, and secured ACM’s dominance over the state of Montana. 
  One year later, in 1913, ACM declared Butte an open shop, something Butte had not 
been since 1887 (Shovers 2009:29). Strikes were common, with workers striking, on average, 
once every two years between 1903 and 1920. The main grievances of miners were that of low 
pay and hazardous working conditions. New immigrants flooding into the now open shop of 
Butte mines had a specific effect upon the unions: they undercut the demand for higher wages. 
The wages of miners in 1912 were equivalent to 1878 wages (Shovers 2009:25). Newly arrived 
immigrants required lower pay due to inexperience; more importantly ACM did not have to pay 
workers’ compensation or death benefits for immigrants, as these federal laws protected only 
naturalized citizens, and immigrants were not under the protection of unions and were often used 
as scabs during strikes. Ethnic divisions became more pronounced during this time, fracturing 
unions further. Strikes became more violent and deadly as the 1920s approached, on three 
occasions military forces were required to stop aggressive acts (Shovers 2009: 32). By 1920 
Butte, “the Gibraltar of Unionism;” resembled more of a pebble than an immovable boulder.  
 The boom of mineral production during WWI ended in 1918. From that point forward 
Montana, especially Butte, went into an agricultural, industrial, and economic downward spiral. 
The 1920s were a tough decade for Montana and did not reflect the prosperity that eastern states 
were enjoying. Montanans faced drought, a drop in mineral prices, and the rise of nativism. 
Drought hit the state in 1919. By 1925 two million acres of land had stopped producing wheat, 
11,000 farms (20% of the state’s total) were vacated and banks foreclosed on over 22,000 
mortgages. These numbers translate into one of every two farmers losing their land. The average 
price of acreage fell by 50% (Malone and Roeder 1976:214). Half of Montana’s commercial 
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banks closed. Residents who had once seen the highest living wage in the nation were now 
number one in bankruptcy claims and twentieth in living wage (Emmons 1986:367; Malone and 
Roeder 1976:215). Mineral prices dropped in 1918 in the face of global competition and resulted 
in ACM’s near abandonment of the communities it had created. The drop in mineral prices 
meant fewer of immigrants settling the area, while another 60,000 residents of the state packed 
their belongings and left for greener pastures. Montana was the only state to lose population 
during the prosperous ‘20s (Malone and Roeder 1976:218).  
 Those miners who decided to stay in Butte saw a large chunk of their working hours 
slashed. Man hours in Butte mines in 1918 totaled 150,000 hours; three years later in 1921 the 
total time accumulated underground was 36,000 hours (Emmons 1986:399).  Montana, although 
populated mostly by first, second, and third generation immigrants, took pride in their American 
citizenship.  Montana surpassed all other states in enlistment during WWI with 12, 500 men 
volunteering and another 28,000 men drafted (Malone and Roeder 1976:208). The war had 
divided the communities of Montana along ethnic lines with each person deciding loyalty 
according to their native lands, some of which were enemies to the U.S. and its allies. At the 
war’s end, nativism rose as immigrants were pressured to enroll in Americanization programs to 
prove their allegiances once and for all (Morris 2010:73). For all intents and purposes, by the 
1920s, Butte was a broken town with its unions on life support and its residents relegated to 
eking out an impoverished existence. However, there was one thing that all residents, regardless 
of ethnic background or political leanings, agreed upon: alcohol would remain a mainstay in the 
community despite any prohibitive laws, because they had nothing to lose and everything to 
gain.   
 
Methods    
 
 Detailing Butte’s mining history may seem to be irrelevant in a discussion about illegal 
alcohol, yet highlighting aspects of the political, economic, and social organization of Butte is in 
fact describing two communities. Anaconda and Butte are linked by geography, industry, 
finances, politics, environmental concerns, multi-ethnic communities, and unionization. The 
similarities shared by the two distinct communities are glaring. If Butte stopped producing ore, 
Anaconda stopped smelting and both towns would have felt the economic impact. Anaconda’s 
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history mirrors Butte’s, although on a much more subdued level due to its population size. A 
comparitive analysis seems almost redundant with a forgone conclusion that both towns 
exploited Prohibition laws in similar ways. There is a safe and general research assumption that 
can be made about the Prohibition Era in the U.S.: the chances of finding a community that did 
not exploit liquor laws are almost zero; however, the differences in exploitation methods and the 
social rules that dictate how that exploitation is organized will be vast. There are two differences 
between Butte and Anaconda that invite closer consideration, adding to the overall goal of this 
thesis: the unionization of women and the economic infrastructure of each town. Women in 
Butte were organized, unionized and protected in labor. They had a political voice long before 
national suffrage was won and a larger pool of formal employment opportunities. Women in 
Anaconda were forbidden to join unions, could not work anywhere alcohol was sold, and were 
asked to leave their jobs upon marriage, limiting their labor value, economic choices, and 
political voice. This case study is dedicated to historical contextualization, comparison, and 
archaeology to understand the different choices women made about engaging in illegal alcohol 
production and sale, and to quantify the economic structure that informed those decisions.  
 The collection of historical data in Butte followed the same methods used to 
contextualize Anaconda. Primary documentation collected from Polk City Directories, Butte 
Miner Daily (BMD) newspapers (1923-1926), 1920 Census data, the Butte Sherriff’s Docket of 
Prisoners, and Silver Bow Auditors Widow/Mother’s Pension documents were used to create 
lists of home producers, businesses, and individuals accused of violating Prohibition laws 
between the years of 1923 and 1926. These lists are then compared to Anaconda’s to examine 
differences in the patterns of exploitation and tolerance of illegal activity. 
 
Home Brewers   
 
 Before comparison or discussion can take place it must be noted that the total arrests 
found in each community differ. Between the years 1923 and 1926, Anaconda reported a total of 
322 offenders, while Butte noted 552 liquor law violators. The BMD, like the Anaconda 
Standard, did not always follow through with each reported case, so many final dispositions are 
unknown, nor could they be pieced together through court records or Polk City Directories. This 
is particularly true for the place where an offense occurred. If addresses were not given in print 
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or other documentation, there was no way to cross reference and pin down the location where the 
violation took place. While this was rarely a problem for a business or a soft drink parlor, as 
cross referencing names and business ownership were much easier to come by, home brewers 
were exceptionally problematic as many reports simply listed name, offense, and bond/fine 
imposed with no other identifying information. Of the 552 cases found in Butte, 248 could not be 
categorized so the numbers given here are most likely unrepresentative of the whole as it pertains 
to home brewers. 
 Butte was home to a multi-ethnic population that held cultural knowledge of beer and 
spirit production of their home lands. Home brewing was as common in Butte as it was in 
Anaconda and followed a similar path. The railroad transported increasing numbers of box cars 
loaded with grapes into the Butte-Anaconda area throughout the Prohibition Era (Butte Miner 
Daily 1923a:9). Grapes were used for jellies, jams, and numerous other edible products; 
however, the Wickersham Commission stated in 1930 that 100% of wine grapes were used for 
making wine (WC, ORNCLOE 1930:127). There is an assumption being made here that the 
increased availability of grapes in the area was not due to an increased need to bake or preserve; 
rather citizens’ were using grapes to make wine. Between the years of 1923 and 1926, 43 Butte 
residents were arrested for home brewing or sale. Figure 6.1 shows arrests for home brewers 
broken down by male and female offenders.  
    
                                   
  Figure 6.1: Home brewers arrests broken down by total arrest and gender. 
  
 The number of home brewers remains relatively stable until a decline in arrests in 1926 
based on information collected from the BDM (see Appendix B). Whether this decline was due 
to officials focusing on business violations, a decrease in home brewing, or the repeal of state 
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liquor laws is unknown. The 1924 total arrest column shows 14 offenses while the respective 
nine males and four females do not add up to the total number. This discrepancy is due to one 
case of home brewing where only an address was given and the gender of the offender could not 
be determined.  Anaconda numbers are similar to Butte’s with 60 arrests during the same time 
span and male producers outnumbering females. The numbers reveal little when taking into 
account the number of cases that cannot be categorized. However, what alcohol product 
offenders were manufacturing, how much alcohol they were producing, and which gender is 
responsible was represent diagnostic trends in each town. 
 Of the 43 cases of home brewing in Butte (large and small production), 70% were 
producing moonshine compared to only 60% in Anaconda. Wine accounted for 6% of home 
production in Butte and 11% in Anaconda. Large capacity home brewing  continues to be 
defined as homes where a still, 50 gallons of mash, or 50 gallons of liquor were seized, with an 
added caveat: the still size, or in the case of multiple stills, must have has a capacity of 50 
gallons or larger. Anaconda numbers have been recalculated from Chapter 5 to meet the new 
criteria. Large producing home brewers in Butte account for 34% of all home brewers as shown 
in Figure 6.2, with large manufacturers in Anaconda representing 28% of its total home 
production. According to newspaper reports detailing property seizures of large producers (see 
Appendices A and B) moonshine manufacturing was Butte’s mainstay and accounts for 93% of 
all large production cases, with only one male prefering to manufacture wine. In Anaconda, large 
scale moonshine production totals 64% with six individuals preferring to produce wine or beer. 
Males dominated in home brewing; however, Butte females account for 33% of large producers, 
while women in Anaconda represent only 17% of large production. This suggests that women in 
Butte, manufacturing liquor in their homes, had the potential economic opportunity to increase 
their production, profit, and socioeconomic status whereas women in Anaconda were limited.        
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            Figure 6.2: Home Brewing broken down by production capacity.  
  
 In Chapter 5 of this thesis the proximity of Anaconda home brewers to soft drink parlors 
was determined using a 1903 Sanborn map of Anaconda and the compilation of arrests of large 
producing offenders located in Appendix A. The findings suggests that large producing home 
brewers manufactured alcohol specifically for SDPs, thus indicating specialization in a 
formalized informal and illegal economy. Of the 30 large producing homebrewers in Anaconda, 
10 were located next door to SDPs and seven more within a block of an SDP, with the remaining 
cases sitting well outside a five block radius of an SDP.  The proximity of Butte’s large 
producing home brewers to SDPs was determined using a Sanborn map of Butte, Polk City 
Directories and the compilation of arrests of large producing offenders located in Appendix B 
(Polk 1923, 1925, 1926; Sanborn 1916-1951). Of the 15 large producers five were located within 
a block of an SDP, one located within two blocks of an SDP, one within three blocks of an SDP, 
two sat outside a five block area of an SDP, and five could not be determined. However, 
proximity of large producers to SDPs in Butte might not have carried the same connotations of 
production for sellers as they may have in Anaconda. Between 1923 and 1926, only 64 SDPs 
were identified in Anaconda compared to Butte’s 150-200 SDPs at any given time (Appendix A 
and C). Added to this fact is that rural producers in Butte were more numerous and manufactured 
larger amounts of liquor than their Anaconda counterparts.   
 Only six local rural bootleggers were found in Anaconda and so did not factor heavily in 
analysis. The largest still found in Anaconda had a 100-gallon capacity. Investigation into 
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Butte’s rural producers revealed 33 offenders and stills capable of producing 1,000 gallons of 
liquor a day. Butte’s rural producers hid their stills in tunnels below their homes, in dug out 
caves into the side of hills, or in quickly-assembled shacks constructed with railroad ties and 
scavenged wood (Butte Miner Daily 1925a:5, 1925b:17). Some operators went as far as 
installing low brow security systems (Butte Miner Daily 1924:5). Joe Lowry, a rural moonshiner, 
was arrested in Butte in July of 1926.  Prohibition agents seized two 90-gallon stills in operation 
and seven 500-gallon vats of mash at his site, Lowry was reported as being the biggest supplier 
of liquor to Butte and Anaconda (Butte Miner Daily 1926a:1.) However, Mr. Lowry was not the 
biggest producer in Butte. Three pairs of rural producing partners, each having three 1,000 gallon 
capacity stills, were also working in the area (Butte Miner Daily 1923b:1-3, 1926b:1). Rural 
operators in Butte also experimented with state-of–the-art distilling equipment. A high tech 
liquor plant, raided in 1924, was equipped with two stills (another still was being installed when 
federal officers raided) and was laid out with “mathematical precision” and had a complex liquor 
purification system (Butte Miner Daily 1925:5). Montana’s first “chemist moonshiner” was 
arrested in October of 1924. When Prohibition officers raided the site they found a laboratory 
and a non-leeching silver lined coil (the part of the still that dispenses fully processed liquor) 
(Butte Miner Daily 1924:5). The plant produced denatured alcohol, which the operators then sold 
to buyers for five to eight dollars depending on whether the purchaser was buying at retail or 
wholesale prices. Butte’s rural production indicates specialization and a formalization of the 
illegal economy, similar to, but distinct from, Anaconda’s large producing homebrewers likely 
supplying SDPs.   
 
Businesses 
 
 General businesses 
 There was no shortage of booze during Prohibition in the town of Butte, most likely a 
result of the city’s dense population demands. Grocery, shoe, furniture, and cigar stores sold 
liquor, as well as legal goods from their store fronts. Real estate firms, barbershops, pool and 
dance halls, hotels, and boarding houses also supplied liquor to thirsty residents and workers. 
The selling of liquor was prohibited, but the merchants of Butte felt little need to hide their 
activities. Arrests at, or shutdowns of general businesses for liquor violations in Butte was almost 
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non-existent until 1926 (Appendix B). Officials’ focus, according to the compiled lists of 
offenders, was overwhelmingly on SDPs (Appendix A and B). Even when businesses were 
raided, and the owners hauled off to jail, the punishment and fines were inconsequential. 
Abatements in Anaconda meant a complete shut-down of business for 6 to 12 months (see 
Chapter 5). In Butte, an abatement meant paying the normal fine plus an extra bond as an 
assurance not to resume illegal activity, and allowed owners to reopen their businesses almost 
immediately (Appendix B).  In 1923, Federal Judge George Bourquin heard 65 cases of violating 
abatement orders; 43 repeat offenders either pled guilty or were convicted and paid a total of 
$8,400 in fines, averaging a $195.34 fine per person (Butte Miner Daily 1925c:5).  Abatements 
and fines in Butte, as in Anaconda, did not discourage further infractions of liquor laws.     
  
 Boarding Houses 
 
 Boarding houses in Butte functioned much like those in Anaconda, housing the single 
men and women of the city. In 1915, Polk City Directories listed 53 boarding houses and 379 
buildings offering rooms for rent in the city (1915). There were two different types of boarding 
houses in Butte: a hotel-like building with many rooms, and single rooms in the home of a local 
resident. The boarding house, or furnished room, was an extension of women’s traditional duties 
of taking care of family and community. Women dominated in ownership until 1925. The 1923 
Polk City Directory lists 411 Butte residents offering room and board to those in need of housing 
(1923). With over 400 residents offering housing services in town, competition was high to 
attract and keep borders.  Local hotel or room owners often advertised lower rates, telephone 
services, steam heating, and alcohol as enticements (Murphy 1994:76). Of the 411 housing units 
available in 1923, 230 were owned by women (Finn and Crain 2006:7; Polk 1923). Butte 
experienced a drastic population decline in the 1920s due to a drop in mineral prices and 
drought; this depopulation was reflected in the diminishing numbers of residents advertising 
housing services. In 1925, only 181 boarding houses or furnished rooms were listed; by 1926, 
only 131 remained. Women’s ownership of boarding houses also declined with 70 women 
owning in 1925 and 31 in 1926. In contrast, women in Anaconda making a wage by renting 
rooms or ownership of a proper boarding house remained relatively high and stable, with women 
owning 66% of all housing services throughout the 1920s. 
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  Of the 63 female liquor law violators found in Butte, only 19 could be tracked through 
Polk City Directories, 1920 census information, and newspaper accounts. Tracing women in 
Butte proved to be very difficult; however, a curious pattern started to emerge and 10 women  
who were traced only through court records and news accounts were added to Table 10  highlight 
this pattern, bringing the total number of women to 29. Table 6.1 lists women by name, marital 
status, occupation as reported in the 1920 census or Polk directories, husband’s occupation, 
number of children, number of times arrested, charges, and fines incurred.                   
 
       Table 6.1:  Female Offenders 
Name Marital 
Status 
Business Husband 
Occupatio
n 
Kids Times 
arrested 
Charge Fine 
Hazel 
Frace 
(Frazee) 
W Boarding 
House 
n/a   Sale/poss/MAN acquitted 
Mrs. Pat 
Gibbons 
M none Miner, 
fireman 
4  Sale/poss/ 
MAN 
acquitted 
Mrs. Frank 
Violet 
W Agent n/a   Sale/poss  
Barbara 
Nool 
M Boarding 
House 
Miner, 
Butcher, 
driver 
   $1000 bond 
Mrs, C.H. 
James 
W/D Grocery 
keeper 
Clerk 0  1 pitcher beer, 
destroyed 
No charges 
Mrs. Dini W none n/a grow
n 
4  Always released no 
bond or fine 
Nora 
Gallagher 
W none n/a 5   Let go, no charges 
Minnie 
Fitzpatrick 
W Owner 
hotel/ 
SDP 
n/a 0 2  Acquitted 
Amanda 
Gilbertson 
M Owner 
Stockhol
m Hotel  
same   MAN/ sale  
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Annie 
Gordon 
M none Retail 
 
1    
Pancy 
Mumford 
M Furnish 
rooms 
Waiter     
Mrs. P.F. 
Skelly 
M none Miner, 
Fireman 
    
Mrs. Bula 
(Beulah) 
Brady 
M Dress-
maker 
Miner, 
machinist 
2    
Anne 
Connors 
W SDP n/a    Business abated 
12/25/25 pg. 5  
Laura M 
Simmons 
M SDP  1   Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Bertha 
Kenck 
M SDP Insurance 
Agent 
1   Businesses abated 
x 2 12/25/25 pg.5 
Sophia 
Doyle 
W  Hotel n/a    Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Olivia 
Hopkins 
W SDP n/a    Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Mary J 
Pace 
W Boarding 
House 
n/a 1   Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Anna 
Lynch 
 SDP     Business abated 
Ida 
Normile 
 SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Katie Mary  SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Anna & 
Rose 
Brockovich 
 SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Katie Mary  SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Delia Clark  SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Rose 
McBride 
 SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
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Eva G 
Daniels 
 SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5  
Katie 
D’achel 
 SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
Cora Page  SDP     Business abated 
12/25/25 pg.5 
 
 Of the 29 women tracked, only six identified their occupations as a boarding house owner 
or as furnishing rooms. A total of 21 women were arrested for selling alcohol in an SDP; of those 
21 women, 14 were identified as co-owners of the SDPs. Notably are another 10 female owners 
of SDPs never charged with liquor law violations and are not included in the table. Widowed and 
married women are represented equally, although 15 women’s marital status unknown. These 
findings lie in sharp contrast to women offenders in Anaconda, where four women ran boarding 
houses and eight were either married to or having close relationships with SDP owners. Of the 
19 female offenders tracked in Anaconda, 14 were widowed. Unlike Anaconda, whose female 
business owners experienced no abatements, 17 women in Butte had their business raided and 
eventually abated. One female in Butte, Bertha Kencke, had her properties targeted twice. 
 The Anaconda case study concluded that illegal alcohol production and sale became a 
formalized informal economic strategy for widowed women who were sparingly prosecuted due 
to the cost to the state of caring for widow’s dependent children and lack of jail space (Anaconda 
Standard 1926d:9). On February 16th, 1923, Butte passed worker’s compensation laws dictating 
a $4,000 pay out to widows for the loss of their husbands. However, workers compensation 
could only be collected by naturalized citizens and was not evenly dispensed. For example, in 
1917 a fire broke out in the Spectacular mine in Butte resulting in the death of 168 men only 43 
widows were compensated for the death of their husband while 125 widows received nothing 
because of their immigrant status (Shovers 2009:27). Anaconda widows were compensated for 
the loss of their spouse with a yearly load of wood (Jamison and Armitage 1997:317). According 
to the Silver Bow Auditor records detailing compensation benefits to Butte widows between 
1923 and 1926, 144 new widows were added to the city rolls (Silver Bow County Auditor 1923-
1926). Of the 144 newly created widows, none were ever reported to have violated liquor laws. 
Clearly Butte’s widows (not receiving worker’s compensation benefits) and married women 
were violating liquor laws; however, they were not granted the same leniency as widows in 
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Anaconda. What accounts for this difference? The answer may lie in the social organization of 
each town before Prohibition.  
 Anaconda residents held fast to traditional gender roles with females working in the 
home and males working for a wage. Women living in Anaconda were not allowed to form or 
join unions and were quickly dismissed from their jobs upon marriage. Social conditions limited 
the economic and social opportunities of Anaconda’s married and widowed women, relegating 
them to eking out an existence through low wage work, bartering, or taking in borders. Women’s 
labor in Butte was comparatively unrestricted (women stayed within gender norms of traditional 
“women’s“ work), and was unionized guaranteeing women a fair wage (or what was considered 
a fair wage) and equal economic opportunity. The pattern of illegal production and sale of 
alcohol by women indicates that the socio-economic patterns of each town in the pre-Prohibition 
Era continued into the 1920s and dictated the allocation of wealth surrounding the means and 
modes of illegal alcohol manufacturing. Women liquor producers or sellers in Anaconda made 
enough to support themselves and their children and rarely faced the full ramifications of the 
law; women alcohol manufacturers or sellers in Butte advanced economically and established 
their own business’, but they were shown little leniency in the legal system. This is not to say 
that all women offenders were punished equal to their male counterparts. Women in Butte caught 
possessing liquor, whether arrested in an SDP or on the street, faced vagrancy charges and a ten 
dollar fine; whereas men faced sale charges, carrying a $150 dollar fine. However, by and large, 
females who owned businesses selling or manufacturing illegal liquor were held fully 
accountable for their actions.     
 SDPs 
 The number of SDPs operating in and around Butte between the years of 1923 and 1926 
is a good metric to highlight the formalization of the informal illegal economy at the business 
and governing body levels of the town. Butte Miner Daily newspaper accounts and Polk City 
Directories were used to determine the number of SDPs in the city (Appendix B, Polk 1923, 
1925, 1926)). In 1923, there were 165 SDPs operating within the city limits of Butte. Another 56 
SDPs were opened by 1925, and an additional 38 by 1926. How many of these SDPs were closed 
down either willingly or forced out of business is unknown. However, a safe assumption can be 
made that between the years of 1923 and 1926 more than 150 SDPs were open for business at 
any given time in Butte. Violations at SDPs account for 33% of total arrests made by Prohibition 
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officials in the research time span. Abatements of Butte’s SDPs were hard to determine due to 
newspaper accounts, lumping all business and SDP abatements together with no differentiation 
between the two. There were 65-78 abatements of businesses in 1923, 45 in 1925, and 93 in 
1926. As stated before, abatements in Butte were hardly a deterrent to continued illegal liquor 
activity.        
 
Laws, Taxes, and Politics   
  
 The governing bodies of Anaconda and Butte exploited federal and state prohibition laws 
in similar ways: jail time and forfeited bonds. In August of 1923, federal law mandated jail time 
for sale or possession offenses, with second offenses considered automatic felonies. The local 
jails of both towns were reportedly filled to capacity between 1923 and 1926 (Finnegan 
2012:201). The state or federal government paid the local jail a upkeep fee of $2 to $4 dollars a 
day for each prisoner. Mandated jail time meant a stable income source for the towns; however, 
jail space was limited and only produced a small amount of finances, which paled in comparison 
to the sums collected in forfeited bonds.   
  Upon arrests, accused individuals paid a bond ($150-$1000 depending on charge), to 
ensure their appearance in court. In Anaconda, the rate of forfeiture of these bonds was 47% with 
no further action taken by officials against the offender (see Chapter 5). The monies collected by 
the town were split in half and equally funded local schools and Prohibition forces. Butte and 
Anaconda offenders paid courts the same bonds for the same reasons; however, a total 
percentage of forfeitures could not be attained due to lack of information given in BMD reports. 
Reports in the BMD do however give clues to how important forfeitures were to the financial 
system of the town.  
 A 1923 BMD report stated that nearly every bond in prohibition cases were forfeited 
(Butte Miner Daily 1923c:6). By 1924, police court fines and forfeited bonds nearly equaled the 
$11,000 collected from the sale of saloon licenses pre-Prohibition (Butte Miner Daily 
1924b:6).In 1925, total forfeiture takes from alcohol violators were reported almost daily in the 
BMD with headlines highlighting the day’s take (Butte Miner Daily 1925d:5, 1926b:5). By 1926, 
monies collected in forfeited fines were reported by how much was collected by the second, one 
article stating the collection of $3,000 in 20 seconds” (Butte Miner Daily 1926d:1). In 1926, 
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Montana Attorney General Wellington Rankin standing in a Butte district court, admonished the 
forfeiture system and stated his frustration with the improper use of federal officers and lack of 
follow up on those offenders who failed to appear in court.  (Butte Miner Daily 1926e:1). Butte’s 
Chief of Police, Jere Murphy, in response to Rankin’s very public speech, stated that $90,000 a 
year was collected through the forfeiture system and that system was not going to change (Butte 
Miner Daily 1926f:6). The Chief of Police did not have the final word in judicial matters; 
however, his official response to Rankin suggests that illegal alcohol had become standardized 
and that the informal economy was necessary to finance the formal systems of the town.  
 Wellington Rankin’s frustration with Butte’s official propensity to protect an illegal 
industry did not start with the forfeiture system—the problems started much earlier in 1924 with 
the case of a beaten Prohibition officer. Butte officials’ and residents’ responses to the beating 
speaks to how enmeshed illegal alcohol was throughout Butte’s social and economic systems. 
Dry Officer C.C. Dorris shot SDP owner Jerry Buckley in the leg during a raid on Buckley’s 
establishment Dorris was subsequently arrested and charged with second-degree assault (Butte 
Miner Daily 1924e;6). While in jail, Officer Buckley was beaten by two men in retribution for 
the shooting (Butte Miner Daily 1924c:1).  Rankin became incensed and called for an immediate 
crack-down on the SDPs within Butte city limits and asks for 36 abatements of businesses 
known to supply illegal liquor to the public (Butte Miner Daily 1924c:1, 1924d:1). Local SDPs 
were raided twice, once by State forces and again by a Federal raid, meaning those arrested faced 
two separate charges and two sets of fines, with the second case becoming an automatic felony 
(Butte Miner Daily 1924d:1). The raids netted 54 new liquor cases and 112 defendants (Butte 
Miner Daily 1925c:5). However, Rankin forgot or dismissed the tainted Butte jury pool. Federal 
Judge Bourquin had already dismissed one Butte federal jury for being biased which closed 
down the federal session in 1923. Officer Dorris stood trial in Butte in May 1924 and was found 
guilty of assaulting Buckley (Butte Miner Daily 1924f:1, 1924g:5, 1924h:6). Dorris’ trial was 
swift in contrast to the 112 defendants arrested in Rankin’s raids, which took more than a year to 
wind their way through the court system. The outcome of the liquor trials was telling; of the 112 
defendants to face charges, not one was convicted (Butte Miner Daily 1925c:5).    
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Archaeological Investigation of Butte’s Cabbage Patch  
 
 Added to this phase of research is a small archaeological excavation of the Cabbage 
Patch, a neighborhood in Butte that housed the unemployed, widows, and poor of the city. The 
overall goal of excavation was two-fold: 1) to detect the presence of women in the area 
associated with the material remnants of illegal liquor production or sale, and 2) to test a 
theoretical method of quantifying use of the informal economy.  
 The case studies of Anaconda and Butte, Montana bring to light just how integral the  
informal, illegal, illicit economy of alcohol was to the economic functioning of both towns. 
However, historical contextualizaton and the crunching of arrests numbers only goes so far to 
explain or validate each town’s dependency on informal economic systems and does little to 
expose just how many people in each town relied on those systems for economic survival.  
Chapter 2 posed three questions: 1) How many citizens dissented from the formal economic 
system to take their chances in the informal?; 2) How influential and powerful was this economic 
system in co-opting or changing the formal structures in place to expand the power of 
marginalized and disenfranchised peoples to affect social formation, cultural norms, and value 
systems?; and 3) does economic dissention from the formal economic system to the informal 
indicate an emerging competitive economic system which becomes the informing system to 
agency and resistance? To help answer these questions, I attempted to quantify use of the 
informal economy by employing an experimental technique in archaeological excavation known 
as “catch-and-release archaeology”, in the working class Butte neighborhood known as the 
Cabbage Patch (Kersel 2015:47). This excavation yielded few diagnostic materials being 
discovered and the methodology discussed herein could not be adequately tested.  
 Excavation took place in August of 2015 within a preserved portion of the Cabbage Patch 
neighborhood in Butte located on the property of Pat Mohan at 108 ½ South Arizona St., directly 
behind historic landmark Tony’s Tin Shop (Figure 6.5 and 6.6). The shop and the adjacent 
Cabbage Patch property have remained within the ownership of Mr. Mohan’s family since its 
construction in 1915. The Cabbage Patch neighborhood flourished in the 1880s and was home to 
“bootleggers, drunks, prostitutes, poor families…widows, and criminals” and sat directly East of 
Butte’s red light district (Butte Day 2009:102). The Cabbage Patch extended west to east from 
Arizona St. to Oklahoma St., and north to south from Galena St. to Porphyry (see Map 1). The 
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neighborhood consisted of some 200 to 300 shanty homes (Figure 6.3), which were eventually 
razed with the construction of the Silver Bow Homes in 1941 (Mulcahy 2010:6). Mr. Mohan’s 
property is all that remains of the Cabbage Patch today and represents the historic 
neighborhoods’ most northeastern point. The area is now a stop on Butte’s historic downtown 
walking tour during the summer and has been extensively dug by bottle collectors, leaving the 
realistic historic aspect of the area heavily in doubt. However, a reliable informant identified the 
site of a probable, intact bottle dump site in the area. The methodology employed at the site was 
experimental, and as such, the property was deemed a satisfactory site. Dr. Kelly Dixon helped 
to lay out the test excavation unit as shown in Figure 6.5. Three University of Montana 
Anthropology students, Reina Sherman, Kailin Hatlestad, and Britt Schlosshardt, were present 
for the excavation.  
                 
 Figure 6.3: Homes in the Cabbage Patch, Butte, Montana. Photo courtesy of Pat Mohan. 
 
           
            Figure 6.4: Cabbage Patch residents, Butte, Montana. Date unknown. Photo                                        
 courtesy of Pat Mohan. 
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  Figure 6.5: Excavation unit 4N0W (outlined in red) in Cabbage Patch, Butte, Montana. 
 
    
 Figure 6.6: Tony's Tin Shop. The Cabbage Patch property lies directly behind this  
  structure, Butte, Montana. 
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Archaeological Methods  
  
 Excavations were expected to unearth bottles/bottle fragments to foster comparison of 
pre-Prohibition-Era and Prohibition-Era alcohol and medicinal bottles to test two opposing 
hypotheses and to find archaeological signatures of women that might place a woman at the 
scene of production or sale of illicit liquor. Catch-and-release archaeology is a relatively new 
methodology, created as a response to an international curation crisis: artifacts found during 
excavation are meticulously recorded, photographed, identified, and replaced in the exact 
locations they were pulled from, thereby negating a need for curation (Kersel 2015:47). Alcohol 
and medicinal bottles in Spude’s 2005 analysis places emphasis on social consumption patterns, 
identifying females using medicinal bottles for respectable consumption of liquor; however, 
during the Prohibition Era, these vessels took on a new symbolic dimension, that of being 
markers for illegal and legal acquisition of alcohol respectively. In another analysis, the 
percentage of alcohol bottles was used to determine attitudes towards alcohol temperance in 
Australia and I applied that to the analysis of Cabbage Patch artifacts expecting to measure 
resistance in much the same way (Lampard and Staniforth 2011). This was essential to determine 
the patterns of alcohol consumption of Cabbage Patch residents both pre-Prohibition and 
Prohibition Era and in teasing out any changing economic patterns. The reuse of bottles in the 
1900s was a serious concern, given the wide variety of bottles repurposed for alcohol during the 
Prohibition Era; only the original use of a bottle was reliable for comparison purposes and was 
the sole focus. 
 One test excavation unit (4N0W) measuring 1x1 meter was excavated in arbitrary 1 cm 
levels.  Each layer was digitally photographed and artifacts were removed, cleaned, 
photographed, and identified. Bottles removed from the unit were analyzed for type, original use, 
and date. Further classification was to take place and bottles engendered according to the 
typology Spude (2005). Bottles deposited between the years 1915 and 1920 were separated from 
those deposited between 1920 and 1926, and ratios of alcohol bottles to medicinal bottles for 
each time period were calculated and compared. Excavated soil was screened through a 1/8 mesh 
with each level kept separate and replaced back into the unit in the order it was removed. 
Excavation was to cease upon reaching pre-1915 deposits with field work completed in two 
weeks.  
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 Hypothesis 1   
 When the United States Government illegalized the production, transportation, and sale 
of alcohol between 1920 and 1933 control of the means and modes of production of alcohol were 
transferred to the working classes. The mode of production, still capitalist in structure, was 
absorbed into the informal, illegal, and illicit economic systems. Anaconda and Butte, Montana 
were suffering a financial downturn during the Prohibition Era due to their dependence on 
mineral extraction and thus relied heavily upon the informal, illegal, and illicit economic 
systems. Combined, these factors resulted in more resources—now connected with the working 
classes archaeologically—being allocated to the informal, illegal, and illicit systems.     
 Test Expectations at the Cabbage Patch to Support Hypothesis 1 
 -Pre-prohibition deposits will have proportionally larger medicinal bottle deposits.   
 -During Prohibition Era (the same deposits) will show a decrease in medicinal   
 bottles and an increase in illegal alcohol bottles.  
 -Prohibition deposits will show an increase in wealth through variety of  
 consumer products in deposits (a sign of increase in disposable income) when compared  
 with pre-Prohibition deposits. 
 -The means of producing alcohol will be present, including parts of distilling kits, corn or 
 fruit deposits (mash), mason jars, and large amounts of sugar bags would be indicators 
 of production. 
 Null Hypothesis 2  
 The means and modes of production, where it concerned alcohol, were not surrendered  
by the U.S government during the Prohibition Era. Illicit and illegal production by the working  
and lower classes did happen, but was limited only to those inclined to criminal behavior and  
law abiding citizens as a last resort until an economic rebound. No sustainable effort or  
resources were put into the informal, illegal, or illicit economic systems thus socioeconomic  
roles remained unchanged from pre-prohibition years. 
 Archaeological Test Expectations at Cabbage Patch to support hypothesis 2 
 -No change in the deposit of medicinal bottles proportionate to alcohol bottles from  
 pre-Prohibition through the Prohibition Era. 
 - Socioeconomic status measured through refuse consumer products will remain 
 unchanged.  
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 -The means of production of alcohol  will not be detected in the archaeological record.   
 To further measure excavation findings, an economic indicator chart was developed with 
two foundational categories (address, age, and gender of all family members), and seven 
diagnostic categories that measured economic activity (occupation, change in ratio of alcohol 
and medicinal bottles between time periods, number of arrests, charge, abatements, how fines 
were paid, and increase in consumption).  Diagnostic categories were to be coded as formal, 
informal, illegal, or illicit markers each resulting in one point with the cumulative point total 
resulting in a score of formal activity versus informal, illegal, or illicit activity as it pertains to 
alcohol. The parameter indicating low (0 to 3 points), moderate (4 to 6 points), and heavy use (7 
points and up) of the formal and informal systems were arbitrarily set, but were expected to 
indicate how embedded individuals were in each economic system. Table 6.2 shows an example 
of the point system; formal systems are in blue, informal, illegal, and illicit are in yellow.  
   Table 6.2: Individual Middle Class Home   
Address Gender/ 
Age  
Occupation Ratio 
change in 
bottles 
Arrests Charge  Abatements % Change in 
consumption 
Fines 
123 
Pine  
1 male, 37 Barber 
(owner) 
(formal x 1) 
1-4 pre-
Prohibition 
10-4 
Prohibition 
(illegal x1) 
3  
(illegal 
x3) 
Maintaining 
a nuisance 
(illegal x3) 
1 
(illegal x1) 
50% of 
assemblage pre-
Prohibition 
70% of 
assemblage 
Prohibition 
( illegal x1) 
Paid 
(illegal x 1) 
 
   It must be noted that the last two categories (fines and consumption) are dependent upon 
all the categories before them. For instance in Table 6.2; based on the increase in consumption, it 
can be inferred by the escalation of alcohol consumption in the home, the three arrests, the nature 
of the charge, and the abatement of the business, that the boost in spending as well as the ability 
to pay the fine came from illegal activities. The result in the example above is one formal to ten 
informal [or subsets of informal] activities indicating low use of the formal system and heavy use 
of the informal. Another not so obvious example is given in Table 6.3, where orange is used to 
denote mixed formal and informal categories. The result shows six formal and four informal, 
indicating moderate use of both systems. Consumption and fines are again put in context of this 
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family. The pattern is that the male’s arrest was a one-time offense and the money to buy goods 
and pay the fine was likely from legal work.    
 
   Table 6.3: Individual Working Class Home 
Address Gender/Age  Occupation Ratio 
Changes in 
Bottles 
Arrests Charge Abatements % Change in 
Consumption 
Fines 
123 Main  1 Male, 42 
1 Female, 
39  
(M) Miner 
(F) None 
(formal x 1, 
informal x 
1) 
5-5 pre-
Prohibition 
1-10 
Prohibition 
(formal x 1, 
illegal x1) 
(M) 1 
(F) 0 
(formal x 
1, illegal 
x1) 
Sale 
(illegal 
x1) 
0 
(formal x 1) 
30% of 
assemblage 
Pre- 
Prohibition 
50% of 
assemblage 
Prohibition 
(formal x1) 
Paid 
(formal 
x1) 
   
    As stated before, quantification of informal economic activities is difficult at best. This 
methodology has yet to be tested and is focused on single individuals; however, with more data 
collection, this method of analysis has the potential to create a way to measure participation in 
informal, or in this case, illegal and illicit economic activities on a much broader scale and to 
expand our understanding of how heavily the informal system is depended upon in contrast to 
the formal economic system. One of this thesis’ research questions is how the absorption of 
alcohol into the informal system affected the economic, social, and cultural power of the middle 
and working classes, and whether the informal system dictated the forms of resistance that led to 
social change on a large scale; this experimental method of archaeological analysis is an initial 
step in the direction of quantifying informal economic activities of the past.     
 
Archaeological Results 
  
 When excavation commenced, it became readily apparent that we either in a disturbed 
midden site or in a midden that was repeatedly burned. As such the methodology changed; the 
unit was systematically excavated and photographed at 1 cm levels until reaching the 60 cm 
level. Each artifact was collected in acid free bags, labeled with their corresponding level and set 
aside for further examination and replacement back into the unit at a later date. The unit was then 
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quartered and the northwest quadrant was further excavated to the 91 cm level and the northeast 
quadrant excavated to 120 cm and further probed another 30 cm (Figure 6.7).  
    
          Figure 6.7: 4N0W unit excavated to 91 cm. 
 Each level, after 60 cm, was not excavated systematically as few artifacts larger than a 
fingernail or having any diagnostic qualities were present. However, all levels of excavated soil 
were kept separate, screened for artifacts, and replaced in order back up to the 60 cm level.  Two 
hundred and ninety four artifacts, mostly shards of glass, ceramics fragments, and metal 
fragments, were collected with only a few artifacts measuring more than a couple of centimeters 
in length as shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10. Highly corroded metal fragments could not be 
cleaned for proper identification because pieces would disintegrate with slight pressure. The only 
diagnostic artifacts found were that of a 1902 Liberty Head nickel found at the 60 cm level 
(Figures 6.11). Ceramic fragments showed identifiable design patterns but were outside the 
scope of inquiry, as they could not be engendered. No bottles or even diagnostic parts of bottles 
were found. Backfilling of the unit was systematic starting at the 60 cm level. The photographs 
taken of each level earlier were used to replace collected artifacts in their original position. 
However, another problem arose with the “catch-and-release” field method when the unit was 
backfilled; the artifacts and soil were being replaced in the correct order; excavated soil does not 
go back in the way it is removed. The earth was hard-packed and claylike upon excavation 
rendering it almost impossible to replace artifacts and soil with any accuracy. Thus, catch-and-
release excavations may only be possible in certain ground conditions. The stratigraphy of the 
unit and the presence of clinkers (melded pieces of rock and glass) indicated heavy burning as 
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shown in Figure 6.12. Despite the lack of diagnostic artifacts the evidence of burning suggests 
that this particular area was burned on a repeated basis.  
    
                     
          Figure 6.8: Ceramic shards found in unit 4N0W at 31 cm, 42 cm, and 60 cm  
   respectively. 
 
    
            Figure 6.9: Metal fragments in unit 4N0W found at 121 cm. 
 
 
                             
   Figure 6.10: Glass shards in unit 4N0W found at 27 cm. 
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           Figure 6.11: 1902 Liberty Head nickel found in unit 4N0W at 60 cm. 
 
                  
  Figure 6.12: East facing stratigraphy of 4N0W unit showing burn line  
  (outlined in red) starts  
         
 The lack of cultural material in the first unit led the team to dig an additional 24 test pits 
in the permit area of the Cabbage Patch in hopes of recovering diagnostic artifacts (Figure 6.13). 
In Figure 6.13 two green markers are placed inside a building; the interior floors were dirt and 
could be tested. All 24 test units were devoid entirely of any cultural materials or showed similar 
deposits to the original unit and were not excavated any further. Thus, after much effort we 
concluded that it would not be possible to complete hypothesis testing at the Cabbage Patch.     
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 Figure 6.13: Cabbage Patch excavation and test units. Datum point (white), 4N0W  
 excavation unit (red), and test units (green). 
 
Conclusion 
  
 The towns of Anaconda and Butte, Montana followed similar social and economic 
patterns of violating prohibition laws in homebrewing, businesses, and tolerance of violations at 
the governing body levels of each town. Homebrewers in both Anaconda and Butte were 
represented largely by males. However, when numbers were broken down by large and small 
producers, Butte manufacturers were shown to prefer producing moonshine, a much more potent 
alcohol concoction, with females representing one-third of large producers compared to women 
in Anaconda who accounted for only 17% of large production homebrewers. The proximity of 
Anaconda’s large producers to SDPs suggested that homebrewers may have been supplying SDP 
businesses; historical documentation validated this theory. The homebrewers of Butte did not 
show this patter--instead research indicates Butte’s rural manufacturers may have taken the role 
of suppling local businesses due to their ability to produce larger quantities. Specialization in 
supplying businesses with illegal booze was occurring in both towns. However this niche was 
filled by homebrewers in Anaconda and by local rural producers located in Butte city limits.   
 The sale of illegal liquor by general businesses were not the major concern for officials in 
either town and were largely controlled by a practice of fines and abatements. Boarding houses 
followed a similar pattern in that these businesses were not a main focus of Prohibition forces. 
However, one boarding house was raided in Anaconda compared to six in Butte. Given the 
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hundreds of boarding houses that existed in both towns at the time, arrests were inconsequential 
enough that no overall pattern was obvious, other than to say that businesses run by women were 
largely ignored—that is, unless it was an SDP. 
 Arrests at Butte’s SDPs accounted for 33% of all arrests and were the focus of officials. 
Butte SDP owners did not feel the need to hide their activities and took abatements and fines as 
par for the course. Anaconda SDPs, on the other hand, partitioned their businesses in an attempt 
to circumvent the closure of their business. Abatements did not work the same in each town. In 
Butte, abatements and the fines that went along with them, were money makers for the town. An 
extra bond could be paid to the city by business owners ensuring that their enterprises remained 
open, despite any illegal activity.    
 Jail time and bonds/fines for offenders in both towns account for a large proportion of 
monies collected by each community. Each town was paid for each offender taking up space in 
jails. However, space was limited. The biggest money generator for Butte and Anaconda was  the 
forfeiture of bonds system. Accused individuals paid a bond to ensure their appearance in court, 
in almost half the cases offenders did not appear before the court forfeiting their bonds. Officials 
in Butte and Anaconda ignored no-shows and used the forfeited monies to fund schools and 
prohibition forces. The pattern of tolerance of officials to law breakers suggests that illegal 
alcohol production, manufacture, and sale, and the informal economy were formalized and 
legitimized at the individual, business, and governing body levels of the town. This further 
implies that the economic structure of Butte and Anaconda, once dependent upon mineral 
extraction and processing of ore, had changed and had come to be, at least in part, dependent 
upon illegal alcohol.    
 Chapter 2 of this thesis discussed women’s roles in alcohol production throughout time 
and from all over the world and linked the manufacture of alcohol to women’s economic and 
political power, and increased social status. The eventual loss of the means and modes of 
production of liquor due to increased commercialization resulted in a loss of women’s economic, 
political, and social power in Ancient Egypt, and Colonial Peru, England, sub-Saharan Africa, 
and North America. The same pattern of socioeconomic decline and increase for women is 
suggested in the historical documentation of Anaconda and Butte during the Prohibition Era.  
Anaconda women stayed within their traditional and social roles when it came to production or 
sale of alcohol, using the home as a base of operation. Overwhelmingly, widowed women in 
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Anaconda took advantage of the towns’ informal exploitation system to support their families by 
the illegal manufacture and sale of illegal alcohol.  Women offenders in Butte, equally 
represented by widowed and married females, increased their economic power during the era, 
with 24 women identified as co-owning SDPs and parlaying the sale of illegal alcohol into a 
formalized yet illegal business opportunity. Women’s labor in Butte was organized much the 
same as men’s labor in the form of unions. Butte females, whether widowed or married, had 
economic opportunities that their Anaconda counterparts did not and fell in line with how 
women’s economic lives were structured in pre-Prohibition Butte. This suggests that the 
production and sale of liquor by women during the Prohibition Era, and the economic or social 
status they gained by the activity, was dependent upon how each town was socially organized 
pre-Prohibition. However, when the means and modes of production of alcohol were surrendered 
by the U.S. government women and men, who took the reins of production and distribution of 
alcohol into their own hands increased their economic and social capital, even if only slightly.     
 A portion of this thesis is dedicated to quantifying participation of individuals within the 
informal economy, suggesting that the formal financial systems in place were economically 
subverted in favor of the growing informal, illicit, and illegal economic system associated with 
alcohol. In turn, the informal systems became the overall informing force behind agency, 
resistance, and the rapid social transformation taking place in Butte and Anaconda Montana, 
during the 1920s. However, archaeological evidence could not be found to test the validity or 
reliability of the suggested method. 
 The 1920s were a difficult decade for Montana. Drought brought agriculture in the state 
to a grinding halt (Malone and Roeder 1976:216). The devaluation of copper left miners and 
smelter laborers without jobs for extended periods of time (Emmons 1987:399). Families 
deserted the state by the thousands (Malone and Roeder 1976: 218). Left behind was a multi-
ethnic population that struggling to make ends meet throughout the decade. Butte and Anaconda 
saw their beloved unions broken and their societies left in financial ruin (Shovers 2009:31). Like 
the independent-minded and tough individuals who founded their respective cities, residents in 
the 1920s, despite their ethnic or political differences, rallied and found solidarity again in illegal 
alcohol. The communal social resistance to the new world order of sobriety seen at all 
organizational levels of each town echoed with the whispers of bygone unions past. The 
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residents of Butte and Anaconda were accustomed to fighting for their rights and their right to 
drink proved to be no different.              
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           Chapter 7: 
 Concluding Thoughts: Holding a Mirror in Front of Today’s Society 
  
“Those that do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it” (George Santayana:nd).        
 
 This project started as an attempt to uncover a female narrative of Montana women’s 
illegal moonshining activities during the Prohibition Era and to inject historical archaeological 
facts into a mythologized past. The archaeological artifacts found at the historical mining site of 
Poacher Gulch suggested a female presence at a remote mining site where the growing of corn   
indicates its use as an illegal moonshining operation. It became evident that, in order to explain 
women’s clandestine actions during the era it was essential to understand the historical, 
economic, and social context of their realities. The large amounts of historical evidence collected 
about two Montana towns between the years of 1923 and 1926 suggests that women’s illegal 
actions were one aspect of an intricate collective social resistance to Prohibition laws that was 
formalized through the informal economy at the individual, business, and governing body levels 
of both towns. Anaconda and Butte, Montana sit only 26 miles apart and shared the common 
characteristics of geography, industry, political leanings, and economic foundations. However, 
women’s social position in each town differed and dictated the path of women’s resistance 
experiences. Women’s illegal activities in Anaconda aligned with their traditional roles, with 
illegal alcohol production or sale representing an extension of the home, much like the pattern of 
women’s alcohol manufacturing throughout history. Their Butte counterparts parlayed illegal 
alcohol into formal business opportunities which opened up avenues to accumulate social and 
human capital. In both cases, the manufacture and sale of illicit alcohol became a legitimate 
economic strategy for women which was formalized by town officials. The transfer of the means 
and modes of production of alcohol to the lower and working classes during the Prohibition Era 
allowed the populations of both towns, not just women, to survive economically when the 
mineral industry failed to provide for their needs. 
 Women’s roles in alcohol production is often overshadowed in the male dominated world 
of today’s alcohol industry. However, throughout time and history women were at the forefront 
of alcohol production and laid the foundations of the drunken path that wound its way around the 
world. Women’s production and sale of illegal alcohol in two Montana towns during the 
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Prohibition Era was no different than their counterparts in ancient Egypt or Colonial sub-Saharan 
Africa, as manufacture of alcohol was attached to their traditional duties of caring for the home. 
When women took the production and sale of illegal alcohol into their hands in the 1920s.their 
socioeconomic status increased. The Marxian understanding of the means and modes of 
production and the socioeconomic consequences of the loss of the production of alcohol played 
out not only for women in ancient world history but almost certainly for the federal government 
during the Prohibition era. In turn the social and economic power imbued in alcohol shifted and 
was in the hands of the marginalized and disenfranchised. In two Montana towns this opened up 
new social, political, and economic avenues to women and allowed them to push the social 
norms and boundaries changing the social fabric of the U.S.           
 
Future Directions   
  
  For anthropologists, sociologists, and archaeologists alike, the Prohibition Era holds a 
unique opportunity to investigate resistance, to identify the engine of rapid social change, and to 
quantify participation in an informal/illegal economy. Prohibition lasted for only 14 years. 
Within that time, resistance and participation in illegal activities became embedded into the 
physical landscape and available for analysis. But how does one identify resistance and related 
clandestine activities in the archaeological and historical record? Whether Poacher Gulch can 
ever be unequivocally  linked with Prohibition and/or women moonshiners, the numerous 
abandoned moonshining sites dotting the Montana landscape and the back roads used to 
distribute illicit liquor can be used to trace the distribution and trade networks of an illegal 
industry. Historical documentation can be used to track the movements and socioeconomic status 
of offenders. Last, but not least, the material remains of illegal liquor (bottles, stills) can be 
collected, counted, weighed, and measured to quantify participation in informal, illegal, illicit 
economic systems, giving researchers the ability to estimate the scope of those economies and 
understand their power to inform agency and social action in times of rapid societal 
transformation. The future research potential of this subject is enormous and encompasses micro 
historical research such as gender, class, and ethnicity, to more macro investigations such as 
criminal activity, national and international informal economies, collective social resistance, and 
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detect if there are any archaeological sites or evidence to add to the story since so much remains 
undocumented.  
 In U.S. history, alcohol functioned as a valuable commodity to establish a strong 
government and was a recession-proof money generator used to pay off national debt. However, 
liquor’s profitability, although still high, is not needed by the government as it once was because 
the profitability of oil, entertainment, and technology far exceed those of alcohol. In 2010, the 
U.S. alcohol beverage industry contributed over $400 billion to the nation’s economic activity, 
generated $21 billion dollars to local and state economies, and employed 3.9 million workers 
(Distilled Spirits Council of the United States 2015). Sales of the top three domestic beer brands 
in the U.S. exceeded $4 billion while the five largest world producers of liquor have a net worth 
of $227 billion (Lew 2014; Statista 2014). According to the World Health Organization 
“production of beer and distilled spirits for export is concentrated in the hands of a few large 
companies mostly based in developed countries,” leaving control and profit in their hands which 
lends them substantial political and economic influence (World Health Organization 2001:1).  
Alcohol is still an economic powerhouse in today’s modern world and has the ability to garner 
great social, political, and economic wealth for those who own the means and modes of 
production.  
 The relevance of this research does not lie in the past, but in the present. The discourse 
that surrounded alcohol in the 1920s has been recycled and used in the modern debates around 
the legalization of marijuana. Illegal drugs are causally linked by researchers and anti-drug 
advocates to poverty, homelessness, domestic violence, sickness, and death--rather than drug use 
being symptomatic of larger social ills. Twenty three states (as of this writing) have laws 
legalizing the use of marijuana in some form. This is in defiance of current federal law.  Anti-
drug advocates fight against the legalization of marijuana from a moral platform, while pro-
marijuana forces cite the medicinal qualities of the plant’s use. The more nuanced fight, and one 
that many overlook, is the struggle to own the means and modes of production which has 
everything to do with profit and to whom that profit is allocated.   
 In 1971 Richard Nixon started the war on illegal drugs. Since that time, pharmaceutical 
companies have raced to introduce new “safer” drugs to a hungry market. The profit margin of 
drug companies are generally calculated at about 18%, mirroring the profit potential that alcohol 
once had. However, that profit remains in very few hands. In contrast, marijuana can grow easily 
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in the home and with no genetic modification or alteration it can relieve a myriad of medical 
complaints and has a street value of $10 to $15 dollars a gram, meaning high profit for an illegal 
seller.  
 In 2014 Colorado legalized marijuana for recreational use. According to the Drug Policy 
Alliance, since legalization, Colorado has seen a decrease in crime and traffic fatalities, has 
increased funding for health care and schools, and has the fastest growing economy in the union, 
with marijuana manufacturers and sellers paying 10 times the taxes of typical restaurants or retail 
stores in the area (Drug Policy Alliance 2015). A Forbes article states that Colorado had received 
$70 million in tax revenue in 2014, beating the $42 million brought in by alcohol (Borchardt 
2015). When the means and modes of production are controlled by the pharmaceutical 
companies, they choose to line their pockets; when controlled by marijuana manufacturers 
(acting in defiance of federal law) and the state structures that protect them, they enrich the 
surrounding community.  This is not a statement of judgement, but of an economic reality.  
Sometimes, collective social resistance results in the economic subterfuge of the formal systems, 
where the informal, illegal, illicit economy becomes socially powerful and legitimized and 
changes the social fabric from the bottom-up. Identifying and analyzing the power of these 
economic systems in the present and the recent past can help to identify markers of social 
resistance that can be seen in archaeological and historical records, thereby drawing attention to 
lower and working classes having equal standing as agents in and engines of change. 
Understanding which economic system is informing the resistance of today can help to facilitate 
cooperative temperance measures placating both sides of the marijuana debate that preserves 
individual choice without legislating morality and thereby avoiding the repeating a national 
mistake.      
  
.    
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    Key 
 Manu. = Manufacture              SDP=Soft Drink Parlor         $150F= Forfeited 
 Poss. = Possession                NF = Nothing found                UK = Unknown 
MAN = Maintaining a nuisance    PS= Property Seizure 
Women Offenders are highlighted in yellow. 
 
Judge Pringle Criminal Court Records Oct. 1923- Jan. 1926 
Page 
# 
Name Address Charge Place Outcome Fine/Bond Ana. 
Standard 
1 Joe Tuttle 
John Bloom 
515 E 3rd st Sale SDP PS  
Qt and a 
half  
$1000 
Fed trial 
Tuttle Not Guilty 
Bloom takes 
responsibility 
($200 +30 days)  
10/3/23 Pg.8 
10/6/23  Pg.6 
1/10/24 pg.7 
2 Mrs. Fred 
Anderson 
200 and 204 w. 
commercial 
ave. 
Sale  UK   
3 Sophronie 
Dorsey 
(AA) 
4 rm. Dwelling 
lot 12, blk 5 on 
original plat of 
city (5 oak St) 
Sale Home PS 
2 ½ gals 
$150 F 10/5/23 pg. 8 
10/6/23 pg.9  
4 Antony 
Julian 
1001 E.3rd st Sale Home PS 
4 gls shine 
$150 F 10/7/23 pg.7 
6 August 
Butzenhartd 
813 e. 3rd st Manu Home 
 
PS 1,200 
gal beer 
$150 F 10/6/23 Pg.6 
7 Fred Rose 
Mansfield 
Curd (2nd 
charge) 
Cabin n. of old 
cable (gable?) 
mine Hidden 
Lake district 
Manu. Rural 
operatio
n with 
Finn  
PS 40 gal. 
still 5 gal 
shine 
 
Curd (Fed Court 
on 1st charge  
10/15) $200 fine 3 
mo. jail  
10/10/23 pg.8 
10/21/23 Pg. 9 
8  John Finn  511 Park . Sale SDP PS $200 10/10/23 pg.8 
9 Mike 
Conners 
718 E. 3rd St. Sale  PS   
12 Percy 
Harris 
#10 Main St. Sale sdp UK   
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13 John Justine 81/2 Main St. Sale  UK   
18 Joseph 
Sherwood 
407 E. Park Sale  UK   
19 Birdie Ward 
(AA) 
106 and 108 
Hickory 
Sale home PS 2 gals. 
shine  
$150 F 10/20/23 pg.8 
22 Albert Hill 410 E. Park Sale SDP PS 3qrts 
shine 
 10/24/23 pg.8 
23 Theodore 
Kobecich 
Mike 
Duganz aka 
nick 
duganzia 
808 E. Park Sale SDP PS 150 
bottles beer 
qrt whiskey 
 10/23/24 pg.8 
25 Marco Hotti 808 E. Park Sale SDP UK   
26 Mrs. Marco 
Hottie 
802 E. Park Sale home UK   
27 Pat Gorman Store rm. In 
Bsmt. In alley 
btwn. 
Commercial 
and Front 
Sale  UK   
32 John Doe 215 Cedar St. Sale  UK   
33 Bertha 
Clark (AA) 
3 Kids 
3 Hickory poss Home PS small 
qty. of 
shine 
$150 No arrest 11/7/23 pg.9 
34 Annie Day 
aka Annie 
O’ay 
4 Kids 
Lot7 blk.2 of 
north addition 
Corner of 
Pennsylvania 
and Cherry 
Manu Home PS 250 gal. 
mash, still 
w/ 2 coils, 
20 empty 
jugs 
No Arrest 
Flees to San Fran. 
Charges dismissed 
11/7/23 pg.9 
11/13/23 pg.9 
11/16/23 pg.11 
4/18/24 pg. 11 
35 Mrs. 
Morden 
418 E. 4th St. Sale  UK   
36 Charlie 
Gammel 
304 E. 
Commercial St. 
Sale   UK   
37 Charles 
Brown 
417 E. Park Sale  UK   
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40 Dora 
Bollinger 
821 E. Park 
Ave. 
Manu  NF   
41 James 
Maguire 
Rm. On grd. Fl. 
SW corner of 
Hurst block 
Manu Home NF  11/22/23 pg.9 
42 Mr.and 
Mrs. Mike 
Duganz 
113 
Washington 
Sale  UK   
44  James 
McGuire 
Rm. On grd. Fl. 
SW corner of 
Hurst Block 
Sale     
45 John Doe 919 E. 4th Manu  UK   
50  Steve 
McKich 
605 E. Park Sale  UK   
51 Peter Doe 701 E. 3rd Sale  UK   
67 Dora 
Bollinger 
 NA Manu     
68  Cornelius 
connie) 
 Gallagher 
NA Manu     
70 Mike 
Danicich 
NA Sale  UK   
72 Joseph 
Julian 
NA Sale  UK   
74 A. Mandoli NA Sale  UK   
75 Joe 
Brosenik 
 Sale  UK   
77 James Daly 
John Walsh 
NA Sale  UK   
84 John Doe  Sale  UK   
85 John Doe  Sale  UK   
92 Anna 
Winisky 
 Sale  NF   
93  John Doe  Manu  NF   
97 Birdie Ward 204 W. 
Commercial 
MAN + 
poss 
Home  $150F 3/27/24 pg.9 
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98 Mr and 
Mrs. Hotti 
 Sale  NF   
101 Belle 
Meehan 
Phil Jacques 
3 mile house E. 
of Anaconda 
Sale Busi. PS piano, 
furniture, 1 
qt. 
whiskey, 2 
gal wine 
$300 each 
Trial (Jacques 
60 days $200 fine)  
3/28/24 pg.9 
4/1/24 pg.11 
7/10/24 pg,9 
102 Walter 
Pecky 
 Sale  NF   
103 Jenny Doe  Sale     
104 Charlie and 
Ida Isaacson 
 Sale  NF  Charles dies 
6/25  
107 Marie 
Addams 
 Sale  NF   
112 August 
Botzenhardt 
 Sale     
113 Bob Gotch  Sale     
135 Dan 
Ivancovich 
314  E. 
Commercial 
MAN SDP PS $200 F 5/30/24 pg.6 
145 Joe Seifert 701 E 3rd MAN SDP PS Bottles 
of Booze, 
fixtures 
Acquitted 6/22/24 pg. 10 
6/27/24 pg. 8 
 7/4/24 pg.7 
 
160 Thomas 
McMahon 
 Sale     
161 Mike 
Elaovick 
aka Mike 
Smith 
 MANU     
162 Birdie Ward 
(AA) 
William 
Porter?? 
Ray Brown 
(AA) 
Laundry block 
on Main 
Poss SDP PS all 
furniture 
and 
possessions 
seized 
Brown pleads 
guilty  60 days 
$200 fine 
7/30/24 pg. 8 
7/31/24 pg.9 
9/9/24 pg.8 
9/30/24 pg.9 
 
166 John Doe  Sale  UK   
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175 Frank H. 
Foster 
 Sale     
208 Steve 
Gregovich 
Jr. 
605 E. Park Sale SDP  $150 F 12/12/24 pg.5 
210 Tim Cordial Corner of alder 
and park 
Sale SDP  $150 bond 12/24/24 pg.9 
211 Rebecca 
Knight 
809 E. Park Poss Boardin
g 
 $150 bond 12/24/24 pg.9 
212 Ed Shears 114 W. 
Commercial 
Sale SDP 
(checker 
NF  12/24/24 pg.9 
213 Percy 
Harris (AA) 
Marie 
Harris (AA) 
204 E. 
Commercial 
Sale SDP   12/24/24 pg. 8 
214 Mary Doe  Sale     
226 Ernest 
Kindt 
422 Chestnut MANU  PS  3 
modern 
stills (1) 15 
gal. (2) 50 
gal., 40 gal 
shine, 14 
barrels 
mash   
$300 Fine + 60 
Days  
 
250 Henry 
Giroux 
 MAN   $50 Fine  
256 Walter 
Kochevar 
 Sale     
283 Ted and 
John Daly 
 Theft gas 
burner 8 
gal. 
galvenize
d tank 
    
306 Carmel Dira  Sale     
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308 Ed Shears 
William 
Dorsey 
 Sale      
 
 
Judge Pringle Criminal Court Records   Jan.1926 – May 1927 
Page 
#  
Name Address Charge Place Outcome Fine/bond Anaconda 
Standard 
10 Mike 
Dadasovich 
801 E. Park MAN  PS- 750 bottles 
beer, 2 barrel 
wine, 1 pt. shine,  
$300 Bond pleads 
guilty. $300 fine 
1/26/26 pg.7 
1/27/26 pg.9 
 
11 Mrs. Annie 
Winisky 
 Sale and 
Disposa
l 
 PS   
13 Bob 
Engleman 
 Sale  PS   
14 Ivor Eggan 716 Chestnut MAN  PS- 120 qts. 
Beer, 1 ½ pt. 
shine, kegs, 
bottles 
$300 Bond. 1/30/26 pg.9 
16 Oliver 
Haribault 
 Sale  NF   
21 Agostinelli 900 E. 3rd Poss+ 
Main a 
commo
n 
nuisanc
e 
groce
r 
PS-10 barrels 
wine 
$1000 bond 2/9/26 pg.8 
2/10/26 pg.6 
22 Dan 
Ivancovitch 
313 E. 
Commercial 
Man busi PS-37 bottles 
beer,2 gal wine, 
bottles caoping, 
large cranks 
 2/25/26 pg.9 
24 Mrs. Anne 
Thomas 
100 Birch MAN home PS-7qts. Wine, 1 
pt.shine 
$150 bond 2/11/26 pg. 
pg.9 
30 Percy 
Harris 
 Sale  Fed. Court   
144 
 
31 John 
Bloom 
 Sale     
34 Jeannie 
Doe 
 Sale     
39 Jerry Rule  Sale     
40 Mrs. H.A. 
Boyle 
 Sale  PS 2 pints of 
moonshine 
  
41  Attilio 
Bellandi 
513 Adams MAN  PS- 300 gal. 
wine 
$150 Fine 3/10/26 pg. 8 
3/11/26 pg.9 
42 Andy 
Mandoli 
1002 E. 6th MAN Busi PS-6 case 
beer,33 pts. 
Beer, 7 ½ gal 
wine, brandy , 
Champagne, port 
wine flavoring  
$150 fine 3/10/26 pg.8 
3/11/26 pg.9 
45 John Doe  Sale  Police Court   
46  Annie 
Thomas 
100 Birch MAN home PS-7qts. Wine, 1 
pt.shine 
$150 bond 3/11/26 pg. 9 
47 Ivor Eggan 714 Chestnut MAN Home PS- 10 gal. keg 
+3 qts. Shine 
$150 bond 3/11/26 pg.9 
50  Mike 
Supila 
 Sale  NF   
51 A.R. 
Cecloni 
 Sale  NF   
52 Mrs. Esther 
Whalen(ak
a Margaret 
Sweet) 
313 E. Park MAN Home
/ Busi 
board
ing 
PS- 3 pts. Shine, 
10 bottles 
homebrew 
$150 fine 3/20/26 pg.9 
54 Steve 
Gralhen 
314 Alder Manu Home PS- 15 gal. still, 
½ gal. shine, 
mash 
$200 bond 3/24/26 pg.6 
57 Ely 
Kosanovic
h 
 Sale     
58 Mrs. Mary 
Ryan 
 Sale     
145 
 
60  Antoinette 
Polega 
 Sale  UK   
61 John 
Morris 
 Sale  UK   
62 Michael 
Danicich 
508 E. 4th Poss + 
MAN 
Busi PS- 775 gal. 
wine, 100 gal. 
whiskey, 100 
gal. brandy, 6 
qts. Gin, 108 pts, 
shine 
Released. on own 
recog, raid illegal 
(pre prohib. 
Liquor, liquor 
returned, 35 gal 
missing) 
3/30/26 pg.12 
5/5/26 pg.8 
5/11/26 pg.9 
63 Mary 
Farlan 
 Sale  NF   
71 Oliver 
Faribault 
 Sale  NF   
81  Carmel 
Dira 
 John Doe 
Address Sale  UK Fine/bond  
 
   Anaconda Standard   1923-1926 
Name Address Charg
e 
Arrest 
Date 
Outcome Place of 
Arrest 
Fine/Bond Anaconda 
Standard 
Mike Maras 
Bob Gotch 
519 E. Park Sale 10/2/23 PS SDP Gotch  pleads Guilty 
$200 + 60 days 
10/3/23 Pg.8 
Victor 
Hinkiney 
506 E. Park Sale 10/2/23 PS SDP  10/3/23 Pg.8 
Julius Rough 112 W. 
Commercia
l 
Manu 10/4/23 PS  
900 pints beer 
Home $150 F 10/5/23 Pg. 8 
10/6/23 Pg.6 
Ed Owens Under 
tracks 
Manu. 10/21/23 PS 50 gal still  $300 F 10/22/23 pg.6 
Jim Flynn E. Park Sale !0/21/23 PS  
SDP  
$150 F 10/22/23 pg.6 
Victor Travet 113 W. 
Commercia
l 
Sale 10/23/23 PS ½ gal. whiskey Home $150 F 10/24/23 pg.8 
Eric Carim 200 Cedar Sale 10/23/23 PS 1 qt. shine Home $150 F 10/24/23 pg.8 
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John Bloom 515 E. 3rd Poss. 11/1/23 PS shine SDP Guilty $200 + 60 days 11/2/23 pg.9 
11/13/23 pg.9 
Mrs. Tim 
Scanlon 
200 blk. E 
Broadway 
Manu 11/4/23 PS 100 gal. mash, 
parts to still, two 
coils  
Home Sent to Federal Court 11/5/23 pg. 1 
G.W. Kelly 
Victor Alton 
 Selling 
stills to 
underc
over 
11/5/23 PS Home  11/6/23 pg.5 
Mrs. Joe Dine  Poss 11/5/23 PS Home $75 11/6/23 pg.5 
Mike 
Supavoich 
723 E. Park Poss 11/6/23 PS Outside 
SDP 
$150 F 11/7/23 pg.9 
11/8/23 pg. 6 
Tony Stefant 821 W. 3rd  Poss   Outside 
SDP 
$150F 11/8/23 pg 6 
Ole Dealer  MAN 11/11/23 PS Small qty. 
Shine  
Home  11/12/23 pg.6 
John Isaacson 
Tom Jones 
E. Park MAN 11/25/23 PS bottles, 
whiskey, fixtures 
SDP  ! 
James 
Connely 
N. Main Poss 11/25/23 PS   11/26/23 pg.6 
Charles 
Jordan 
S. Main Poss 11/25/23 PS   11/26/23 pg.6 
C.J. Edwards E. Park Poss 11/25/23 PS 40 gal. of shine Home  11/26/23 pg.6 
James 
Maguire 
Alley E. of 
Main and S 
of Park 
Poss 12/1/23 PS 1 qt. of shine Home $150 12/2/23 pg.8 
James Erugan  Poss    $150 F 12/4/23 pg.9 
Vic Van 
Moore 
Roy 
Lauderville 
Walking 
down W. 
Commercia
l with still 
Poss of 
a still 
1/1/24 PS Still 
Van Moore 
Charges dropped  
(lack of evidence)   
Street $150 each 
Lauderville failed to 
appear 
1/2/24 pg.7 
1/5/24 pg.9 
Harry Davis  W. Park  1/3/24 PS $4000 of liquor Home $150 1/4/24 pg.5 
Victor 
Haltonkey 
504 E. Park Poss 1/8/24 PS  SDP $300 fine + 90 days 1/9/24 pg.9 
 921 E. Park Manu 
and 
1/28/24 PS 50 gal. still, 200 
gal mash  
Home  1/23/24 pg. 10 
1/29/24 pg.7 
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Cornelius 
Gallagher 
 
 
poss of 
still 
Ydna 
Ilodman 
1002 E. 6th Poss 2/2/24 PS 3 gal. shine, 
fixtures 
SDP $150 2/3/24 pg.8 
Joe Prosnick 21 Birch  Poss of 
still 
2/14/24 PS still Home $300 
Wife was arrested and 
released 
2/15/24 pg.8 
Jules Van 
Houke 
Bill Prelver 
Mauries 
Bedyker 
701-702 E. 
3rd 
Manu. 
plant 
2/23/24 PS 200 gal still 21 
barrels mash, 
denatured alcohol 
Home    2/24/24 pg.7 
Helen Moore  Sale 
Manu  
3/8/24 PS still Home $300 bond,  guilty plea 
to possession told judge 
wouldn’t be able to pay 
$300 fine if she 
couldn’t make shine  
reduced fine $150 
3/9/24 pg.7 
Ray Smith 614 E. 4th Manu 3/14/24 PS Still, 15 gal 
shine   
Home $300 3/15/24 pg. 10 
George Boyle 1019 ½ E. 
Commercia
l 
Posses
sion of 
a 
nuisan
ce 
3/17/24 3 (15 gal) stills, 11 
barrels mash, 4 gal 
shine 
Home $300 F 3/18/24 pg.11 
3/19/24 pg.9 
Tony Pecci No.1 Main Poss 3/21/24 PS Small qty liquor  $150 F 3/21/24 pg.9 
Unknw. 
Woman 
513 E. Park MAN 3/22/24 PS 75 qts beer, 1 ½ 
gal shine 
Home $150 3/23/24 pg. 9 
Joe Matelich 315 E. Park Poss 3/26/24  Home $150 F 3/27/24 pg.9 
John McAtee 4th and 
Chestnut 
(old 
Granger 
place) 
 3/28/24 PS SDP $150F 3/29/24 pg.9 
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Rolly 
Thibedeau 
18 Main  Poss 3/28/24 PS Home $150F 3/29/24 pg.9 
Mrs Rachael 
Gust 
1015 E. 
Commercia
l 
Manu 3/28/24 PS 15 gal still,15 
gal mash, 57 qrt 
beer, 227 pints 
beer, ¾ gal shine  
Home 60 days $200 fine 3/29/24 pg. 9 
4/1/24 pg.11 
Mike 
O’Donell 
115 E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 
+ poss 
3/29/24 PS  fixtures, small 
qty. of liquor  
SDP $150 F 3/30/24 pg.8 
Nick Poscel 728 E. 7th Poss 3/29/24  Home $150 3/30/24 pg.8 
C.J. Gallager 
Charles 
Hushaw 
Near 
Washoe 
Park 
Manu 4/28/24 PS 150 gal still, 
250 gal mash, 10 
gal whiskey 
Home $500 each 4/29/24 pg.10 
Bob 
Milkovich 
George Boyle 
1100E. 3rd Manu 5/11/24 PS 50 gal still,15 
gal still, 5 gal. 
shine  
Home $150 5/12/24 pg. 8 
Mike 
Dugganzini 
113 
Washingto
n 
Manu 
plant 
(beer) 
5/23/24    5/24/24 pg. 9 
Dick Rowe 4th and 
Chestnut 
poss 5/27/24  SDP $500 5/27/24 pg. 10 
A.J. McAfee No.1 Main Poss 5/27/24  C&J pool 
hall 
$500 5/27/24 pg. 10 
John Carlisco 
John Justino 
No. 16 
Main 
Poss 5/27/24  SDP $500 5/27/24 pg. 10 
Jack 
Haradima 
E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 6/10/24 PS  Beer  $150F 6/11/24 pg. 9 
T.E Shannon 
Charles 
Lasage 
No. 14 
Main 
Poss in 
street 
+ 
vagran
cy 
6/12/24 PS  Bottle of shine  $500 bond- got 90 days 
suspended and $50 fine 
on promise to leave city 
6/14/24 pg. 8 
6/15/24 pg,8 
6/18/24 pg. 8 
 
Marc 
Williams 
701 E. 3rd MAN 6/21/24 PS  Fixtures, 
bottles of liquor,  
SDP Acquitted 6/22/24 pg.10 
6/27/24 pg. 8 
7/4/24 pg. 7 
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Sam Capp Powder 
Gulch 
Manu 7/23/24 PS  2 50 gal. stills, 
600 gal of mash 
Rural  7/24/24 pg. 5 
? Sand pit w 
of city 
 7/29/24 PS  2 75 gal stills, 
1,000 gal. mash, 75 
gal. shine. 
Rural  7/29/24  pg.5 
A.B. Lucas 
and 2 females 
907 ½ E. 
4th 
Manu 8/1/24 PS  80 gal, brew, 8 
cases beer 
 Only male arrested   
$200 bond   largest beer 
factory in Ana. 
8/2/24  pg.8 
John Doe  Manu 8/20/24 Silver coils (1st 
used in Montana) 
10,000 bottles 
scotch 
  9/16/24 pg. 5 
Rube 
Gallagher 
 Imbibi
ng to 
freely 
    10/2/24 pg.9 
Mrs. Dora 
Bollinger 
Cornelius 
Gallagher 
811 E. Park Manu. 10/8/24 PS   double mash  
boiler in operation, 
2 barrels mash, ½ 
gal. shine 
Home $1000 Bond  bench 
warrant for Gallagher 
Gallagher arrested 
11/1/24 $1000 bond 
Bollinger acquitted by 
jury 
10/9/24 pg.9 
10/10/24 pg.11 
10/11/24 pg.10 
11/2/24 pg.6 
3/31/25 pg.9 
Tom 
McMahon 
Cabin in 
rear of 400 
blk 4th and 
chestnut 
Poss. 
Of still 
10/15/24 PS  50 gal. still 300 
gal. mash 
Home 
behind 
SDP 
$300 F 10/16/24 pg.10 
Jeannie Doe  Bootle
gging 
10/23/24   $150 F 10/24/24 pg. 5 
Charles 
Tobich 
1100 blk E. 
3rd 
Manu. 10/31/24 PS  wine plant Home  11/1/24 pg.6 
Mike 
Dadaovich 
1019 E. 3rd Sale 11/14/24   $1000 bond 
 
Not guilty- jury 
11/15/24 pg.9 
3/31/25 pg.9 
4/1/25 pg.9 
Terry 
Kubrich 
822 E. Park MAN 11/18/24 PS  6 cases beer, 1 
½ qt shine, 4 gal 
wine 
SDP $500 bond 11/19/24 pg. 9 
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August 
Botzenhardt 
E. 3rd Manu, 11/25/24 PS  700 gal wine Home 30 days $200 fine 11/26/24 pg. 11 
Albert Shute 
E.A Carlson 
 
Manu. 
+ 
Transp
orting 
12/9/24 PS  50 gal. still 300 
gal mash 7 gal. 
shine 
Rural $300 fine 30 days 
$150 fine 
12/10/24 pg.5 
12/11/24 pg.9 
Guy V. Putty  Manu. 12/11/24   $500 fine + 30 days 12/11/24 pg. 9 
Mrs. Steve 
Gregovich 
500 E. 6th  Poss + 
resistin
g 
12/11/24 905 gal. wine Home $200 fine 12/12/24 pg.5 
Olga Peterson 
 
211 Cherry MAN 12/14/24  Busi $150F 12/15/24 pg. 9 
Mr Daly E. 3rd MAN 12/14/24  Busi $150 F 12/15/24 pg 9 
Mike 
O’Donell 
Commercia
l 
MAN 12/14/24  Busi $150 F 12/15/24 pg.9 
John Doe Commercia
l 
MAN 12/14/24  Busi $150 F 12/15/24 pg.9 
Mary Martin East Side MAN 12/14/24  Busi $150 F 12/15/24 pg.9 
James Mc 
Govern 
100 blk. E  
Park 
Poss 1/1/25  Business $150 F 1/2/25 pg.8 
Bob 
Greenwood 
Main MAN 1/14/25  SDP $150 1/15/25 pg. 6 
George 
Brown 
8th street Poss 
Still 
1/23/25 PS  still Home $500 bond 1/24/25 pg.6 
1/25/25 pg. 6 
Joe Andrews Cabin on 
deserted 
ranch 15 
mi E of 
Ana. 
(willow 
creek 
district) 
Poss  
still + 
transpo
rting 
2/12/25 PS  100 gal still 33 
barrels mash, 4 8 
gal kegs + 3 3 gal 
kegs of liquor 
Rural $300 +$150 bonds  2/13/25 pg. 8 
Pete Lazetich 
Mike 
Bojovich 
701 E. 
Park` 
 
Poss + 
sale 
2/24/25 PS  Liquor and 
store fixtures, 
furniture 
SDP $1000 Bond 
Found guilty $300 fine 
90 days 
2/25/25 pg. 9 
2/26/25 pg.9 
3/1/25 pg.9 
3/10/25 pg.6 
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4/3/25 pg.9 
4/4/25 pg. 6 
Charles 
Ballensehiag 
 Transp
orting 
3/24/25 PS car, liquor   $150 bond 3/25/25 pg.8 
James L. Platt  Vio 
prohib 
laws 
4/7/25 PS   2 stills + 2 
barrels mash 
 $200 fine 4/8/25 pg.6 
Delia Violet  Drunk
enness 
4/7/25   60 days unless she 
leaves city 
4/8/25 pg.8 
4-12-25 pg.9 
Guy V. Putty  1117 E, 4th Manu 5/6/25 PS  75 gal still, 400 
gal mash, 18 gal. 
shine   
 $300 Fine  ( 3rd charge) 
forfeited over $ 900 on 
3 cases for failure to 
appear  
5/7/25 pg. 9 
Pete Savich 424 E. 3rd MAN 5/21/25 PS ½ gal shine SDP $150 bond 5/21/25 pg. 9 
Vidik 
Vulcich 
W, Valley Manu 5/23/25 150 gal mash  $500 bond 5/24/25 pg. 9 
Tom Cooksie 211 Cherry MAN 5/23/25 PS pint of shine SDP $150 F 5/24/25 pg.10 
James Mc 
Guire 
 MAN  5/23/25 PS  ½ gal shine SDP $150 F 5/24/25 pg. 10 
Dan 
Ivancovich 
418 E. Park MAN 5/23/25 PS  ½ pint  shine SDP $150 F 5/24/25 pg. 10 
Frank Smith 
Jerry Martin  
 Transp
orting 
5/30/25   $150 Bond 
Jdg. Murphy no trial  
5/31/25 pg.10 
6/3/25 pg.9 
!James 
Dramgoole 
  5/27/25 PS  1 gal shine Business $150 bond 
Jdg. Murphy no trial 
5/28/25 pg.7 
6/3/25 pg.9 
Eric Larson  Poss 5/30/25 PS  Shine  $150 bond 
Jdg. Murphy no trial 
5/31/25 pg.10 
6/5/25 pg.2 
James Duffy 300 blk 
Chestnut 
MAN 6/3/25 PS   still, 1 gal 
shine, 10 gal 
whiskey 
Home Jdg. Murphy no trial 6/4/25 pg.9 
6/5/25 pg. 9 
Bert Wilson 211 Cherry MAN 6/27/25 PS  35 gal. shine, 5 
gal. gin 
Home 
Still was 
underneat
h trap 
door n 
 6/28/25 pg.7 
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kitchen 
floor 
Bea 
Anderson  
Jerry 
Marstens 
311 E. 
Commercia
l 
Sale 8/13/25  SDP $500 bond 
Sent to Fed court 
8/14/25 pg. 8 
Mike Novsel 612 E. 3rd Poss of 
still 
8/22/25 Still, 50 gal mash, 
shine 
Home -
Still in 
basement 
$500 Bond 8/23/25 pg.7 
Peter Martini 109 Main MAN 8/24/25 2 gal. shine, 15 gal 
beer in basement  
SDP $200 Bond  MAN 
charges dropped to 
possession, fined $75 
Busi was closed by 
officers and allegedly 
looted by them 11 
boxes cigar  $235  
8/25/25 pg.7 
8/29/25 pg.7 
Mike 
O’Donnel 
Mill Rd.      $300 bond 9-19-25 pg.5 
Bob 
Engleman 
 Transp
ort 
   $500 bond, sent to fed 
court 
9/24/25 pg. 11 
Hennes 
Johnson 
Eric Larson  
In barn at 
Johnson 
ranch near 
Warm 
Springs 
Operat
ing a 
still, 
poss 
liquor 
9/28/25 PS 60 gal. still, 500 
gal mash, 60 gal. 
shine 
Home $500 bond, sent to fed. 
court 
9/29/25 pg.9 
9/30/25 pg.9 
Frank Miller  W 3rd st Transp
orting 
10/10/25  PS 5 gal. liquor, 
car  
 $500 bond 10/11/25 pg. 7 
John Justin 109 Main MAN 10/14/25   sdp $150F 10/15/25 pg. 9 
Mike Smith 313 E. park           
MAN        
10/14/25  SDP $150F  10/15/25 pg.9 
Dan Trbovich 723 e. Park MAN 10/14/25  SDP $150F, Not guilty on 3 
counts sell, poss, MAN 
10/15/25 pg.9 
12/17/25 pg.9 
12/18/25 pg.10 
John 
Harringtod 
821 E. 3rd MAN 10/14/25  SDP $150 F, acquitted 10/15/25 pg.9 
12/20/25 pg.11 
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John Conners 102 E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 10/14/25  Busi $150F 10/15/25 pg.9 
Bert William 315 E park MAN 10/14/25  Busi $150F, Guilty Man, 
30days $100 fine 
10/15/25 pg.9 
12/19/25 pg.9 
Peter 
Sistovich 
423 E. 3rd MAN 10/15/25  Busi $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
Frank Feretti 722 E. 3rd MAN 10/15/25  SDP $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
Tony Jillian 1001 E. 3rd MAN 10/15/25  Busi $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
Steve Bulk 522 E 4th MAN 10/15/25  SDP $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
J. Malone 521 E. 3rd MAN 10/15/25  Busi $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
Nick Nages 503 E. park MAN 10/15/25  SDP $150F 10/16/25 pg.11 
Santi Moranti 
(Santa 
Moganuth) 
(Sante 
Muranti) 
On 
Addams 
Sale 10/17/25 PS, Wagon , 
Barrels of wine  
 $150 F, Guilty sale 90 
days $300 fine 
10/18/25 pg.9 
12/17/25 pg.9 
George 
Johnson 
No.3 Main MAN 10/21/25  SDP $150F 10/22/25 pg.11 
R.E. Jones 500 E. 3rd MAN 10/21/25  SDP $150F 10/22/25 pg.11 
Joe Sladich 600 E. 3rd MAN 10/21/25  SDP $150F 10/22/25 pg.11 
Jim Ryman 210 Cedar MAN 10/21/25  Busi $150F 10/22/25 pg.11 
Sid Meyers 212 Cedar MAN 10/23/25  SDP $150F 10/24/25 pg.9 
Phillip 
Jacques 
Mill Creek 
Hotel 
Sale   Busi $500 bond. 10/28/25 pg.9 
F. Hamil 
Fannie 
Swanson 
Ten Mile 
House 
E. of Ana. 
Sale 10/27/25 PS  196 bottles 
home brew, 4 gal. 
shine, 10 gal. keg 
wine 
Busi $500 bond. Hamil 
guilty sell $75 fine, 
Swanson charges 
dismissed 
10/28/25 pg.9 
12/16/25 pg.6 
Teddy 
Kubrich 
522 E. Park MAN 10/27/25  SDP $500 bond 10/28/25 pg.9 
 
Ben 
Anderson 
311 E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 10/27/25  SDP $500 bond 10/28/25 pg.9 
 
Martin Flynn 500 E. 3rd MAN 10/27/25  SDP $500 bond  10/28/25 pg.9 
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Eugene 
Martin 
500 E. 3rd MAN 10/27/25  SDP $500 bond 10/28/25 pg.9 
 
George Stull 106 E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 10/27/25  SDP $500 bond 10/28/25 pg.9 
 
John 
Mcmullan  
523 E. Park  10/29/25  SDP $500 bond 10/30/25 pg.7 
Angus 
McLeod 
407 E. Park MAN, 
poss, 
sale 
10/29/25  Busi Guilty sell, $200 fine 
60 days, other charges 
dismissed 
10/30/25. Pg7 
12/12/25 pg.8 
C.F. Baseman 212 Cedar MAN 10/29/25  SDP  10/30/25 pg.7 
Mike Church 313 E. Park MAN  PS  furniture, 
fixtures  
SDP Guilty MAN 30 days 
$100 fine 
11-14-25 pg. 8 
12/17/25 pg.9 
“Red: Lavis 600 blk. E 
4th 
Transp
ort 
11/21/25 PS  20 gal. shine. 
Ford truck 
  11/22/25 pg. 10 
Mike 
O’Conners 
313 
Chestnut 
MAN 12/5/25   $150F 12/6/25 pg.8 
John Elpido 213 
Washingto
n 
Poss 12/10/25 PS 2 qts. Shine Home $150F 12/11/25 pg.8 
12/12/25 pg.8 
Patrick 
Martin 
500 E 3rd Sale, 
poss, 
MAN 
12/10/25  SDP Guilty MAN, $100 fine 
30 days, sell, poss 
charges dismissed  
12/11/25 pg,8 
12/12/25 pg.8 
E.R. Wright 
George Boyle 
Rear 14 
Main 
Manu 12/13/25 PS 60 gal. still, 500 
gal. mash, 5 gal. 
shine 
Home $500 Bond (Boyles 6th 
offense), Boyles pleads 
guilty, Wright forfeits 
bond 
12/14/25 pg.7 
12/15/25 pg.7 
12/16/25 pg.7 
Anton Julian, 
Phillip 
Bonafiace 
   12/14/25 PS  18 cases beer, 
100 gal. wine,10 
gal gin, 2 kegs 
shine, furniture, 
fixtures 
Home/Bus
i 
Julian pleads guilty to 
sell  90 days $300 fine, 
Julian home raided 
again 12/19/25 PS80 
pts. Shine gal. gin, gal.  
grappo 
12/15/25 pg.7 
12/16/25 pg. 7 
1/12/26 pg. 9 
Dan Trbovich 
Mike Supith 
733 E. Park MAN 12/31/25 PS- 10 gal. shine, 5 
gal. whiskey 
Busi $150 bond 1/1/26 pg.8 
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Mrs. Rebecca 
Knight 
809 E. Park MAN 12/31/25 PS- 10 gal. keg 
shine 
Home/boa
rding 
$150 bond 1/1/26 pg.8 
 
Sidney Myers Main St. MAN 12/31/25 PS- few bottles 
whiskey 
Home $150 bond 1/1/26 pg 8 
Harry Snow  Smugg
ling 
into 
jail 
1/17/26 PS- flasks of 
whiskey 
 $1000 bond, pleads not 
guilty 
1/1826 pg.6 
1/20/26 pg.9 
Mike Dondall 720 E. 3rd Vio. 
Ord. 
388 
1/20/26 Kept busi locked 
during busi hours 
SDP Guilty $50 fine 1/21/26 pg.8 
1/23/26 pg.6 
1/26/26 pg.8 
Oscar 
Anderson, 
Eric Carlson, 
John Bourke 
(owner)  
515 E. 3rd MAN 1/26/26 PS- 30 gal shine,10 
pts. Shine,300 
empty flask 
Home, 2 
kegs 
rigged in 
attic with 
hose 
going 
through 
walls to 
baseboard 
in rm. 
Dispense 
from there 
 Anderson bed ridden 
not arrested, Eric 
Carlson – serving time 
for MAN at time at 
same lace, place at time 
was supposed to be 
closed, Bourke charged 
with contempt, Burke 
fined $200 
1/27/26 pg.8 
1/28/26 pg.7 
1/31/26 pg.8 
2/4/26 pg. 5  
Martin 
Harrison 
Rear of 408 
E. 3rd 
 MAN 1/26/26  Home $150 fine 1/27/26 pg.9 
1/28/26 pg.10 
Mrs Anna 
Wonsocket 
513 E. Park MAN 1/27/26 PS- 2 gal shine Home $150 bond 1/28/26 pg.10 
Lorens Jense Rear 607 
W. 
Commercia
l 
Sale + 
poss 
2/3/26 Sold liquor to kids 
who got arrested $1 
for bottle wine 
Home $1000 bond 2/426 pg.5 
2/5/26 pg.9 
2/6/26 pg.7 
Mrs. Rebecca 
Knight 
809 E. Park MAN 2/7/26 PS- 1 pt. shine` Home $150 bond 2/28/26 pg.7 
Maggie 
Brdovich 
1005 E. 3rd MAN 2/18/26  Home $300F 2/19/26 pg.8 
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Eli Klack 
(Klooch), 
Trixy Lacy, 
Lena Ehlman 
3 Main  MAN 3/1/26 PS- wine , ½ barrel 
raisin mash 
SDP Eli  charged with MAN, 
Trixy Lane charged 
with vagrancy 
3/1/26 pg.7 
3/2/26 pg.8 
P.P. Browne  Transp
ort 
3/1/26 PS- 2 pts. Whiskey, 
Dodge sedan 
 $150 fine 3/2/26 pg.3 
(A.W.)Gus 
Carlson 
Joe La Gue 
Rear 409 E. 
Chestnut 
MAN 3/9/26 PS-20 gal. shine Home $150 bond 3/10/26 pg.8 
3/11/26 pg.9 
3/28/26 pg.9 
John Pantry 722 E. Park MAN 3/9/26 PS- 3 gal shine  $150 fine 3/10/26 pg.8 
3/28/26 pg.9 
Alphonse 
Jacques 
Three Mile 
House 
MAN 3/16/26 PS- 10 gal keg 
liquor 
  3/17/26 pg.8 
Mansfield 
Curd 
Daly Gulch Manu. 3/21/26 PS- 15 gal. still, 2 
gal. shine 
Rural Convicted of manu. 
Before case sent to fed. 
Court 
3/22/26 pg.7 
 
Gus Carlson 219 
Chestnut 
MAN 3/27/26 PS- several pts. 
Liquor 
 Arrested while on bond, 
$150 bond on this 
charge 
3/28/26 pg.8 
Nick 
Laslovich 
217 
Washingto
n 
MAN 3/27/26 PS- 7 pts + 3 gal. 
shine, 10 gallon 
wine   
 $150 bond 3/28/26 pg.8 
James Golden 
+ 6 men 
Rear of 814 
E. 3rd 
DTP 3/30/26  Drinking 
club 
$10 fine 4/1/26 pg.9 
4/2/26 pg.9 
Rocco 
Budnick 
515 E. Park MAN 4/18/26 PS- 3 qts. Shine   4/19/26 pg.8 
J.B Walsh Rear of 
Goodfriend
’s clothing 
MAN 
+ Poss 
6/1/26   $500 bond 6/2/26 pg.7 
William 
Labbissonaire 
520 E. Park MAN 
+ Poss 
6/1/26   $500 bond 6/2/26 pg.7 
Tim Ryan, 
Ray Brown 
208 Cedar MAN 
+ Poss 
6/1/26   $500 bond 6/2/26 pg.7 
Albert 
Heaney, 
Sid Myers 
212 Cedar MAN 
+ Poss 
6/1/26  SDP $500 bond 6/2/26 pg.7 
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John Walsh 505 E. 3rd MAN 
+ Poss 
6/1/26   $500 bond 6/2/26 pg.7 
Tom Cauley 204 E. 
Commercia
l 
MAN 7/13/26  SDP $150F 7/14/26 pg.9 
Charles 
Gemmel 
E. Park 
Behind 
Sparrow 
Drug store 
MAN 7/13/26   Released on own recog. 7/14/26 pg.9 
Mike Dow 720 E. 3rd MAN 7/14/26  Moon 
joint 
$150F 7/15/26 pg.11 
7/16/26 pg.9 
Pete Barber 504 E. Park MAN 7/15/26  SDP $150 F 7/16/26 pg.9 
Marko 
Sronnoc 
211 
Chestnut 
MAN 7/18/26  BUSI $150 Bond 7/19/26 pg.7 
 
T.E. Reno 215 Cedar MAN 7/19/26   $150 F 7/20/26 pg. 11 
Carlo Seno 900 E. 3rd MAN 7/20/26  grocery $150F 7/21/26 pg.9 
Ed Black 100 Blk. 
Comercial 
MAN 7/22/26  Busi $150 F 7/23/26 pg.9 
Joe Franie 212 Cedar MAN 7/22/26  Busi  7/23/26 pg.9 
Mike Duganz 504 E. Park Openin
g 
before 
8 a.m. 
7/27/26  SDP $150 bond  $50 fine 7/28/26 pg.9 
Charles 
Johnson 
502 E. Park Openin
g 
before 
8 
7/27/26   SDP $150 bond  $50 fine 7/28/26 pg.9 
Anton Julian 716 E. 3rd MAN 7/28/26 PS- sm. Qty. of 
shine 
 $400 fine 100 days, 
charged with contempt 
as he was on probation 
at time of this charge. 
7/29/26 pg.6 
7/30/26 pg.9 
7/31/26 pg. 
11/14/26 pg. 9B 
Rudolfo 
Eurins, Scott 
Newman 
Centennial 
Mountain 
Manu 8/18/26 PS- 350 gal. still   8/19/26 pg.1 
James Reno 212 Main MAN 8/19/26   $150 bond 8/22/26 pg.11 
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Harry Snow Jail  Transp
ort, 
poss 
9/8/26 PS- 2 flasks of 
whiskey 
Jail- tried 
to 
smuggle 
liquor in 
for inmate 
$400 fine 4 months 9/9/26 pg.7 
9/11/26 pg.6 
Elmer 
Lundmark 
California 
Creek in 
Big Hole 
16 mi. from 
Ana 
Manu 10/1/26 PS- 25 gal. still, 5 
gal. shine 
Rural $500 bond  10/2/26 pg.6 
10/3/26 pg.9B 
Dave Beattie 104 E. 
Comm 
Poss , 
Sale 
11/1/26  SDP $500 bond 11/2/26 pg. 9 
John Clark 208 
Chestnut 
MAN 12/11/26   $150 bond 12/12/26 pg.3B 
P. Davidson Corner 4th 
and 
Chestnut 
MAN 12/11/26  SDP $150 bnd 12/12/26 pg.3B 
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              KEY 
         Manu. = Manufacture                   SDP=Soft Drink Parlor         $150F= Forfeited 
          Poss. = Possession                Busi= business            PS= Property Seizure 
         MAN = Maintaining a nuisance   NF = Nothing found              UK = Unknown           
Women Offenders are highlighted in yellow. 
  
Butte Miner Daily (BMD) 1-27-1923 /12-31-23  
Name address charge place PS Fine/bond BMD 
Jack Froelich 18 mile 
canyon 
Manu rural 30 gal still 
12 50gal barrels 
of mash, 3 gal 
shine 
 Jan. 27 pg.2 
Tom Lutey 601 E. Park Sale/ 
poss/Man 
SDP  30 days/ 
$100 
* 1/30/23 
pg.5 
Ray and Retz 
Gallagher 
Ranch near 
Little Basin 
Manu Rural 45 gal still  2/6/23 pg. 1 
Hazel Frace 
(Frazee) 
Little Joe 
Block 
Sale/ 
poss/MAN 
Store?  acquitted 2/6/23 pg.5 
Ray Gallagher 
and Eddi erule 
(ana) 
 Man/manu   $300F/$150
F 
2/7/23 pg 5 
Bill Snyder 13 W, Galena Operating a 
bootlegging 
resort 
Busi?  $150F 2/7/23 pg. 5 
** 
Gene 
Tracey/P. 
Pappas/ O. 
Iverson 
339 S. Arizona Sale Busi?   2/11/23 pg. 
13 
Pat Lehan 735 Main Sal/poss/ma
n 
  Acquitted 2/24/23 pg.6 
 
Pat Mullins  Poss   $300 fine 2/24/23 pg.6 
John Ceria      2/24/23 pg. 6 
Joe 
Kasonovich 
527 S. Arizona Poss SDP  $300 Fine 2/27/23 pg.6 
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Mrs. A Martini 
(ANA?) 
    $200 Fine 2/27/23 pg.6 
Charles Coll     $200 Fine 2/27/23 pg.6 
John Corts  Poss   $1000 Bond 
$200 Fine 
2/27/23 pg.6, 
3/9/23 pg.6 
Edward 
McHale 
    $1000 Bond 3/1/23 pg.7 
Charles Jones Midway 
between Butte 
and Anaconda 
Manu Ranch 25 gal still  3/16/23 pg.5 
*** 
John Sullivan     $1000 Bind 3/8/23 pg.6, 
3/9/23 pg.6 
Bill Brodwn     $1000 Bond 3/8/23 pg.6 
Maggie 
O’Brien 
     3/9/23 pg.6 
Mike 
Shaunessey 
807 E. Front Sale SDP (Hub 
Bar) 
  3/19/23 pg.3 
C.B Snyder 
(blacksmith) 
Small gulch 6 
mi. N of 
“hump” on 
Anaconda Rd.  
Manu Rural 8 stills (60 gal 
cap.) 3,500 gal 
mash 
$300 bond 3/15/23 pg/7 
**** 
Harry Randell  Man   $150 F 3/30/23 pg.5 
Pat Connelly  Manu SDP  30 days/ 
$150 fine 
3/31/23 pg.3 
Fred Hagen 705 E. Park    30 days/ 
$140 fine 
5/15/23 p.6 
Jack Jackson 1 mile from 
poor farm 
   3 months/ 
$150 fine 
5/15/23 Pg.6 
Mrs. Pat 
Gibbons 
235 W. copper 
st. 
Sal/poss/ma
n 
  Acquitted 5/15/23 p.6 
Hubers 
Woving 
     5/15/23 p.6 
Anthony 
Carney 
205 W. Quartz    7 mo/$350 
Fine 
appeals 
5/17/23 p.6, 
5/23/23 p.6 
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George Nelson  Manu/poss   3 mo./ $150 
Fine 
5/17/23 p.6 
Mrs. Frank 
Violet 
 Sale/poss   Not guilty 5/17/23 p.6 
Pat Bown  Poss   $125 fine 5/23/23 p.6 
Dennis Lynch  Poss   $50 Fine 5/23/23 p.6 
Martin Burke Place in 
Florence 
Hotel(miss?) 
   Place abated 
and charges 
dismissed 
5/23/23 p.6 
Frank White  MAN   $150F 7/25/23 p5 
John Doe  Manu   $300F 7/23/25 p5 
Jim Lallos  Manu  2 60 gal stills $300F 7/23/25 p5 
Leo Rattner  Manu   $300F 7/25/23 p5 
 
Bob White  MAN   $150F 7/25/23 p5 
 2317 Elm 
Street 
  75 gal copper 
still, 4 barrels 
mash 
Abandoned 
building 
7/27/23 p5 
Mike Sweeney  MAN   $150F 8/4/23 p6 
Peter Jobe  MAN   $150F 8/4/23 p6 
Tom 
Stenovick 
 Manu   $300F 8/4/23 p6 
Paddy Kehoe 
(Quinn) 
 bootlegging    8/14/23 p7 
Mike Cleary 
(operator) / 
Judge John J 
McHatten 
(owner) 
The Ocean Bar 
59 E. Park 
bootlegging SDP  Ordered 
closed/ 
$1000 bond 
8/14/23 p7, 
8/15/23 p3 
George Papp  bootlegging    8/14/23 p5 
J.J. Kelly / Pat 
Mulderig 
 bootlegging    8/14/23 p5 
Barbara Nool Cherry St 
(McQueen 
Addition 
Vio. Pro. 
Law 
  $1000 Bond 8/14/23 p7 
^^ 
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Geneva E. 
Mclhamm 
Employed @ 
Silver City 
Club 
Sale Busi  $200 fine 
pled guilty  
8/15/23 p3 
Mike Healey     $1000 Bond 
/ bond paid 
by two 
housewives 
8/15/23 p3 
James 
Connelly 
  SDP  $1000 Bond 8/15/23 p3 
Paddy Keefe     $1000 Bond 8/15/23 p3 
Owen 
McDevitt 
    $1000 Bond 8/15/23 p3 
Jack Drew     $200 Fine 8/16/23 p5 
Constance 
Schultz 
526 e. park  SDP  $200 Fine/ 
paid with 
cash on hand 
8/16/23 p5 
Pete Naughton     $200 fine 8/16/23 p5 
Nick Russo     $200fine 8/16/23 p5 
Grace Hughes 
/ Nellie 
Gillespie 
101 + 106 N 
Montana 
Poss Homes 2,000 qts of 
liquor 
$150 bond 8/18/23 p6 
Bert Hughes 1204 Kaw Ave Poss Home  $150F 8/18/23 p6 
John Patterson 1270 Oregon 
Ave. 
Poss Home  $150F 8/18/23 p6 
Emil Irvine E. Park Poss   $150F 8/18/23 p6 
C.H. James Main and 
Mercury 
Manu SDP  Wife turned 
him in 
8/20/23 p6 
Mrs. C.H. 
James 
Near Ophir 
Mine on S 
Dakota 
 home 1 pitcher beer 
discarded 
No charges 8/20/23 p6 
Harry Randell     $200 / 30 
days 
8/22/23 p4 
Phil Reed     $1000 bond 8/22/23 p4 
James 
Fullerton 
300 block N 
Main 
Manu   $300F 8/28/23 p7 
Hans Schille  MAN   $100F 8-28-23 p7 
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Tony 
Simantirakis 
49 E Galena Poss   Charged by 
Gov. not 
state 
8/30/23 p5 
Fred Ore 319 E 
Aluminum 
poss  50 cases beer,30 
gal shine 
$150 bond 8/31/23 p5 
Thomas 
Hueston 
101 W Copper MAN Apt. Large qty of 
wine, gin, shine 
$150 bond 9/6/23 p5 
Joe Dini / Mrs. 
Dini (his 
mother, 
widow) 
1513 N Main Manu? Home  Widow 
arrested 4x 
always let go  
9-7-23 p6 
Nora 
Gallagher 
(widow) 
2146 S 
Wyoming 
 Home  Mother of 
five, let go 
9-7-23 p6 
Henry Schott 
(aka John 
Sullivan) /Ed 
McIntee 
7 miles S of 
Butte, 50 
yards E of Mil. 
RR right of 
way, 
Underground 
(widow Brown 
Ranch) 
Manu Rural 3 vats (1,000 gal 
each), 300 gal 
doubler, dry 
steam operation, 
could produce 
1,000 gal a shift, 
used in another 
raided operation, 
dynamited 
McIntee-
$200 fine 
Shutte- $200 
fine/ 60 
days/ costs 
9/26/23 p 
1,2,3 
5/20/24 p5 
Paddy Gilmore  Poss SDP Arrest happened 
on June 28  
$150 fine 10/5/23 p6 
Gertrude 
Bennet (17)/ 
Frank Bennet 
(father) 
    Frank took 
responsibilit
y Gertrude 
charges 
dropped 
10/16/23 p5 
Mary Bell The Whte 
Front 
(Meaderville) 
 SDP 9 qts liquor/ 6 
gal wine/seizure 
and auction/ 
abatement 
 10/16/23 p5 
James Martin 339 S Arizona Poss SDP Quantity liquor  10/19/23 p5 
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Matt Yermo 368 Granite MAN Home Quantity of 
liquor 
$150 bond 10/23/23 p7 
John Thomas 259 E park MAN Home Quantity of 
liquor 
$150 Bond 10/23/23 p7 
Angus Waden 113 Covert st Manu  7 barrels mash, 
10gal still, 5 gal 
liquor 
 10/23/23 p7 
Joe Metalich     $100 fine 
+costs 
10/26/23  p6 
Charles 
Isaacson 
    $100 fine + 
costs 
10/26/23 p6 
Henry Schott 
(aka John 
Sullivan) /Ed 
McIntee 
7 miles S of 
Butte, 50 
yards E of Mil. 
RR right of 
way, 
Underground 
Manu Rural 3 vats (1,000 gal 
each) 
  
Harry Catlin     60 
days/$100 
10.30/23 p11 
Chris Sidaris 32 Mercury  SDP  75 days/ 
$100 +costs 
10.30/23 
p11, 
10/26/23 p6 
Hubert Woring      10.30/23 p11 
John Jenks   Poss   10.30/23 p11 
Ed Taylor      10.30/23 p11 
Louis 
Brecktold/ 
John Smith 
Near Rocker Operating a 
still 
  90 
days/$100 
10.30/23 p11 
Phil Vineyard      10.30/23 p11 
J.C. Gilman     Forfietedx2 10.30/23 p11 
Oscar 
Tangren/Joe 
Koski 
Tangrens SDP Sale SDP Furniture/fixture
s / liquor 
 11/1/23 p.6 
Minnie 
Fitzpatrick 
  Boarding 
house 
 Acquitted 11/8/23 pg.3 
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Steve Tesla  Sale busi 5 barrels (52 Gal 
cap) of wine, 1 qt 
whiskey, bar 
fixtures, cigs 
 11/8/23 pg.3 
John Newell 119 S. Main Poss SDP  $150 Bond 11/9/23 pg.5 
E.C Hill  Poss   $150 bond 11/9/23 pg.5 
Frank Kunct 114 S. Main Manu. home Still $300 bond 11/9/23 pg.5 
Jim 
Chambers/Jack 
Jones/ H.C. 
Jones 
26 SW of 
Butte, just off 
Big Hole 
River 
Manu. Rural 75 + 125 gal 
stills, Shine, 
sugar 
 11/14/23 
pg.5 
Charles 
Hutala/ Nick 
Koskolan/Fran
k Sullivan 
 Bootlegging   $150Fx3 11/14/23 
pg.6 
John Doe 
Spencer 
Arizona Sale/ poss SDP 1 pt whiskey  11/14/23 
pg.6 
Paul Murphy  Sale SDP   11/16/23 
pg.6 
George 
Belkey/ Jim 
Doyle 
 Whiskey 
operations 
   11/16/23 
pg.6 
Mrs. Minnie 
Fern/John 
Keenan 
305 ½ 
Woolman/108 
Mullins, 
Centerville 
Manu Home 200 gal mash, 2 
gal shine 
$300 bond 
x2 
11/21/23 
pg.6***** 
William 
Hansen 
 Transport   $300 bond 11/25/23 
pg.6 
James Conely/ 
Jack Murphy 
 Manu Near beer 
emporium 
Liquor  11/26/23 
pg.5 
Charles 
Morgan 
     11/26/23 
pg.5 
C.J. Edwards  Poss    11/26/23 pg. 
5 
Paddy Mullins  Bootlegging   $200 Fine 11/28/23pg.5 
John Smith E. Park     12/4/23 pg.6 
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E. Seataglini 25 E, Park     12/4/23 pg.6 
Mrs Cronis 1117 S. 
Franklin 
    12/4/23 pg.6 
George 
Muhich 
1302 e. Park     12/4/23 pg.6 
Rubis Houston S. Main     12/4/23 pg.6 
Made West N. Montana 
St. 
    12/4/23 pg.6 
Ben Johnson  Manu   $300F 12/9/23 pg.6 
Julius Rodoni 249 E. Park  SDP  $1000 Bond/ 
vacated 
12/22/23 
pg.6 ^ 
Jay 
McCormick 
8 W Galena  SDP  $1000 Bond/ 
vacated 
12/22/23 
pg.6, 
12/23/23 
pg.5 
6/24/24 p 
H.J. Daily (aka 
Harry Davis 
from Helena) 
W. Park Street   $4,000 worth of 
liquor 
$150 bond 1/3/24 pg.1 
City of 
Butte/William 
Boyce / Oren 
Osburn 
Thompson Inn 
(formerly Nine 
Mile Hotel) 
Sale Busi  Thompson 
Inn owned 
by city 
leased to 
Will and 
Oren, found 
guilty 
9/2/25 p5. 
12/13/25 p5 
   
 
    
` BMD 1-1-24/12-31-24 
Name Address Charge Place PS Fines/Bonds BMD 
Pencey 
Mumford 
412 ½ S 
Main 
Conducting a 
disorderly 
house 
Rooming 
house 
habitues 
 $100 Bond 1/10/24 p5 
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Jennie Doe 340 S Main Conducting a 
disorderly 
house 
Rooming 
house 
habitues 
 $150 Bond 
$150 fine 
1/10/24 p5 
1/11/24 p6 
Ella Burkhart W Porphyry Conducting a 
disorderly 
house 
Rooming 
house 
habitues 
 $100 Bond  1/10/24 p5 
Mrs. Scanlon 235 E. 
Broadway 
Disorderly 
house 
Home  $150F 1/11/24 p6 
Henry Hekla 470 E 
Broadway 
MAN SDP  $150F 1/11/24 p6 
John Harry 29 E 
Mercury 
MAN SDP  $150F 1/11/24 p6 
James Boyle 555 S 
Arizona 
MAN SDP  $150F/ $200 
fine/ 100 days 
1/11/24 p6 
5/20/25 
p5Bob  
Frank Peck 2448 Nettle 
St 
Manu  Still  1/15/24 p6 
Elim Richard 412 E Galena Manu  Still  1/15/24 p6 
John Smith 5 S Arizona MAN    1/15/24 p6 
John Doe 246 E Park MAN SDP   1/15/24 p6 
Charles 
Battenschag 
555 S 
Arizona 
MAN SDP   1/22/24 p5 
Frank Kinsbury 303 E 
Platinum 
MAN    1/22/24 p5 
Madge West E Mercury MAN   $150 bond 1/26/24 p5 
Jack Corkas 127 S 
Wyoming 
MAN SDP  $150 Bond 1/26/24 p5 
Bill Mullaney S. Arizona   Qty. of 
liquor 
 1/31/24 p5 
Mike McGon Residence at 
Brown Gulch 
MAN Home 100 gal 
liquor 
 2/2/24 p5 
John Sallo  223 E Park MAN SDP  $150 Bond 2/4/24 p7 
Jack Lucy 106 E Park MAN SDP  $150 Bond 2/4/24 p7 
Ned Lowney  MAN Drink 
Emporium 
liquor $150 Bond 2/5/24 p5 
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Tom Blake  MAN Drink 
Emporium 
liquor $150 Bond 2/5/24 p5 
Joe West  MAN Drink 
Emporium 
liquor $150 Bond 2/5/24 p5 
Reese Williams 
????? 
 MAN Drink 
Emporium 
liquor $150 Bond 2/5/24 p5 
John Smith  MAN Drink 
Emporium 
liquor $150 Bond 2/5/24 p5 
John Henry 
Sieber 
1101 E 
Galena 
   Charged a 
month ago on 
moonshining/ 
had been 
paroled on 
murder 
2/7/24p5 
H.C and Jack 
Jones 
  rural Still Joint bond of 
$2,300  
2/7/24 p5 
Edward Heinz Near Tivoli 
Brewery/ 
former 
employee 
Manu  Washer 
boiler still 
$300 Bond 2/13/24 p5 
 2416 Parrot  house 40 gal still,5 
barrels 
mash, qty of 
whisky 
 3/1/24 p5 
 516 W 
Aluminum 
Manu  Still, more 
than 100 gal 
mash 
$300 Bond 3/5/24 p5 
 1704 
Lafayette 
Manu  Still $300 Bond 3/5/24 p5 
Helen Moore   Poss  Case from 
February 
1923 
$200 Fine 3/8/24 p5 
J.J. Kelly 321 E Curtis Sale  Gal of shine $150 Bond 3/21/24 p5 
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Tom Williams 2000 blk of 
Lawrence st 
Manu  150 gal still, 
30 barrels 
mash, shine 
$300 Bond 3/21/24 p5 
Jack Toomey     30 days / $100 
fine 
3/22/24 p5 
John McCoy     $200 fine 3/22/24 p5 
Martin 
O’Connell 
361 E 
Broadway 
MAN  100 bottles 
beer 
$150 3/26/24 p5 
Ed Horgan 739-741 N 
Main 
Manu House 100 gal 
whisky, 450 
gal mash 
(poisoned) 
$300F 3/29/24 p5 
Charles Stewart 1191 S Main Sale SDP  $150 Bond 3/29/24 p7 
R. Wade 311 S Main Sale SDP  $150 Bond 3/29/24 p7 
E.C. Collins 1 W Mercury Sale SDP  $150 Bond 3/29/24 p7 
Harry James 101 S Main Sale SDP  $150 Bond 3/29/24 p7 
Chris Sedaris 34 E Galena Sale SDP  $150 Bond/ 
Permanent 
Injuction 
3/29/24 p7 
7/16/24 p6 
Mike Bulatovich  Sale/ poss   $200 Bond 
$5 fine 
3/26/24 
p5, 
12/13/25 
p5  
Joe Stepich  Sale   $200 Bond/ 
dismissed 
3/26/24 
p5, 
12-13-25 
p5 
Dan Holland 137 E Park  SDP   4/8/24 p2 
Mike Babsich 137 E park  SDP   4/8/24 p2 
Bill Snyder 8 W Galena  SDP   4/8/24 p2 
Mike 
Shaughnessy 
Front Street 
across from 
depot 
    4/8/24 p2 
Julius Peters/ 
Charles Erb/ 
James Wlliams 
The crown 
Bar 
 SDP  60 days/ $200 
fine +costs 
(Erb) 
4/8/24 p2, 
12/28/26 
p3 
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Jerry Buckley  Manu SDP  $1,000 bond/ 
shot in leg 
vacated 
4/15/24 p5 
4/16/24 p5 
6/24/24 p5 
S.C Copper 1300 blk on 
W Park 
Manu Garage of 
home 
30 gal still $1000 bond` 4/19/24 p5 
Dan Morris 1900 blk of S 
Idaho 
Manu Home 50 gal still $1000 bond 4/26/24 p5 
Barney (James) 
Boyle 
Utah Ave. Sale Busi Liquor $200 Bond 
Acquitted 
(known 
moonshiners on 
jury) 
56/19/24 
p5/3/24 p5 
J.L Morrow     $300 fine/ 90 
days/costs 
5/7/24 p5 
George 
Henderson  
    $200 fine/ 30 
days/costs 
5/7/24 p5 
Joe Doyett     $300 fine/ 90 
days 
5/8/24 p5 
Tony Hannigan     $100 fine/ 30 
days/costs 
5/8/24 p5 
A.A. Couture  Manu  still  5/8/24 p5 
Constantine 
Schultz 
  SDP   5/9/24 p6 
Nick 
Koskouious 
 MAN SDP  Vacated/ 
permanent in 
junction 
5/9/24 p6 
6/24/24 p5 
7/16/24 p6 
Art Mayfiled      5/9/24 p6 
Tom O’Brien    $100 fine / 
30 days 
 5/9/24 p6 
D. Enright    $100 fine / 
30 days 
 5/9/24 p6 
Pat Sullivan    $100 fine  5/9/24 p6 
Louis Larson   
 
     5/9/24 p6 
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Tom Carr 701 Utah  The 
National 
Bar 
  5/9/24 p6 
J. R. Marling/ 
Charlie Whitlock 
119 S Main  SDP 
 
  5/9/24 p6 
Jim Chambers/ 
Harry Graves 
114 S Main    Chambers- 
$200 fine/ 
costs/4 months 
5/9/24 p6 
5/20/24 p5 
Amanda 
Gilbertson 
 Moonshining SDP  $250/ no jail 
(even though 
mandatory) 
5/10/24 p5 
Jim Smith Ohio and 
Curtis 
MAN   $150F 5/13/24 p5 
Julius Miller/ 
Frank Wilson 
2400 blk 
Parrot st 
Manu House Large still, 
25 barrels 
mash 
$300 bond 5/16/24 p5 
Chris Sederis 24 E Galena MAN SDP 60 pints 
shine, 3 ½ 
pint gin, 10 
½ case beer, 
small qty of 
liquor in 10 
gallon keg 
Liquor, fruit 5/19/24 p5 
Yelma Helstrom 434 E 
Broadway 
MAN SDP  $300 Bond 5/19/24 p5 
John Blyth 701 Utah MAN   $300 bond 5/19/24 p5 
H.C Schilley/ 
Roy McLeod 
(both implicated 
with Chambers) 
    Schilley $200/ 
30 days 
McLeod $150 
fine 
5/20/24 p5 
Al Kennedy Northern 
Hotel 
MAN Busi  $150 bond 5/20/24 p5 
Pearl Maxwell W Silver MAN Busi Beer, wine, 
shine 
$150f 5/21/24 p5 
Nick Mosovick/ 
Dan Vukovich 
N Arizona MAN SDP  $150 bond 5/27/24 p5 
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W. Harlan Emma’s 
Brewery/ W 
Galena 
MAN Busi 1,200 qts 
beer +800 
qts brewing 
on stove 
 5/28/24 p5 
William S 
Pango/ 
Mike Cleary 
The Busy 
Bee Cigar 
Store 22 S 
Main 
 BUsi 2 bottles 
shine 
$200 bond 5/28/24 p5 
Valentine Kirpan Tunnel N of 
Meaderville 
Manu Rural Still, mash 
qty of shine 
$300 bond 5/29/24 p5 
Dan Sullivan 8 W Galena MAN SDP  $150f 6/5/24 p5 
Jennie Lee 2221 
Princeton 
   $150F 6/5/24 p5 
Pete Pearson W Sheridan 
(Harrison 
Hotel) 
MAN Busi  $150F 6/5/24 p5 
Joe Lavole 8 W Galena MAN SDP  $150 bond 6/7/24 p5 
Mike Povlich 327 S 
Arizona 
MAN SDP  $150 Bond 6/7/24 p5 
Frank Smith 101 W 
Mercury 
MAN   $150 Bond 6/7/24 p5 
Oscar Koble 553 S 
Arizona 
MAN SDP  $150 Bond 6/9/24 p5 
Bill Davis 130 S Main MAN Busi  $150 Bond 6/9/24 p5 
James Reagan 414 S Main MAN Busi liquor $150 Bond 6/9/24 p5 
Dave 
Jenkins/Robert 
Lilly 
739 Utah Sale Busi Liquor Acquitted (2nd 
trial of Rankin 
2nd acquittal) 
6/21/24 p5 
P.J. Lalley 637 W 
Granite (sits 
between 
Chief 
Murphys 
house and 
pastor’s 
house) 
Manu Busi 25 gal still, 
qty of shine, 
beer 
$400 bond 6/25/24 p5 
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Lee Wah Nine Mile MAN Busi 80 Gal 
shine 
 6/28/24 p6 
Dave Jenkins/ 
William Case/ 
Annie Gordon 
739 Utah Disposal of 
liquor 
Busi  Permenant 
injunction 
7/2/24 p8 
7/16/24 p6 
Mike Hruses 1204 W 
Silver (near 
school of 
Mines) 
Manu  75 gal still, 
5 barrels 
mash, 30 
gal shine 
 7/3/24 p5 
L.M. Van  Transporting 
(across 
Canadian 
border) 
 Car  7/16/24 p5 
Angus Waden Rear of 300 
blk E Granite 
Manu  30 gal still, 
5 barrels 
mash, small 
qty shine 
 7/25/24 p6 
“John Smith” Peek a Boo 
Gulch/  
Manu Rural 2 stills 75 
and 60 gal, 
15 gal 
mash, 50 
gal shine 
Butte –Dillion 
highway Near 
Dryden ranch 
after 10 mile 
high speed 
chase/ $400F 
8/23/24 p6 
Joe Corise Dairy Ranch Manu Rural busi 100 gal still, 
milk cans 
holding 40 
gal shine 
 9/12/24 p5 
Orville T Duffy 
(wife served 
liquor to teenage 
girls) 
Dance Hall 
123 S Main 
MAN Busi  $150 F/ 2 
bench warrants 
8/16/24 p5 
10/24/24 
p5 
10/5/24 p5 
Bert Williams 119 S Main MAN SDP  $150 bond 10/2/24 p5 
Joe Soencer 1 W Mercury MAN SDP  $150 bond 10/2/24 p5 
Chuck Fuller 14 W 
Mercury 
MAN SDP  $150 Bond 10/2/24 p5 
Harry White 8 W Galena MAN SDP  $150 10/2/24 p5 
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William Vadnais 1854 
Harrison (2nd 
floor) 
Manu (second 
run 
moonshine) 
Home Still, mash  10/24/24 
p5 
Mrs Rose 
Popovich/ E. 
Vatz 
 Manu   $300F 11/4/24 p5 
Carl Peterson 120 E Park MAN SDP   11/13/24 
p5 
Frank Ryan/ 
George Jordan 
Short 
distance from 
Whitehall a 
mile from 
bridge 
Manu  175 gal 
still15 
barrels 
mash, 60 
gal shine  
 11/17/24 
p5 
Mrs. R Tuttle 
Hubby owned 
SDP 1926 
621 Utah Transporting   $25 fine 11/21/24 
p5 
Joe Elich 206 E Curtis Poss home 450 gal 
wine 
$150 bond 12/4/24 p5 
Frank Rice 3116 Evans Manu home 40 gal still, 
4 barrels 
mash, small 
bottle shine 
$400 Bond 12/4/24 p5 
Pat Gannon First block 
W of Main 
on Copper 
Manu  40 gal still, 
several 
hundred 
pds. Of 
mash 
 12/23/24 
p5 
 
     
      
 BMD 1-1-1925/12-31-1925  
Name Address Charge Place PS Fine/bond BMD 
Jack Ryan  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
Joe Spencer  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
Mrs. Scandini  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
Oscar Kobi  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
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John McKenna  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
Joe Harris  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
John Smith (alias 
?) 
 MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
Joe Bush  MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
John Smith 
(alias?) not same 
as above 
 MAN   $150F 1/9/25 p5 
John Slater 402 E 
Broadway 
Poss/ sale    1/18/25 p5 
Henry Siben/ Joe 
Carhill 
1011 E 
Mercury 
Manu    1/18/25 p5 
Nick Russo 227 S Main Poss/ sale Restaurant/ 
SDP 
2 glasses 
moonshine 
$300 
fine/90 
days 
1/21/25 p5 
John O’Gerlin 400 blk S 
Ohio 
Manu Home 10 gal still, 
15 gall 
shine, 
several 
barrels 
raisin mash 
$400 Bond 1/23/25 p 5 
Mike and Tom 
Stanovich  
Near Basin 
Creek  
Manu x2 rural 20 gal still. 
Qty of 
shine 
$300 bond  2/4/25 p4 
X2 
George Bubeck 1900 blk S 
Idaho 
  60 gal still  2/10/25 p5 
Stephen Baricevic 1900 blk S 
Washington 
  40 gal still  2/10/25 p5 
John Crawford 719 N Main MAN SDP  $150F 2/12/25 p5 
Martin Evanoff 219 S 
Arizona 
MAN   $150F 2/12/25 p5 
John Davis 261 E Park MAN SDP  $150F 2/12/25 p5 
Stephen Baricivic 1908 S 
Washington 
Manu   $400F 2/12/25 p5 
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Joe Andrews Deserted 
ranch cabin  
in hills 
between mill 
Creek and 
Willow Creek 
Possessing 
still/ 
Transport 
rural 100 gal 
still, 32 
barrels 
mash, eight 
gallon kegs 
and 1 3 gal 
keg, car 
$300 and 
$100 bond 
2/13/25 p8 
George Leonard Extreme end 
of Willow st 
East 
MAN  2 stills 
60,25 gal, 
18 barrels 
mash,50 gal 
whisky 
 3/6/25 p5 
Mrs Zegie  MAN Home 30 gal still, 
16 barrels 
mash,qty 
shine 
 3/6/25 p5 
Ed Kennedy 2000 blk Elm 
st 
  4,000 
bottles. 
4,000 qrts 
beer 
,   4-24-25 p5 
John Nevis 1600  blk 
Harrison 
MAN  Qty of 
whisky 
$150 bond 4/24/25p5 
J.E McCormick N Wyoming Transporting   $300 fine 4/28/24 p5 
H. Clark 160 N Main Bootlegging   $150F 4/28/24 p5 
Percy Lewis 601 E Park Bootlegging SDP  $150F 4/28/24 p5 
John Gust 545 E Park Bootlegging SDP  $150F 4/28/24 p5 
John White Walnut st Bootlegging   $150F 4/28/24 p5 
A. Egan 330 E Park Bootlegging   $150F 4/28/24 p5 
Dave Grady S Arizona Bootlegging   $150F 4/28/24 p5 
Andrew Segur 470 E 
Broadway 
Bootlegging   $150F 4/28/24 p5 
Ben Price New Street Distributing 
(party) 
home Bottle of 
liquor 
$100 5/6/25 p5 
Harry Edwards  Bootlegging   $150F 5/6/25 p5 
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Mrs. Bula Brady 2027 Elm Operating a 
distillery (2nd 
largest) 
home 60 cases 
beer 
(medicinal 
quality) 
 5/7/25 p5 
Robert McCleary Sale    $100 fine/ 
30 day 
5/14/25 p5 
Joe Laird Sale    $200 fine 5/14/25 p5 
John Uhl Sale    $200 fine/ 
30 days 
5/14/25 p5 
Ed McCauley 1500 B block Operating a 
still 
 60 gal still, 
mash, 
whisky 
 5/19/25 p5 
Ameil Drakos     $125 fine/ 
90 days 
5/19/25 p6 
Franklin Pierce     $300 fine 5/19/25 p6 
Ray Deotte/ 
Minnie Fitzpatrick 
  SDP  Charges 
dismissed 
5/19/25 p6 
Fred Wiley/ Bill 
Green/ Bill Jones 
    $200 bond 5/19/25 p6 
Bob and George 
Lilly/ William 
Hall 
    $300 fine/ 
100 days 
5/20/25 p5 
Paddy O’Neil  Sale   $100 fine/ 
100 days 
5/20/25 p5 
Mike Buckley     $200 fine/ 
100 days 
5/20/25 p5 
Andrew Mitchell  Manu  300 gal still Not guilty 5/20/25 p6 
Mrs. P.F. Skelly  115 W 
Porphyry 
MAN 
(selling to 
students) 
Home 74 bottles 
of beer, 3 
bottles fig 
wine 
$150F 5/21/23 p5 
Ed Farrando 2240 
Leatherwood 
Sale Busi Thousands 
of $ woth 
of wine and 
other liquor 
(was a 
$1,200 fine 6/2/25 p6 
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company 
for which 
he provided 
liquor)   
H.R Mooney Wharton st 
near 
Gladstone 
Operating a 
still 
 60 gal still, 
20 barrels 
mash, 60 
gal shine 
 6/3/25 p5 
Jim Burns  MAN   $150F 6/6/25 p5 
Peter Jackson  MAN   $150F 6/6/25 p5 
Thomas Huston  MAN   $150F 6/6/25 p5 
Bill Hayes  MAN   $150F 6/6/25 p5 
R. Wilson  MAN   $150F 6/6/25 p5 
Mrs. Nelson 24 S 
Wyoming 
MAN SDP  $150 bond 6/11/25 p5 
Paul Constantis 37 N Main MAN   $150 Bond 6/11/25 p5 
Peter Konola 
(Knovlar) 
 Operating a 
still 
Rural 2 stills (50-
80 gal), 50 
gal mash, 
70 gal shine 
$600F 6/17/25 p5 
6/18/25 p5 
George Clayton   Operating a 
still 
  $300 bond 7/3/25 p5 
Charles Wilson/ 
John Smith 
Moose Creek Manu/ sale Rural  Joint bond 
$300 
7/3/25 p5 
Teddy Traparish S Main    $200 bond 7/3/25 p5 
Frank Kopp     $200 bond 7/3/25 p5 
Walter Edwards Main and 
Mercury 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
George Johnson W Galena    $150F 7/9/25 p5 
 
Joe Parker (not 
Parker of 
Walker’s) 
200 blk W 
Park 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
Joe Edwards 500 blk S 
Main 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
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Frank Kennedy 300 blk S 
Main 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
H. Randall 300 blk S 
Main 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
John Smith  S Wyoming    $150F 7/9/25 p5 
Jim Smith E Mercury    $150F 7/9/25 p5 
Jim Jones 1100 blk Utah    $150F 7/9/25 p5 
John Dundee 100 blk N 
Wyoming 
   $150F 7/9/25 p5 
Joe Smith E Mercury    $150F 7/9/25 p5 
Percy Lewis 400 S Main     7/9/25 p5 
William Mantau Near 
Homesake 
Operating a 
still 
rural 40 gal still, 
mash, shine 
 7/22/25 p5 
J. Murphy 719 N 
Wyoming 
Operating a 
still 
  $400 bond 7/22/25 p5 
Frank Purdy/ 
Harry Cosgrove 
Several miles 
SE of divide 
Operating a 
still 
rural 2 stills, 5 
500 gal vats 
of mash, 
120 gal 
shine 
 7/28/25 p5 
F.J. Davis/ Frank 
Dick 
2200 blk 
Ottawa 
MAN  3,000 
bottles of 
ale and beer 
( hid in 
Barrels) 
 7/30/25 p5 
Jack Gillispie E Park  SDP  $400F 8/11/25 p5 
George Johnson     $150 F 8/11/25 p5 
Ben Simpson     $150 F 8/11/25 p5 
Ben Waller     $150 F 8/11/25 p5 
Julius Angosci     $150 F 8/11/25 p5 
James ..le Shields and 
Talbot st 
 SDP   8/13/25 p5 
…. White 88 Howard st  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Nick  …itz 94 Pine  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Theodore 
Vonderberg 
4 S Main  SDP  $200 bond 8/13/25 p5 
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Bert Jones 114 E Galena  SDP  $200 bond 8/13/25 p5 
Jack  … 7  S. 
Wyoming 
 SDP   8/13/25 p5 
John McAfee 111 S 
Arizona 
 SDP  3 x 
offender 
found not 
guilty 
8/13/25 p5, 
12/28/26 
p3 
Frank Cram 8 W Mercury  SDP  $200 bond 8/13/25 p5 
AJ Burns 802 E Park  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
John Koski/ H 
Wilkerson 
252 E Park  SDP  $200 Bond 8/13/25 p5 
Ed Henningen 249 E Park  SDP  $200 bond 8/13/25 p5 
William Spargo 117 E Park  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Charles Hielala 813  or 313 E 
Park 
 SDP   8/13/25 p5 
John Smith 126 E Park  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Joseph Weir 134 S Main  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Ed Duplice 135 S Main  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
John Gartener 230 S Main  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Chris Saxhange 300 or 800 S 
Main 
 SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Fred Monasmith 336 S Main  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
John Quigley 308 N Main  SDP   8/13/25 p5 
Oscar Erkklis Granite st  establishment Qty liquor  8/17/25 p5 
John Goldberg/ 
John Gunderson 
1st bk off 
Main on W 
front 
Operating a 
still 
 50 gal still, 
2 barrels 
shine, 6 
vats of 
mash 
$300 Bond 8/28/25 p6 
11/8/25 p5 
William Boyce/ 
Oren Osburn/ city 
of Butte 
Thompson 
Inn (aka Nine 
mile 
hotel)Busi 
sale busi Sold liquor 
to officer 
 9/2/25 p5 
Ray Knight 3012 Bayard Bootlegging/ 
DWI 
  $200 + $50 
fine 
9-12-25 p5 
Mike Smith  Bootlegging   $150F 9/12/25 p5 
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Pat Crowe  Bootlegging   $150F 9/12/25 p5 
Joe Williams  Bootlegging   $150F 9/12/25 p5 
John Murphy/ 
Henry Turner 
2600 blk 
Moulten 
Operating 
still 
home 75 gal 
still,5 
barrels 
mash, qty 
of liquor 
 10-14-25 
p5 
George Patterson Building near 
Pittsmont 
mine dump E. 
Butte 
Operating 
still 
 2 80 gal 
stills, 170 
gal shine, 
22 gal mash  
 10/22/25 
p8 
Thomas Davis Corner of 
Main and 
Mercury 
Transport  Suitcase 
full of 
liquor 
$150 Bond 10/28/25 
p4 
Mrs. J. Stanley  Bootlegging   $150F 10/29/25 
p9 
John Connelly 
(conlon) 
900 blk 
Holmes Ave 
Operating a 
still 
Home still 
found in 75 ft. 
tunnel under 
shed 
14 barrels 
mash, 25 
gal shine 
$300 bond 11/5/25 p5, 
11/7/25 p7 
George Murphy / 
Carl Pitsh 
1200 blk 
Longfellow 
St. 
Operating 
still 
Home 25 gal still, 
3 gal shine, 
100 gal 
mash 
$300 Bond 11/5/25 p5. 
11/7/25 p7 
Mrs. Margaret 
Brown 
100 blk. W. 
Copper 
Operating 
still 
Home  35 gal still, 
30 gal corn 
mash, gal 
shine 
 11/7/25 p7 
William Orr 2000 blk 
Moulton St. 
Operating 
still 
 2 50 gal 
stills, 500 
gal mash, 
25 gal shine 
 11/7/25 p7 
Gus Eklock 123 N. 
Covert 
 Busi? Turned in 
by wife of 
drunk (Mrs. 
$150 Bond 
F 
11/11/25 
p6 
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S 
Myllimak) 
John Doe  Operating 2 
stills 
  $1000 
bond F 
12-2-25 p6 
Mike Dillon  Failure to 
appear for 
Volsted 
violation 
  $1000  12-2-25 p5 
John Waters  Sale SDP at Reichie   12-10-25 
p5 
Bob Snyder  Sale Charged with 
Waters SDP 
 20 days 
$100 fine 
12-10-25 
p5 
Charles Lewis  Sale Bartender of 
Waters SDP 
 $50 fine 12-10-25 
p5 
C.J Wold  Sale Arrested with 
Waters SDP 
 30 days 
joint fine 
of $125 
with 
Harrington 
12-10-25 
p5 
Bill Harrington  Sale Arrested with 
Waters SDP 
 30 days 
joint fine 
with Wold 
12-10-25 
p5 
Ed Padden  Sale Arrested with 
Waters SDP 
 20 
days/$100 
fine 
12-10-25 
p5 
John Duggan Oxford bar 3 cases 
consolidated 
  30 days / 
$100 for 
each 
offense 
12-10-25 
p5 
Vaso Stanish  Operating 
Still 
  45 
days/$100 
fine 
12-10-25 
p5 
Angus McLeod  Poss/ 
Sale/MAN 
  Did not 
appear for 
sentencing 
was in jail 
12-12-25 
p10 
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in 
Anaconda 
P.E. Martin  Poss/ 
Sale/MAN 
  30 days/ 
$100 fine 
12-12-25 
p10 
Louis Buford     30 
days/$100 
fine 
 
James Lanigan     $100 fine  
Orville Duffy     30 days/ 
$100 fine 
 
Martin Garrity     20 days/ 
$75 fine 
 
      
 
BDM: 1-5-1926/12-29-1926 
Name Address Charge Place  PS Fine/Bond BMD 
Joe Ruiz 11 ½ N. 
Wyoming 
Poss Mexic
an 
Pool 
Hall 2 
killing
s took 
place 
here 
Qty of shine $600 bond 1-5-26 pg 5 
Fred Dalemoyle Room in 
O’Rourke 
MAN Hotel  $150 bond 1/6/26 pg5 
John Doe West Park MAN   $150 bond 1/6/26 pg5 
Patrick 
McGonigle  
301 E. 
Woolman 
Manu Distilli
ng 
Plant 
 $500 bond F 1/9/26 pg5 
C. Cowell 1,000 blk. 
Lewiston 
MAN Rectify
ing 
plant 
Bottles, 
labels, 
vermouth  
$1,000 bond 1/15/26 pg6 
Charles Call 1400 C blk Operating a still  Small still, 
3-50 gal bar, 
barley and 
 1/15/26 pg6 
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molasses 
mash, ½ gal 
whiskey 
John Smith 210 N Main MAN SDP  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Harry Thomas 219 ½ N Main MAN SDP  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
James Brown  208 N Main MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Doe 211 N Main MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Jack McKenna 214 N Main MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Bill Harry 11 W Galena MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Harry Straw 7 S Montana MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Edwards 502 S 
Montana 
MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
George Hughes  110 N Main MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Jack Boyle 17 E 
Broadway 
MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Jones 6 N Arizona MAN SDP  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Jack Daws 360 E 
Broadway 
MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Henry Barrett 425 E Park MAN SDP  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Bob Brown  334 E Park MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Ben Chest  246 E Park MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Crash 119 E Park  MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
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Mike Ryan 206 N Main MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Bill Hayes Lizzie Blk MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Thurston 112 W 
Granite 
MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
John Sculley 110 S Dakota MAN BUS  $150 bondF 1/26/26 pg5, 
1/27/26 pg5 
Victor Bresleau East side Operating a 
winery 
BUS  $500 bondF 1/28/26 pg5 
James 
Macfarland 
S Main Bootlegging   $150 bondF 1/28/26 pg5 
Charles Lemilin 1635 Harrison Selling to minor BUS  $1,000 bond 1/28/26 pg6, 
1/29/26 pg5 
R.P. Brownie  Transport   $150 bond F 3/2/26 pg10 
George Cox George Street Operating a still Bus Still $500  bond 3/11/26 pg5 
Mrs. Cox Harrison  Home 125 gal 
shine 
$500 bond 3/11/26 pg5 
Al Jacques  MAN  Truck, keg 
of shine 
$150 bondF 3/18/26 pg20 
Nick 
Lasolovich 
217 
Washington 
MAN  7 pints 
liquor, 5 gal 
shine, 10 gal 
wine 
$150 bondF  3/28/26 pg28 
John Neilson Prospect Ave Operating still  2- 50 gal 
stills, shine 
$500 bond 4/2/26 pg6 
Luman Norman 900 blk Talbot Operating still  80 gal 
still,17 barl. 
Mash, 8 gal 
whisky 
 4/7/26 pg5 
Paul Buchall/ 
John Sebin 
1,000 blk E 
Galena 
  50 gal still, 
1,050 gal 
mash, 250 
bottles brew, 
4 gal 
whiskey 
 4/7/26 pg5 
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Burt Williams 700 blk W 
Mercury 
Running a 
brewery, MAN 
 460 bottles 
beer, 14 barl. 
brew 
 4/7/26 pg5 
Jack Jordan/ 
Charley Jones 
Lost Creek 
near Silver 
Star 
Operating still Rural 10 gal still, 
600 gal 
mash, shine 
100 days, 
$100 fine + 
costs 
4/9/26 p6, 
12/28/26 p3 
Steve Eva 
(employee) 
425 E. Park MAN SDP Liquor 
(caught 
because 
place caught 
fire) 
$150 bond 4/14/26 pg2 
Grant Kimball 1506 
California 
 Home 75 gal still, 
900 gal 
mash 
 4/22/26 pg10  
A. Fera  Violating probit 
laws 
  $100 fine 
/90 days, 
found guilty 
in nov 1924 
upheld by 
San Fran 
supreme 
3/22/26 
4/30/26 pg6 
William J 
Tonkin 
 Vio Prohib laws   $100/30 
days 
5/5/26 pg5 
John Cranny  Vio Prohib laws   $100/30 
days 
5/5/26 pg5 
J.C. Gilman  Vio Prohib laws   $100/30 
days 
5/5/26 pg5 
Clarence 
Whitlock 
 Vio Prohib laws   $200 fine 5/5/26 pg5 
John Crowley  Vio Prohib laws   $100/ 20 
days 
5/5/26 pg5 
Henry Hoffman 515 S 
Wyoming 
Operating still  15 gal still, 
100 gal 
mash, shine 
 5/6/26 pg5 
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William 
Fitzsimmons/ 
Morris Cowles 
Men’s club 
Lizzie Blk.  
Many 
prominent 
citizens 
bootlegging   $300/30 
days 
5/6/26 pg6 
Peter Ghildella  Transport  30 gal wine  5/6/26 pg12 
Mary Campbell      5/9/26 pg 3 
Kenneth 
McPhail (akaW. 
Dowling) 
     5/9/26 pg3 
John Drew/ 
Jack 
Cabry/Tom 
Gallagher 
5 S Wyoming  SDP  Fail to 
appear 
liquor 
destroyed/ 
in suit with 
prohib 
officers 
5/29/26 pg8, 
6/16/26 pg5, 
7/9/26 pg5 
Tom Sloan/ 
Jimmie Boyle 
119 E Park  SDP   5/29/26 pg8 
Ed Duplice 226 S Main  SDP   5/29/26 pg8 
John Pirnell N Walkerville Operating still  85 gal still, 
50 gal still, 
mash, liquor  
 5/31/26 pg6 
James 
McGovern 
 Vio. Prohib laws   $150 bond F 8/3/26 pg12 
John Smith 1442 Sohley   4 barl mash  8/7/26 pg5 
James 
Raymonds 
 Transport  Ten cases 
home brew 
 8/10/26 pg5 
John Donnelly 114 n Main MAN   $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
Jack Johnson 28 ½ E Park MAN   $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
Joe James  44 E Park MAN   $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
Pete Clark  5 S Wyoming MAN   $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
John Warren 119 E Park MAN SDP  $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
Jim Brown 414 Mahoney  MAN   $150 bond 9/4/26 pg5 
Sam Murvich 2629 Floral Manu Home 
beneat
50 gal still, 
25 gal shine 
 10/5/26/pg5 
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h 
garage 
 After Dry Law Repeal     
J.M. Lowry 420 Waters Operating still Home 2- 80 gal 
stills, 9-500 
gal vats, 4-
500 gal vats 
mash,20 gal 
shine  
 11/6/26 p6 
Mrs. Miller 330 E Park sale Bus?  $200 fine 
told they 
would raid 
her place 
every night 
until she 
shut down 
11-10-26 p5 
Mrs. Jones 
Green 
555 S Arizona MAN SDP Bottle of 
shine 
$150 fine 
(first case in 
court after 
repeal) 
11/10/26 p6, 
12/1/26 p1 
Joyce James 409 S Arizona     11/10/26 p6 
Dick Gilbertson 24 S 
Wyoming 
    11/10/26 p6 
Muckey 
MacDonald 
S Montana    $150 bondf 11/13/26 p5 
Jack Hanely E Mercury    $150 bondf 11/13/26 p5 
Emmett Dillon 
Plant owned by 
stock company) 
8 miles N of 
Walkerville 
Operating plant 
(arrested while 
transporting 100 
gal shine by 
horse and sleigh) 
Rural 
(100 ft. 
shed 
built in 
hillside
) 
3 connected 
stills 
(produces1,0
00 gal a 
day), 4,800 
gal mash, 
2,860 pds 
sugar, 3 gas 
stoves w/62 
 11/24/26 p1 
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jets, water 
pump,  
Robert Devine  44 E Park  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
John Latva 312 ½ E 
Broadway 
 SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Dick Gilbertson 
(Stockholm 
bar)/Walter 
Anderson 
  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
Ike Cohn 14 W Mercury  SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Neil McHugh/ 
Jack Daugherty 
119 E Park  SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Martin Liebe/ 
Jack Cranny 
553 ½ S 
Arizona 
 SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Al Kennedy 817 E Front  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
Charles 
Battenschleg 
S Wyoming  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
James Gordon  E Galena  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
James Grant 14 W Mercury  SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Jack Drew/ 
Tom Gallagher 
5 S Wyoming  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
John Dolan 73 E Park  Bus   11-24-26 p2 
Hugh Lassi 408 E 
Broadway 
 SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Men 
Christopherson 
246 E Park  SDP   11-24-26 p2 
Joe Cola 2300 blk 
Cottonwood 
Operating still 
(plant in vacant 
home built 
behind blind 
alley) 
 1,000 gal vat 
grape 
seepage 
(used for 
grappo), 17- 
50 gal barl 
wine, 70 gal 
still 
 12-1-26 p5 
William Green/ 
H.D. Munford 
445 S Arizona    $200 bond 12/3/26 p5 
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Frank Kopp  Pro. Vio. SDP  90 days/ 
$500 fine 
12/28/26 p3 
Clarence Jarvey  Pro. Vio.   6 
months/$25
0 fine + cost 
12/28/26 p3 
Jack Patrone  Pro. Vio   30 days / 
$100 fine + 
costs 
12/28/26 p3 
William 
Saunders 
 Pro. Vio.   30 days / 
$100 fine + 
costs 
12/28/26 p3 
Maria 
(Malvina)/ 
Blaine Beakey 
 MAN, Poss, 
Manu 
  $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John Bealpedio  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
David Batey  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Paddy Brown  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Ben 
Christopherson 
 MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Louis Ceronce  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Tom Cogger  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John Coanny  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John Lieve  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Robert Devine  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Ed Harrington  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
J.V. Hughes  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Dan Meehan  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Frank Kelly  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John  Kennedy  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Ed Lappin  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Hugo Lassy  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John Latta  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Albert Logan  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
George Rieley  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
John Lorenz  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
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George 
McArdie 
 MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Percy McLaine/ 
Helen Miller 
 MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Ed McConkey  MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Jerry and Mary 
Rhule 
 MAN, sale, Poss, 
liquor property 
  $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
Dixie Walsh/ V. 
Murphy 
 MAN, sale, Poss   $200 bond 12/29/26 p10 
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     Key 
    Green field – 1923 SDPs 
    Blue field- 1925 SDPs 
    Red field- 1926 SDPs 
    Orange field- women owners of SDPs  
 
SDP 1923 SDP 1925  SDP 1926 Address 
ABC Bar   128 S. Wyoming 
Allensworth CE   15 E. Broadway 
Ambrose and Evatz Evatz Martin Evatz Martin 1259 Talbot 
 Anderson Otto Andrew Johnson, 
Nevin Frank 
Co.(bottle company) 
545 E. Park 
(abated 1 year with leave 
to reopen for legal 
business except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
 Anare Peter The Club 46 Main (Mville) 
The Atlantic The Atlantic  56 W. Park 
Balacich Robert   1101 Talbot 
Balkovitz  Balkovitz 94 Pine 
 Barrett JH (catches fire) 425 E. Park 
Barry and Fairchild   33 N. Main 
 Basiotis Jno Basiotis S. Wyoming NE corner E. 
Mercury 
Bergamo  The Lobby 29 E. Mercury 
Bolan JH   559 S. Arizona 
Bonner and McCormick   300 N. Main 
Brecke CP Mulligan Thos. Mulligan Thos 21 W. Daly (Wville) 
Bismarck Saloon Sullivan and Sheehan Sheehan JJ 15 W. Granite 
Bertoglio Elen Bertoglio Bertoglio 2 Noble (Mville) 
 Blanchard Vernie  34 E. Mercury 
Bohemian Buffet   123 N. Main 
 Brett Thos  932 N. Main 
Brown and Coleman Cleary MF  22 S. Main 
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Brozovich Bros.   2107 Leatherwood 
(McQueen) 
Bruno Frank  Nevin Ernest 124 S. Arizona 
Brurovich Geo Yavor and Basich Botbich Anton 
(Polk), Dan Collins, 
Anna Lynch 
261 E. Park 
(Abated 1 year) 
 Buckley and Boyle  553 S. Arizona 
Buesko Geo Sampson Si  106 E. Park 
Bukavina Nick   1114 E.2nd 
Bukovich Jas   413 S. Arizona 
Burns Jno   19 W. Woolman 
 Butori Alf  61 Main (Mville) 
Campus Commercial   515 W. Park 
Cantlin Michl   650 Cherry (E. Butte) 
  Carr Thos 813 Utah 
Carroll HS   801 E. Front 
Cash Frank (5 mile house)   405 F-2 
  Castleman Perry 414 S. Main 
Charles JF   901 E. Front 
 Christopher and Inghram and 
Darrah AJ 
Darrah AJ 4 S. Main 
Cleary EJ   59 E. Park 
Clifford JA    9 E. Broadway 
 Clifford JA Clifford J 11 E. Broadway 
Coberly Thomas Pierce FJ  11 S. Montana 
Cogan Richard Laukkanen Matthew Anderson Otto 434 E. Broadway 
Cown and Lyndon   1033 upper E. Galena 
Connely and Leary   699 N. Montana 
 Connolly JJ JJ Connolly, M 
Gordon, L Cohen 
206 N. Main 
(Abated 1 year 
Provisional 12/12/25 p5) 
 Cords JA Cords JA 500 S. Montana 
Cote Napoleon   4 miles S. of city 
Couch Jno   436 Watson 
Crnich Anton   2120 Leatherwood 
(McQueen) 
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Cronin Jno  Maki Andrew 358 E. Granite 
Crowley JJ   39 E. Broadway 
 Crowley Jno.  719 N. Main 
Crowley and Harrington Sullivan Cornelius  951 N. Main (Cville) 
Curtis Simon   721 N. Wyoming 
Davy Sami   968 N. Main (Cville) 
Davis Carl   125 S. Montana 
Donati and Quilel   49 Main (Mville) 
 Donati Antonio  59 Front (Mville) 
 Donohue Benj  339 S. Arizona 
Donohue ME   336 S. Montana 
Donohue PJ   625 E. Front 
 Dougherty Patrick Dougherty, Anne 
Connors 
51 E. Quartz 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
 Drew Jno. John Cabry, Jack 
King, Jack Drew, 
Gans and Klein 
investment co.  
7 S. Wyoming 
(Abated 1 year) 12-25-25 
pg. 5 BDM) 
Dwyer Bros. Latva Jno (house) Monaman Thos 312 E. Broadway 
Dwyer Richard  Hannigan Jno 818 N. Wyoming 
Early and McDonough   815 Utah 
Elkstein Bros.  Ralph Dowling, Ed 
Duplice, PM Grady 
135 S. Main 
(abated 1 year) 
Erickson and Johnson   101 S. Arizona 
Fant HA   807 E. Front 
  Ferguson WH 226 S. Montana 
Ferry Barney   65 E. Park 
  Dennis Lynch Five Mile (abatement 
threatened 1926. BMD 
5/11/26 p.5) 
Fitzpatrick Mrs. Minnie   2 ½ miles S.E. of country 
club 
Florence Hotel   246-250 E. Broadway 
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Floyd and Kramer   101 E. Park 
Foote Bert   745 E. Park 
  Four Mile House 4 miles S of city 
  Franceconia Alex 82 Main (Mville) 
  The Francis 110 S. Dakota 
Frugolli SG   47 Main (Cville) 
 Fuller CH Matlich Jos 14 W. Mercury 
Gaertner Pno.  Johnson Harry 346 E. Park 
Gallagher Soft Drink 
Parlor 
  124 S. Montana 
 Gallagher Jas  311 S. Arizona 
  Geremia Jno 51 Main 
 Gergurich  224 Cherry ( E. Butte) 
 Giacoma Antone  105 W. Daly (Mville) 
  Gilmore Patrick 334 E. Park 
Gilmore Bros.  O’Malley and 
Eastman 
937 Talbot 
Gilroy Bros. Sheehan MJ  947 Main (Cville) 
 Graves HH  114 S. Main 
  Greek Club 67 E. Park 
  Green WM 557 Arizona 
Greens Buffet   43 N. Main 
Grogan Harvey  Ralph Weir, Bill 
Evans, J O Willims  
134 S. Main 
(abatement modified for 
auto business to remain 
open 12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
(Abated 1 year Grosso AC  48 Main (Mville) 
Gurgevich Bros.   224 Cherry (E. Butte) 
Gurgovich BN   53 W. Broadway 
 Haglund Carl McKee and Tuttle 621 Utah 
Harrington TC   700 N. Montana 
Harris Bros.    601 E. Mercury 
Healy and Moynihan   309 N. Main 
  Healey Michl 219 ½ N. Main 
 Helen Thos  210 W. Main 
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 Henningan Edw Ed Hannigan, Harry 
Roberts, Katie Mary, 
Anna and Rose 
Brokovich 
249 E. Park 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
Herm and Nickel   81 E. Park 
Horgan Edw   735 N. Main 
  Hotel Bungalow 3 ½ miles S of city 
Huddleston and Kean   553 S. Main 
Hugo and Traparish Traparish Gabriel  238 S. Main 
Invernizzi and Massa Invernizzi Battista Invernizzi Battista 41 W. Daly  (wville) 
Jacobson and Sarry Auto Isacc  412 E. Broadway 
Jones and Popovich Dragon Robert  1100 Talbot 
 Jones Thos  21 S. Wyoming 
Juckem and Vanderberg   201 E. Park 
Karabeles and Demopulos  W.H Ferguson, 
Oscar Ahstrand, Ed 
Lowry, Dr. C.H. 
Horst, Laura M. 
Simmons 
120 E. Park (The Vega) 
(Abated 12/25/25 p5 
BDM)) 
Karkainen Henry   461 E. Park 
Keane Baraba   368 E. Broadway 
Kearney Jas   222 N. Wyoming 
328 N. Wyoming 
Kelly JD   350 S. Main 
  Kelseth Halvor 1518 N Main 
(Walkerville) 
Kenevan JH   811 E. Front 
 Kennedy Chas  416 Wyoming 
Keogh MJ Rocker Keogh MJ Rocker  411 F-5 
  Kirk Hannah 404 E. Granite 
Knuutilla Jacob Knuutilla Jacob Knutilla Jacob 360 E. Granite 
Kilvanick Smoke House   73 W. Park 
Kohal Bros   598 E. Front 
Kohal and Maesar Zanon Simon Zanon Simon 129 S. Arizona 
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 Koscoulous Nicholas Koscoulous, Pete 
Pappas, A.J. Davis, 
Hule Pock 
345 S. Arizona 
(Abated 6mo.-1 year 12-
25-25 p5 BDM) 
Koski and  Steinus   280 E. Park 
Koski Tangren and Steinus Tongren Oscar H Wilkinson, John 
Koski, Mrs. Delia 
Clark 
252 E. Park 
Abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
Kouscoulas Nick  Shea Jerry 311 S. Main 
Krnaich and Drazich   428 S. Arizona 
  Kulich Dora 330 E. Park 
 Lacy Michael  268 E. Park 
 Lahti Henry  400 E. Granite 
  Laird Jos 10 W. Mercury 
Larson Louis Larson Louis Anderson AH 409 S. Arizona 
 Laveroni Barney Laveroni Barney 307 W. Daly 
  Leahy Michl 49 E. Quartz 
 Liberty Club Liberty 28 ½ E. Park 
  Liena Nicholas 201 Anaconda Rd. 
Liggan Patrick   73 E. Woolman 
 Lloyd Wm  1520 N. Main (Wville) 
Lukanich Jno   300 E. Mercury 
Lynch Jno.   306 Summit (Dublin 
Gulch) 
Lynch and Leehan   214 N. Main 
 McEwan Jno  1135 Utah 
McGinley Bros.   817 Utah 
  McIsaac Lauchie 100 S. Wyoming 
 McKenna and Reilly McKenna and Rielly 314 N. Main 
Manula and North   500 E. Park 
 Marchiando Lewis  26 W. Daly 
 Marling JR Hum Yow (Polk), 
J.R. Marling, Frank 
Kopp, Mrs. Rose 
McBride, F,R, 
McBride 
119 S. Main 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business, except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
 Massi Frank  53 Main 
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Matthews ED Peters Michael Fasso and Maunder 3 W Daly (Wville) 
  Martin Jno 239 S Main 
105 S Main 
Mauty Lawrence   1260 Talbot 
 Mellish Reid  231 Anaconda 
Mihcelich Stephen   120 E. Cherry (E. Butte) 
Mileusnich Rade   333 S. Arizona 
Miller Chris   201 S. Arizona 
Milwaukee Bar   1000 S. Montana 
Monohan and Buckley Buckley Jeremiah  819 N. Main 
Mooney MP   1660 Harrison 
Moore FJ   1360 Talbot 
Mueller Herman   233 S. Main 
Mudro and Kabalin   1835 S. Montana 
Muelled WH   508 S. Montana 
Murphy PJ, Boyle Bros  John Boyle, james E 
Murray 
407 N. Main 
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM)) 
Murphy and McIntyre Fullerton Jas  925 N. Main (Cville) 
Myllymaki Geo   302 E. Broadway 
  Myllymaki Geo 400 E. Granite 
Negro Candida   58 Main (Mville) 
New Corner Saloon   201 E. Park 
Newman Mrs. Richard McHale Edw Henry Cardwell, P E 
Crowled,  
601 E. Park 
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
Nichols and Oliver  Colusa 36 Main (Mville) 
Niskamen Mat   470 E. Broadway 
Ocean Bar   59 E. Park 
O’Connor and Morrow   135 W. Park 
Odgers Wm. Odgers Larry Leary Florry and 
Larry Odgers 
964 N. Main (Cville) 
  Odgers Sydney 1524 Dunn Ave 
O’Neil and Drew O’Neil Jos  16 E. Park 
Orpheum Bar   38 W. Broadway 
Owsley Soft Drinks   6 N. Main 
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Oxcell Bros.   310-312 E. Park 
Pacific Hotel Burns AJ Ah Meherns, Matt 
Granbach 
802 E. Park 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
  Paradise Club 42 ½ E. Park 
Park Cigar Store   18 E. Park 
 Parry Angelo  45 Main 
  Patten Eddie 553 ½ S Arizona 
Peoples CC   324 N. Main 
Perls Mrs. Olive Sampson and Christpherson Downs and 
Christopherson 
246 E. Park 
Perls and Sylvester   341 S. Arizona 
Petrovich Jas Petrovich Jos  2016 Oak 
Pilard Bessie   1831 S. Montana 
Pierce FJ   124 S. Montana 
Plasa Buffet   45 W. Park 
Pollari and Co. Pollari and Lassi  408 E. Broadway 
Pope and Coombs   960 N. Main (Cville) 
Popovich and Babich Popovich and Co.  82 E. Park 
  Popovich Louis 250 E Park 
Raenovich Geo Klune and Thomas Klune and Thomas 2014 Yew (McQueen) 
 Randell HH  348 S. Main 
Rodoni Julius Dominic Bruno Dominick Bruno 135 E. Park 
Rodoni and Tatti   307 W. Daly (Wville) 
Ronan TJ   827 Empire 
Roulean Ophir  W.J. Spargo, Ben 
Bank Realty 
117 E. Park 
(abated 1 year with leave 
to reopen at any time 
12/25/25 p5 BDM)) 
Rowe Maurice   3203 S. Montana 
Rule Thomas   931 Talbot 
 Russus Nicholas  227 S. Main 
Sagar Jno Sagar Jno  2202 Walnut 
Salot Pete and Michael 
Salot 
Brassan Victor  54 Main (Mville) 
 Saunders Martin Saunders Geo 119 E. Park 
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Saxhang and Ryan (Oxford 
Bros) 
O’Neil FE C.J Wold, C.J. 
Wulff, Bill 
Harrington 
300 S. Main 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
 Scataglini Ettore Scataglini Ettore 
now only 26 Main 
listed 
251 E. Park 
26 Main (Wville) 
Schrage and Kinney  Swanson Victor 537 S. Main 
Schultz Arthur   818 S. Montana 
 Sedaras Chris Sedras Chris 32 Mercury 
Severinsky Frank   15 Plum (E. Butte) 
Simonich Edw   436 Kemper 
Sivalon Jo   303 W. Daly (Wville) 
 Snyder Wm  8 W. Mercury 
  Snyder Wm 213 W Park 
Sonkovich Tony   102 S. Wyoming 
Sovily ER Casey and Anderson Mike Casey, Ben 
Bank Realty 
111 S. Arizona 
(Abated 6mo-1 year 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
 Stahl Michael  841 1/2 Utah 
Starovich Jno   133 Anaconda Rd. 
Staub and Robison   101 Silverbow Blvd. 
Stockholm Bar   24 S. Wyoming 
Strike Edw   1515 N. Main 
Stuart   747 Utah 
Sturm Frank   1302 E. Second 
Sullivan JB   719 N. Main 
Sullivan JJ   1231 Anaconda Rd. 
 Sullivan Johanna Sullivan Johanna 427 E. Park 
Sullivan MM Sullivan MM Pat Bradley, Tony 
Hannigan, Mike 
Dillon, Metals Bank 
and Trust 
219 N. Main 
(Abated 6 mo -1 year 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
Sullivan PJ   245 Anaconda Rd. 
Sullivan and Riordan   705 N. Main 
Sullivan and Sheehan   309 N. Main 
Swanson CO   601 Utah 
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Swanson Victor   110 E. Park 
Terpin Tony   1801 S. Montana 
Tesla Steve   118 S. Arizona 
 Tetrault Louis Tetrault Louis 555B S. Arizona 
  Three Mile House 2 miles S of city limits 
(threatened abatement in 
1926 BDM 5-11-26 pg.5) 
Thomas Jno Sullivan Jeremiah  821 N. Main 
Tilibelto and Olivery  Charles Erb, Bert 
Williams, Frank 
Jacob, Vadnais 
Realty 
259 E. Park 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to conduct legal business 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
 Timmons Edw Lilly Tom (Polk), 
John McCarthy. John 
Dee Regan,  Hum 
Kay 
101 S. Main 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business  except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
Tivoli Brewery Saloon   1 ½ miles SW of city 
Towey Patrick  Quigley Jno 308 N. Main 
Tredinnick Jas   53 Main (Mville) 
  Trobosh Peter 8 Arizona 
Truedell and Thompson  O’Connell Chas 819 E. Front 
 Tucker Earl  1 W. Mercury 
Veinot Leroy   1301 S. Montana 
Vemoich Michl   237 S. Arizona 
Vlaisalvich Nick   24 Linlow (Mville) 
 Voklevich Geo  220 E. Park 
  Vulkovich D 225 E Park 
  Vuckevich G 315 E Park 
Wade Mrs. EJ   734 E. Park 
Walkers Cash Liquor 
House 
  10 W. Park 
 Walters Harry  26 W. Mercury 
Welch JE   137 E. Park 
The White House  White House 53 Main (Mville) 
Williams Bert   811 N. Montana 
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Williams Rheese   348 S. Wyoming 
Williams and McKinnon  Stone Jas 350 S. Main 
 Williams RD Fred Monosmith, 
Eva G Daniels 
336 S. Main 
(abated 6 mo 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
 Williams Violet  404 Granite 
Woods and Mueller  Woods and Harper 1000 S. Montana 
Yelala Nick Yelala Nichols Yelala Nichols 327 S. Arizona 
  Charles O’Connell, 
Bill Brenan, Michael 
Dore 
1133 Utah (found in 
Abatements only) 
(Abated 1 year with 
provision to remain open 
for legal business 12/25/25 
pg BDM) 
  Fred Fairchild, J.K. 
Heslet 
110 W. Granite 
(found only in 
abatements) 
(abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM)) 
  A. Van Eygan, Joe 
Brewer, Ben Bank 
Realty 
Shooting occurs in 
1926 (BDM 5-3-26 
pg.1) 
 
313 E. Park 
(found in Abatements 
only)  Pool Hall 
(Abated one year with 
leave to remain open for 
legal business except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
  Bob Snyder, Hum 
Kay, Charles Lewis, 
Fred Shannon 
S West Galena 
(found only in 
abatements)  
(Abated  1 yearwith leave 
to remain open for legal 
business except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM) 
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  J.W. Sullivan, Steve 
Sullivan 
619 N. Wyoming 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to reopen for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  John Liebe, Shields 
Real Estate 
2601 Lawrence 
(found in abatements 
only)  
(assessed costs) 
  Frank Kopp, 
Clarence Whitlock, 
Ben Bank Realty 
114 E. Galena 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(Abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Gabriel Traparish,  
M.P. Alexander 
30 S Main 
(found in abatements 
only)  
(abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business except SDP 
12/25/25 p5 BDM)  
  TJ Myers, 
Constantine 
Schultz,John Smith, 
Swend Carlson 
126 E. Park 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Fred Wiley, William 
Jones, Bill Green, 
Scovill Realty 
123 S. Main (Dance Hall) 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
  Owen Shields , 
Granite Alaska Co. 
215 N Wyoming 
(found only in 
abatements) 
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(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Jack White, James 
Tonklin 
88 Grant 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
  William Damon, 
Paddy Moore, Gans 
and Klein Co 
86-88 E Park 
(found in abatements 
only)  
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Antonio Magnami, 
Joe Stefani, Mile 
Giabettari 
71 Main (Mville) 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(abated 1 year with leave 
to reopen with legal 
business  12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
   229 W Copper 
(Found in abatements 
only)  
(Abated 1 year leave for 
remaining open for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Paddy Myers 119 S. Arizona ( man was 
beaten to death at SDP )  
proprietor and 3 others 
arrested. BDM 10-11-26 
pg 2, 10-12-26pg 1, 10-
13-26 pg, 5, 10-14-26 pg. 
5 
  Theodore J 
Vodenberg, Katie 
D’Acheul 
4 S Wyoming 
(found in abatements 
only)  
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(abated 1 year leave for 
Arnold plumbing 
company to use basement 
space for storage 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
  Timothy Shannahan, 
Cora Page 
131 S Wyoming 
(found in abatements 
only)  
(assessed costs 12/25/25 
p5 BDM) 
  Joe Doe Warden, 
Dan Rosetta, Bertha 
Kenck 
4 N Arizona 
(found in Abatements 
only) 
(Abated 1 year 12/25/25 
p5 BDM)  
  J H Mulford, Ida 
Normile 
552 S Arizona 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Martin Garrity, 
Berths Kenck 
6 N Arizona 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(abated 1 year 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
  Frank Kram, Sophia 
Doyle 
8 W Mercury 
(found only in 
abatements) 
(abated 1 year) 
  Ed Padden, Ben 
Donohue, Mrs. 
Olivia Hopkins 
415 S. Arizona 
(found in abatements 
only) 
(assessed costs) 
  Bonny Claire, John 
Doe O’Leary, Mary 
J Pace 
807 Front (the Hub) 
(found in abatements 
only) 
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(Abated 1 year with leave 
to remain open for legal 
business 12/25/25 p5 
BDM) 
 
 
